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Introduction by Mr Enrique BARÖN CRESPO,
President of the European Parliament

This brochure deals with one of the major social and political problems of our time. In
continuing our work for a peacefuland democratic united Europe, we must ensure that our
Europe is an open society based on the respect of fundamental rights and the rejection of
all forms of discrimination,

Racism and xenophobia spring from the individual's fear and insecurity about the future
and are nurtured by unemployment and povefi. The removal of these factors should be a
prime policy aim for Europe's national and local authorities as well as for the European
Community. But this is only part of the picture. The campaign against racism and
xenophobia can not simply be handed over to authorities and institutions; it is the
responsibility of each and every one of us.

In order to make the citizens of Europe aware of this we have to enhance and regularly
update their knowledge of the facts, symptoms and structures in which this evil manifests
itself. This is one of the tasks the European Parliament has taken upon itself. This is why it
decided for the second time in five years to set up a committee of inquiry into the problems
of racism and xenophobia. The report of this committee, whose rapporteur was our
colleague Glyn FORD, forms the basis of this brochure. lt is intended to follow up the
previous report published in 1986, with which the name of the late Dimitrios EVREGENIS
will always be linked. lt is also intended to ensure that concrete progress follows from the
joint declaration against racism and xenophobia signed on 1 1 June 1986 by the European
Parliament, the Commission, the Council of Ministers and the representatives of all the
Member States,

May this brochure contribute towards the realization that racism is ethically unacceptable
and politically dangerous, and a greater awareness of our common responsibility to work
for a democratic and pluralist European society respecting the dignity of men and women
whatever their race, sexual orientation, religion, nationality or ethnic origin.

Enrique BARöN CRESPO





Resolution on the report by the Committee of Inquiry into Racism and
Xenophobia

The European Parliament,
having regard to the report of its Committee of Inquiry into Racism and Xenophobia
(43-195/90),

1. Resolves to give effect to the recommendations to the European Parliament
contained therein;

2. Galls on the Commission, the Council, the Foreign Ministers meeting in European
Political Cooperation and the governments of the Member States to study in detail the
recommendations contained in the report of its Committee of Inquiry;

3. Undertakes to publish and distribute widely the report in the Member States,
including at local and regional level, and calls on the Commission and Council to do the
same;

4. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of its Committee of
Inquiry with the recommendations contained therein to the Council, the Commission, the
Foreign Ministers meeting in European Political Cooperation and the governments of the
Member States.



Resolution on the report by the Committee on Inquiry into Racism and
Xenophobia

The European Parliament,

having regard to Oral Questions with debate 83-1327 and 1329/90 on the
recommendations of the Committee of Inquiry and the Commission's response,

having regard to the findings of the Committee of Inquiry into Racism and
Xenophobia,

having regard to the Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia of 11 June
1 986,

A. having noted the recommendations set out in the Committee of Inquiry's report,

B. whereas particular vigilance is required to prevent any threat of racism and
xenophobia becoming more widespread in Europe,

1. Approves the appropriate measures which will enable the Community's specific role
in this field to be strengthened alongside national bodies and welfare and religious
authorities;

2. Takes the view that a solution must also be sought in a wide-ranging programme
encompassing employment, housing, education and the development of harmonious
coexistence at grass-roots level;

3. Calls, accordingly, on the Commission, Counciland other Community institutions, as
well as on the governments and parliaments of the Member States, to work towards that
goal and calls more specifically on its Committee on Budgets to enter in the budget at an
early date the budget headings proposed in the Committee of lnquiry's recommendations;

4. Instructs its President to fonruard this resolution to the Commission, the Council and
the other Community institutions and to the governments and parliaments of the Member
States.
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Chapter 1:

General considerations

1.1. In its second legislative period in particular, the directly elected European
Parliament devoted considerable attention to the increase ol racism in Europe and to the
rise of extreme right-wing groups which are the politicalexpression, the result and to some
extent the cause of this increase. One reason why Parliament began to take a greater
interest was, of course, the fact that in the years 1984-89 it had to contend with an
increased presence of elected representatives of such extreme right-wing groups in its
own chamber.

1.2. The upshot was that a committee of inquiry was set up pursuant to what was then
Rule 95 of the Rules ol Procedure, its terms of reference being to study the rise of fascism
and racism in Europe and to submit a report to Parliament. Mr Le Pen brought an action on
behalf of the Group of the European Right before the Court of Justice of the European
Communities in Luxembourg requesting it to annul the European Parliament's decision to
appoint a committee of inquiry, but the Court declared the action inadmissible.

1.3. The report was submitted in December 1985 (the Evrigenis report, PE 97.547) and
discussed in plenary in January 1986 using the procedure of oral question with debate. On
re-reading the report one is struck by the fact that it is still an extremely valuable analysis
of the phenomena of fascism and racism, their ideological and social roots and the
objectives of the groups which they have produced.

1.4. The creation of the Committee of Inquiry and its report were contributory factors to
the Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia which was signed on 11 June 1986
in the chamber of the European Parliament in Strasbourg by the Presidents of the
European Parliament and the Council, the representatives of the Member States meeting
within the Council and the Commission.

1.5. The declaration makes it incumbent on the institutions, and also the individual
Member States, to take appropriate measures to combat all forms of intolerance, hostility
and use of force against persons or groups of persons on the grounds of racial, religious,
cultural, social or national differences. On the day the declaration was signed Parliament
adopted a resolution approving the declaration.

1.6. Since then, almost every available opportunity has been seized in the European
Parliament to denounce expressions ol racism and fascism and to remind the European
institutions and the governments of the Member States of their responsibilities in this
respect, as solemnly stated in the Joint Declaration. Parliament has also been concerned
with Community and national legislation on the right of asylum, identity checks and the
social rights of immigrants; these are fields in which the signatories can give concrete
expression of their desire to implement the principles of the Joint Declaration of 1986.
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1.7. In addition to all the oral and written questions and resolutions on these subjects,
the rapporteur would refer in particular in this connection to the reports by the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the right of asylum (the Vetter report) and on the
Commission proposal on the fight against racism and xenophobia (the Medina Ortega
report) and the report of the Political Atfairs Committee on the Joint Declaration (Van d-er
Lek report).

1.8. However, some three years after the signing of the Joint Declaration, Parliament
felt there was a need for a more comprehensive report, which would both take stock of
how the declaration had been implemented and present a kind of synthesis of a number of
aspects directly concerned with this subject and stressed in previous reports adopted by
the European Parliament. lt was also felt necessary to update and supplement the factual
information contained in the Evrigenis report; updating was needed because since
December 1985 the situation had undergone a radical change in some Member States,
e.g. the Federal Republic of Germany and ltaly, and the report needed to be
supplemented because at the time it was written Spain and Portugal had not yet joined the
Community.

1.9. Nor was it possible for the 1985 report to take account of the signing of the Single
European Act and the plans in 'operation 1992g3' to do away more quickly with
intra-Community borders. By the late 1980s it had become quite clear what impact the
compensatory measures which would have to be taken in this connection might have on
immigration policy in respect of persons from third, non-European countries and on their
legal position and freedom of movement within the Community. Although this is, to a large
extent, a matter for some of the permanent committees of the European Parliament, there
were sound reasons for establishing a separate framework for looking at the measures
and connparing them with the principles enshrined in the Joint Declaration ol 1986.

L10. Now, in 1990, the governments of all or some of the EC Member States are jointly
planning measures which could have far-reaching consequences for the lives of millions of
persons living in their countries, but the preparation of these measures is beyond all
parliamentary control. National parliaments can only say yes or no to the international
agreements embodying the results of the international negotiations; the European
Farliament may possibly be able to take some action pursuant to its powers by virtue of the
Single European Act, but on the whole in matters such as this it can only exeicise a verbal
control. This weakness can, however, be a strength in some instances. Monitoring and
presenting well documented evidence of cross-border incidents, the complex nature of
which is beyond the control mechanisms of the national parliaments can in itself exercise a
significant corrective function.

1.11 . The result of the foregoing was that in August 1989 a rnotion for a resolution by
Mr Glinne, Mr Cot, Mr Ford and Mr Romeos, and bearing the signatures of 147 Members
was tabled, and submitted to Parliament's enlarged Bureau. lt proposed setting up a
committee of inquiry pursuant to Rule 109(3) of the Rules of Procedure 'to assess the
situation in the Member States in the light of the declaration of 1'l June 1986 and to take
stock of any violations'. lt found that 'measures which could be described as racist and
xenophobic are being taken in some Member States, especially by local authorities' (PE
134.566/Bur.).
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1.12. At its meeting of 13 September tr9S9 the enlarged Bureau discussed the proposal

Uy Mr Glinne, Mr CotIMr Ford and Mr Romeos in the piesence of Mr Glinne who spoke to

nis proposat. fne enlarged Bureau 'noted a statement by the. President declaring the

r*qresi admissible unde-r Rule 109(3) provided its wording was brought into line with the
provisions of the Rules of Procedure'' and 'asked the political groups to confer on the

membership of this committee of inquiry (number of memb-ers and political group

representation)'. The reservation expresded by the enlarged Bureau related to the

duration of the rnandate of the proposed comnnittee of inquiry: the motion for a resolution

referred to one year, whereas Flule 109(3) of the Rules of Procedure limits the duration to

9 months (mlnutes of the enlarged Bureau of 13.9,1989 - PE 134.583/BUR.)'

1.13. The result of the discussions between the groups on the composition of the

Committee of Inquiry was discussed in plenary on 26 Öctober 1989 as a Bureau proposal

to parliament puisuänt to Rule 1 10 of the Ruläs of Procedure. Seven members had been

nominated Oy ine Socialist Group, four by the Group of the European Pe_ople's Party, one

by the Liberä|, Democratic and Reforrnist Group, one qy the European Democrat Group,

ohe nV the Green Group and one by the üroup'of the Eüropean Unitarian !.*ft' By way ot

explaÄation the Vice-Piesident in the chair said lhe Bureau was aware of the difficulties

cairsed by the fact that not allthe groups were represented in these proposals'. The whole
question lrad been referred to theänlarged Bureau with a view to a possible change in the

rules. On the following day, Friday ZZ Oötober 1989, the Bureau proposal was approved in
plenary.

Mr Vandemeulebroticke stated at the sittings of 26 and 27 October 1989 that, in the view of

the Rainbow Group, Rule 110 had not been correctly applied"

1.14" On 23 November 1989 the Committee of Inquiry into Racism and Xertophobia
held its constituent rneeting, its composition being as proposed by" the Bureau,

i.e. Mr Elliott, Mr Ford, Mr Kri'äps, Mr Rothley, Mrs Van Herneldonck, and Mrs fiilebrak-

Zaldi on behalf of the Socialist örouB, Mr Cooney, Mrs Fontaine and Mr Garcia Ä"migo on

behalf of the EPP Group, Mr Nordrnann on behalf of the LER Group, Lord Betheli on

behalf of the ED Group, Mis Tazdait on behalf of the Green Group, Mrs Valent on hehatrf of

the EUL Group, Mr Nänias on behalf of the RDE Group and Mrs Elmalan on behaif *f the

CG Group. The groups also appointed the following substitute members: Mr Av,get'ii]ns'
Mr Baget'Bozo, Irirs Belo, Mr ihristiansen, Mr Glinne, Mr"Ramirez Heredia, Mrs d't\ncona
(ält Soäiatists), Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Oomen-R_uijten, Mr Saridakis, für von

btauffenberg'(all FPP), Mr Wijsenbeek (LDR), Mr Prag (ED), Mrs.Roth {Green} and

Mrs DominEä 
'segarra 

tEUl-). Mrs d'Ancona who becarne a minister in the Dutch
gouernrenl in Noiember 1989 was replaced by Mrs van Putten (Soc.). Towards the end

öt tne Committee's appointed term Mrs Elmalan was replaced by Mr de Rossa {i-eft Unity

Group). Taken as a wirole the members of the Committee anri their substitutes represent

all the nationalities of the European Communlty.

1.1S. At its constituent rneeting the Gsmmittee elected Mr Jean-Thomas l{ordrnann

Chairman, Mrs Djida TazdaTt tl6t Vice-ühairman and Mrs Nicole Fontaine second

Vice-Chairman. t4l Ggn Ford" Chairman of the previous Comnnittee of lnqui,ry into the Rise

of Fascism and Rmclsm in Europe, was appointed rapporteur'
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1.16' The Committee of Inquiry held thirteen meetings between 23 November 198g and
17 July 1990, including two hearings. The Committee b--ureau, together with the rapporteur
and several members, held two working meetings, once in London and once in
Lux.embourg. The Committee as a whole met once öutside the normal places of work of
Parliament in Marseilles. The rapporteur paid an exploratory visit ön behalf of the
Committee of Inquiry to West and East Berlin. From the outset the Committee decided to
meet in public. Exceptions were made to this on only two occasions: the hearing in late
January 1990, which.at the request of the guest partibipants was closed to the pöss and
public, and in Marseilles, where only part öt tne'meeting was closed to the prjUtic.

1'17- The Committee adopted virtually the same approach for gathering information as
its predecessor which had produced the Evrigenis räfort:

by holding ordinary meetings in Brussels, including exchanges of views with the
representatives of other institutions;
by holding public or private hearings;
by asking for written submissions;
by visits of the whole committee or of the enlarged bureau to a number of towns and
conurbations.

],18. . The rapporteu.r was also helped in his fact-finding by two organizations: Migrants
Newssheet (published by the Brussels-based Churchäs'' Committee for Migraäts in
Europe) and Searchlight, a London-based institute which collects systematic infärmation
on fascists and ojhgr extreme right-wing groups and organizations in Europe. The
rapporteur is particula.rly grateful for their help. He wouid also like to expiess his
appreciation to the Institut für Migrations- und Rassismusforchung (lnstitute for i?esearch
into Migration and Racism) in Hamburg, which provided similar-a'ssistance, and to the
Anne Frank Foundation in Amsterdam.

1.19. Central to the Committee's terms of reference was the task of investigating the
extent to which the signatories to the Joint Declaration in June 1g86 had imfieme--nteO
what had been agreed. Setting aside the question whether the Joint Declaration can be
deemed to be Community legislation and whether non-implementation of the intentions
and principles of the declaration can be regarded as an infriigement in the legalsense, the
Committee believes there was every reasön to carry out an iä-depth survey öf whethei the
European institutions and the governments of ihe Member States näo tultitted the
obligations they had solemnly entered into.

1.20. The first stage inthe inquiry was to invite the responsible ministers to cooperate in
a hearing held in Brussels with national civil servants responsible for combating racism
and legislation in that field. This hearing took place on 2g-31 January t gbO. fne
participants were as follows:

Belgium:
Mr Bruno VINIKAS, acting Royal Commissioner for lmmigration Policy, Brussels.

Denmark:
Mr Hans JENSEN, Head of Division, Ministry of Justice, copenhagen,
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Federal Republic of Germany:
Mr Titu's KOKAI and Mr jürgen HABERLAND, Chiefs ol Section at the Ministry of the
Interior, Bonn.

France:
Mr Louis JOINET, Adviser in the Prime Minister's Private Office, Paris.

Greece:
Mr Konstantinos ECONOMIDIS, head of the legal service of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Athens.

CATENA, Secretary-General (technical) of the Ministry of the
Spain:

Mr Victor MORENO
Interior, Madrid.

lreland:
Mr Cathal CROWLEY, Assistant Secretary of the Ministry of Justice and Mr P.
MURRAY, Principal Assistant at the same Ministry, Dublin.

Italy:
Mr Antonio CAVATERRA, head of the Aliens Section of the Emigrations Directorate of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rome.

Luxembourg:
Mr Michel NEYENS, adviser at the Ministry of Family Affairs, Luxembourg.

Netherlands:
Mr Henk MOLLEMAN, Director, minorities policy, Ministry of the Interior, The Hague'

Portugal:
Iri'r Antonio GOMES LOURENQO MARTINS, deputy Attorney-General, and Mr VER-
NELHO CURRAL, Director of ine Aiens and Frontier Department of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Lisbon.

United Kingdom:
Mr Richard FRIES, Assistant Under-Secretary of State at the Home Office, London.

Their contributions and the subsequent exchange of views are given in Annex ll'

1.21. The Committee organized a second hearing, this time in public, in Brussels, from
g-11 April 1990, to look into the broad field of the fight against racism and xenophobia and
the way in which it is actually implemented in terms of facilities for refugees, immigrants
and ethnic minorities. The participants were as follows:

Mrs Nora RATHZEL and Mrs Annita KALPAKA, Institut für Migrations- und Rassis-
musforchung (lnstitute for Research into Migration and Racism), Hamburg

Mr Atf DUBS (The British Refugee Council), London

Mr Walter JANSEN, Assistant Director of the Nederlands Centrum (Dutch Centre for
Foreigners), Utrecht

Mr Abdelatif IMAD, Mr Ahmed BENYACHI and Mr MOUSSA, M6moire Fertile (Fertile
Memory), Paris
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Mr KlTlCKl, Mr GNOMIS F. GNAry and Mr T, SAFU, representatives of the
Organisation Unitaire des Syndicats Africains (Organization of African Trade Unity),
Paris

Professor Hakki KESKIN, representative of the Bündnis Türkischer Einwanderer
(Association of Turkish lmmigrants), Hamburg
Mr Bob COOLS, Mayor of Antwerp
Mrs Laura BALBO, President of ltalia Razzismo (an ltalian race relations organiza-
tion), Rome

Mr PEBEZ, Deputy Secretary-General of Union Romani (Romany Union), Barcelona
Mr Arne Piel CHRISTENSEN, Secretary-Generalof Dansk Flygtningehjaelp (Danish
Refugee Council), Copenhagen
Mrs YOUTOPOULOU-MARANGOPOULOU, President of the Marangopoulos
Human Rights Foundation, Athens
Mrs Sabine MISSISTRANO, President of the francophone section of the Belgian
League of Human Rights, Brussels
Mr..f . LAPEYRE, Secretary-General of the Conf6döration Europ6enne des Syndicats
(European Trade Union Confederation), Brussels
Mr Francisco TOMAR, President of the Associagäo Caboverdeana (Cape Verdean
Association), Lisbon.

See Annex ll for their contributions.

1.22. At its ordinary meetings in Brussels the Committee received information from the
responsible Members of the European Commission, Mrs Vasso Papandreou and
Mr.Martin Bangemann. Prior to this there was a more detailed exchange of views with
officials representing the Commission on issues such as the Europeanlüigrants Forum
and the Rhodes Group, etc.

1.23. lt also received evidence in Brussels from Mr Piet Stoffelen, Vice-President of the
Parliamentary Assembly and Chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee of the Council of
Europe, Mr Houshmand, head of the International lnstruments section of the United
Nations Centre for Human Rights in Geneva, and Professor Michael Banton of the
University of Bristol.

1.24. During its meeting in Marseilles from 17-19 Aprit 1990 the Committee received
detailed information on the situation of local immigrants from the Mayor of Marseilles,
Mr Robert Vigouroux and his staff, and from mayors and town councillors from the
Marseilles area, the prefect of the Rhone-Alpes-Cöte d'Azur region, Mr Claude Bussiere
and other police and judicial authorities etc. There was an invitation to the members of the
Commifiee to attend a reception and working meeting at the Regional Council by its
Chairman, Mr Jean-Claude Gaudin. Three ruembers participated, bu[the majority decided
to boycott it because of claims that Mr GAUDIN's Administration was formed with support
from the Front national.

1.25. There was also a lengthy (and at times emotional) exehange of views in
Marseilles at a public hearing with the representatives of mainly local oiganizations for
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immigrants and foreigners. The Committee also received information from Mr Jean Kahn,
Chairman of the Conseil Repr6sentatif des Institutions Juives en France (CRIF:
Representative Councilof Jewish Councils in France), who had initially been invited to the
public hearing on 9-11 April but had been unable to attend.

1.26. During its meetings in London (24 and 25 May 1990) and Luxembourg (28 June
1990) the Committee's 'enlarged' Bureau had detailed discussions with ministers, local
councillors, Members of Parliament, representatives of interest groups for immigrants and
experts etc. There was a meeting in the House of Commons in London with three black
MPs: Mr Paul Boateng, Mr Bernie Grant and Mr Keith Vaz. There was an in-depth
exchange of views between the Bureau and Mr John Patten, Minister of State at the Home
Office with responsibility for race relations. In Luxembourg the Bureau and the
accompanying members received information from Mr Jacques Poos, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Marc Fischbach, the Minister of Justice,
Mrs Würth-Polfer, Mayor of Luxembourg city, representatives of employers and
employees' organizations and of immigrant workers. In London, as in Marseilles, the
Committee established contact with the immigrants in their own communities.

1.27. lt was not until 17 July 1990, i,e. at its last meeting, that the Committee was able to
hold talks with the President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers of the European
Communities. The Committee considered talks with one of the signatories to the
Declaration of 1 1 June 1986 to be of major importance for its inquiry and had therefore
sent an invitation, as early as the beginning of December 1989, to the then French
Presidency of the Council, but, despite oral assurances from officials of the French
Permanent Representation that the President-in-Office would attend the committee's
meeting of 20121 December 1989, the latter cried off on the eve of the meeting.

1.28. The Committee of lnquiry then immediately approached the lrish Presidency but
during its six-month term of office the latter completely boycotted the inquiry of the
committee, despite repeated requests and invitations from its chairman, Mr Nordmann,
and Parliament's President, Mr Barön Crespo, to the lrish Foreign Minister, Mr Gerard
Collins. The rapporteur and the Committee therefore express their particular appreciation
to the ltalian Presidency which, almost immediately upon taking up office, declared itself
willing to appear before the Committee. The talks held on 17 July with Mr Claudio Vitalone,
Italian Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, were most useful and informative but,
owing to the circumstances described above, came too late to have a significant impact on
the content of the report (1).

1.29. At its meeting of 16 and 17 July 1990 the Committee adopted the recommenda-
tions by 10 votes in favour, one against and one abstention. A roll-callvote was requested
and agreed. The following voted in favour: Mrs Tazdalt, first vice-chairman; Mr Ford,
rapporteur; Mrs Belo (deputizing for Mr Krieps), Mr De Rossa, Mr Elliott, Mr Glinne
(deputizing for Mrs Mebrak-Zaidi), Mr Nianias, Mr Ftothley, Mrs Valent and Mrs Van

') T* same is true of the reply (dated 7 September 1990) by the ltalian Government to a letter (dated 11 April
1990) f rom the Committee Chairman, Mr Nordmann, to the ltalian Foreign Minister Mr de Michelis, in conneclion
wilh commenls by the ltalian Vice-Premier, Mr Claudio lvlarteili, coneerning the deployment of the ltalian army
against clandestine immigration in the country.
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Hemeldonck. Mr Nordmann, chairman, voted against. Mrs Fontaine, second vice-
chairman, abstained. Mr Cooney declined to take part in the vote.

1.30. The Committee and its rapporteur believe, however, that even without the
cooperation of the Presidency of the Council (which managed to adopt a resolution on the
fight against racism and xenophobia without informing or consulting in any way the
European Parliament's Committee of Inquiry) it has been able to build up a fairly complete
picture of the implementation (or non-implementation) of the Joint Declaration of 1986.
Readers of the following documents will decide for themselves whether the Committee is
justified in this belief.
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Chapter 2:
Organized racism and right-wing extremism

2.1. Belgium

2.1.1. The current situation of right-wing extremism in Belgium again represents a
picture of limited progress whose focal point is very much the Vlaams Blok (VB), which has
doubled its support in parts of Flanders in the last two years.

2.1 .2. Antwerp is the VB's strongest centre, a fact reflected tn a21% vote for the party in
the June 1989 Euro-elections and its gain of one seat, occupied by VB deputy leader Karel
Dillen, in the European Parliament. This success was founded and consolidated on earlier
election wins in the Antwerp region since 1986, when with 10% there the VB got two seats
in the Belgian national parliament, and in 1988 when with a 17,7"/" vote it captured
10 seats in the Antwerp city parliament.

2.1.3. However its forward march is by no means limited to Antwerp because in other
Flemish-speaking centres it registered increased support in June. For example, in Ghent it
got 5,2% and in Mechelen 8,6% after running racist campaigns with Moroccan immigrants
as the target for its anti-immigration policies.

2.1.4. lts central policies are those of racism and its main slogan is 'eigen volk eerst'
('our own people first'). The Flemish people, the VB believes, are part of the wider German
family and one of its leaders, Member of the Belgian Parliament Filip de Winter, has
proclaimed on behalf of the VB: 'Our dream is of a greater Netherlands with around
20 mill ion people'.

2.1.5. Other areas of activity with which the VB concerns itself are law and order,
abortion and drugs. lt also calls for a European unity free of Russian and American
influence.

2.1.6. The VB's roots can be traced back to the pre-war fascist movement in Belgium,
which collaborated politically with the country's nazi occupiers during the Second World
War.

2.1.7. While the VB is a legally-constituted political paü with three members of
parliament and one Euro-MP, it does have links with the violent Voorpost (Vanguard)
organization and its members have been involved in attacks on politicalopponents. Some
members of both the VB and Voorpost are former members of one of Belgium's most
notorious post-war fascist organizations, the Vlaamse Militanten Orde (VMO), which was
founded by ex-collaborators in 1949 and existed right up to the early 1980s when it was
outlawed for its violent actions.

2.1.8. Before being made illegal, the VMO was connected with fascist terror organiza-
tions across the entire continent including the Turkish Grey Wolves, the French
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organization FANE, the ltalian Ordine Nuovo and loyalist paramilitary groups in Nodhern
lreland.

2.1.9. The VMO's terror links came to light accidentally in a trial in Britain of
14 members of the Protestant Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) some years ago. In court
evidence revealed that the VMO had tried to do a secret deal with the UVF in which, in
exchange for €50 000-worth of firearms, the VMO asked the UVF to launch a bombing
campaign against Jewish targets in Britain. The UVF refused.

2.1.10. After the state ban on the VMO many of its members joined the Vlaams Blok
while others chose to remain independent and to try to reconstitute the VMO or establish
new groups. This has led to the formation of a myriad of extreme-right groups, parties and
movements in the Flemish speaking regions of Belgium. The two most notable of these
are the VMO-Odal Group (Odal being an ancient runic symbol that is one of the origins of
the swastika) and the Nationaal Front Vlaanderen (NFV).

2.1.11. The VM0-Odd Group is led by the veteran neo-nazi Bert Eriksson. lt was
founded in 1986 but later split over the issue of whether it should support the Vlaams Blok.
The group that split off became the NFV and is led by Werner van Steen, who has a
conviction for racial violence.

2.1.12. Both Eroups have wide international contacts and have organized international
gatherings in Belgium together. The most important of these were at Antwerp in 1987,
Öourtrai in 1988 and Alveringhem in 1989. Present at these meetings were extremists and
neo-nazis from Britain, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands.
These gatherings took place despite efforts by the authorities to prevent them.

2.1.13. Both groups atso have a serious record of violence directed against both
migrants and political opponents but are mainly organizations of militants with fewer than
600 members between them and with no electoral presence.

2.1.14. In the French-speaking parts of Belgium the extreme right finds itself divided
and lacking in any serious electoral expression, having a total of only three elected
representatives. Two of the three sit on the council in Brussels and the other in Molenbeek.
All are members of the Front National, which was established in 1984 from a unification of
several smaller groups and models itself on the Front National of France with which it has
links.

2.1 .15. The FN numbers at most 1 000 rnembers, of whom only about 250 are active. lt
has however eclipsed the other main right-exlremist group, the Partides Forces Nouvelles
(PFN), which was formed in 1982 and largely concentrates its efforts on trying to recruit
skinheads and soccer hooligans. Some of its members have been involved in street
assaults on immigrants.

2.1.16. ldeologically the PFN ls influenced very heavily by Robert Stuekers of the
Belgian new right who directs publication of the reviews Vouloir and Orientations and who
in February 1990 was a prominent guest at the London conlerence of the racist Scorpion
magazine published by the Cologne-based British neo-nazi Michael Walker.

2.1.17. A worrying developrnent in Belgium since 1988 has been the activity of the
I'Assaut (Assault) group, which is composed of former VMO and PFN members in the
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Brussels area, L'Assaut already has a record of violence against immigrants and tries to
foster good relations with racist-influenced skinheads. lt also has close connections with
the Parti Nationalist Frangais et Europ6en (PNFE) in France, with skinheads grouped
around the fanzine Le Rebelle Blanc and with the French chapter of the Ku Klux Klan.

2.1.18. According to the working document of Marijke Van Hemeldonck, MEP,'only a
few studies of racism have been carried out' but'they all show that racism in Belgium is
very pronounced'. lt has been argued that the failure of the extreme right to capitalize on
this situation is partly attributable to the linguistic divide between the Flemish and French
speaking communities. Nevertheless the potential dangers have been highlighted by the
surge of support for the Vlaams Blok.

2.2. Denmark

2.2.1. In Denmark the main neo-nazi group is the Dansk Nasjonal Socjalistisk Bund
{DNSB), led by the 3O-year-old schoolteaeher Poul Riis-Knudsen, who doubles as head of
the World Union of National Socialists (WUNS) with a broad range of international
contacts.

2.2.2. In 1988 Riis-Knudsen, who claims that more than 1 000 members in eight Danish
cities belong to his organization, pronnised that his party would field candidates in local
elections in Oopenhagen and Aalborg. These would have been the first openly fascist
candidates to contest elections in Denmark since before the Second World War. This did
not materialize and may have been a tactic designed to win publicity.

2.2.3. Certainly the DNSB was successful in this quest in April 't989 when it won wide
media attention for its repeated declarations that it would commemorate the 100th
anniversary of l-iltler's birth and for its statements that among those invited to the event
would be the Gerrnan neo-nazi leader, F*{ichael Kühnen.

2.2.4. The EN$B not only has contact with Kühnen but is also connected with
ex-Auschwitz SS man Thies Christophersen, the author of the infamous book, The
Auschwitz Lr'e, who fled to Denmark to eseape possible arrest by the Gerrnan Federal
authorities. Chrlstophersen, though elderly, has exercised an important influence on the
DNSB and has been instrumental in ensuring that it does not deviate from the nazi
ideology. Thus the DNSB's programme is openly naziand promotes a Denmark purged of
immigrants, the death penalty for anyone passing on AIDS, labour camps for political
opponents and compulsory sterilization for non-white adopted children.

2.2.5. When Riis-Knudsen proclaimed these points in a televised cir:cumentary film, he
caused widespread shock in Nonruay and Sweden where the programrne was screened
(it was banned in Denrnark). Some Danish politicians, like former Communications
Minister Arne Melchior, have since urged that Danish law be fully applied to the DNSB.

2.2.6" The DNSB has now been restructured into a cadre orEanization with tfiree tiers
of membership, according to the degree of commitment shown by individual members and
suppofters.

21
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2.2.7. Despite its publicity-seeking activities, the DNSB exercises little real influence on
the political scene. The same can be said of the groups of Greenjackets (a youth group
which takes its name from the American airforce style jackets its members wear)who have
carried out serious street assaults, including attempted murder, against immigrants.

2.2.8. Of far more concern to those who work closely with immigrants and refugees is
the Fremskridtspartiet (Progress Party) led by Mogens Glistrup. In his working document
Ejner Christiansen described the Fremskridtspartiet in the following terms: 'Generally

speaking, this party has made hatred of aliens as important a part of its party manifesto as
the hatred of the tax system which originally swept the party into the Danish Parliament in
1973 with nearly twice as many votes as the party now obtains'. The current level of
popular support for the party stands at around 10o/o, d figure that corresponds closely with
the percentage of Danish people who have decidedly negative attitudes towards
foreigners resident in the country.

2.2.9. Since the last two major intakes of refugees in 1985 and 1986, racist attitudes
appear to have hardened (46% believing that Denmark accepts too many refugees) and
this has been accompanied by a rising incidence of racist assaults and abuse and a
mushrooming of racist groups, including the Citizens' List, Stop lmmigration, which
obtained 5 868 votes in Copenhagen, Odense, Aalborg and Frederiksberg in the 1989
local elections. The Citizens' List claims to take the German Republikaner Partei as its
model and styles itself a Danish nationalist party.

2.2.10. Some of the organization's leaders have connections with the Fremskridts-
partiet, the cultural Danish Association and the DNSB. More recently, in March 1990 an
attempt was made to bring together the various anti-immigration groups under an umbrella
organization called the People's Movement against lmmigration. However this foundered
when the town council in Fredericia made it clear that it did not want such a gathering in the
town and the hotel which was to host the founding meeting cancelled the booking.

2.2.11. The general view of observers in Denmark is that in the last few years racism
has become a more serious and pressing problem and conditions are becoming more
favourable for a growth of the extreme right.

2.3. Federal Republic of Germany

2.3.1. Between 1985 when the Evrigenis Report was published and the end of 1988
extreme-right organizations in West Germany made little visible progress, but at the start
of 1989 the situation changed rapidly with election breakthroughs in West Berlin,
Frankfurt, Cologne, Stuttgart and Düsseldorf and other major cities at municipal level and
also in the 18 June 1989 elections to the European Parliament.

2.3.2. The process began at the end of January when the Republikaner (REP), led by
Franz Schönhuber, from a base of fewer than 300 members in the city, polled 90 000
votes in West Berlin and won 11 seats in the city parliament. Only two months later this
process was furthered in Frankfurt when the REP's neo-fascist rival, the Nationaldemo-
kratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD), gained seven seats in the city parliament and
re-established a presence there for the first time since the late 1960s.
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2.3.3. By June 1989 the mounting electoral support for extreme-right parties was
demonstrated to be a new social and political tendency in the European Parliament
elections in which the REP got over two million votes and six seats in Strasbourg. The
combined vote for the whole West German extreme right in that election added up to more
than 2 655 000 and indicated the extent of the rightwards shift in West German politics,

2.3.4. Finally in later elections in the West German provinces of North Rhine
Westphalia and Baden-Württemberg the REP piled up impressive votes and saw its
candidates elected in a whole series of major cities: Cologne, Düsseldorf, Gelsenkirchen,
Stuttgart, Mannheim and Karlsruhe.

2.3.5. These successes of the REP have provided it with immense resources with
which to pursue its racist and anti-foreigner campaigns. From Federal German funds
alone it received almost DM 16 million and its membership of the Group of the European
Right in the European Parliament gives it access to additional funds.

2.3.6. This money will be put to effective use by the REP, whose grasp of propaganda
techniques has so far been revealed as very skilful. During its election campaign in Berlin
and for the European Parliament the REP's ability to popularize its ideas was put to striking
effect with highly professional television spots. The ideas transmitted - for a strong
Germany, for reunification within Germany's pre-Second World War frontiers, for nationat
self-determination and spiritual and moral renewal and above all for tighter controls over
foreigners - touched deep chords within the West German population.

2.3.7. In his working document Willi Rothley advanced an explanation for the extreme
right's election successes: 'The trend towards individualization inherent in the process of
modernizing society (loosening of ties to the family, vocation, work and company, church,
parties and trade unions) has produced increasing uncertainty and lack of direction. There
is growing susceptibility to political platforms apparently offering security by stressing the
national aspect or providing scapegoats (aliens).'

2.3.8. German political analysts have rejected the view that the re-emergence of the
extreme right is only a protest at the failure of the mainstream political parties, by pointing
to a firm base of support among young working class men attracted by the macho images
of strength and power projected by the REP.

2.3.9. Detailed studies of extreme-right voting patterns indicate that while the REP
draws the bulk of its support from disenchanted Christian Democrat (CDU) suppoders, it
also finds backing from people who previously voted for the Social Democrats (SPD).
Other surveys, for example one by the SPD-aligned police trade union, suggest that
support for the REP among policemen is especially strong. In Bavaria, for example, more
than 50% of policemen declared support for the REP while in Hesse more than 600/" of
officers expressed similar Ioyalties. In addition the REP now has serious backing in the
Federal Republic's armed forces with more than 1 000 serving soldiers in party
membership. The demands for a strong Germany are obviously paying dividends.

2.3.10. The tactics employed by the REP's leader, Franz Schönhuber, are robust and
win publicity. For example, when he was accused of anti-semitism, Mr Schönhuber
declared that although he'liked certain Jewish writers and composers, that did not mean
he had to like Mr Galinski'(the leader of West Germany's tiny Jewish community). Later, in
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autumn 1989, he stated that there were 'five occupying powers in Germany: the USA, the
USSR, France, Great Britain and .... the Central Gouncil of German Jews'.

2.3.11. Mr Schönhuber does not conceal his wartime record of service as a volunteer in
the Watfen-SS, an organization branded as criminal in the Nuremberg trials of top naziwar
criminals after the war. ln 1982 he published his memoirs of that period in his life under the
title 'lch war dabei' (l was with them), an action which reportedly resulted in him losing his
position as a television journalist.

2.3.12. The REP's ideas bear an uncomfortably close resemblance to the policies of
Hitler's nazis and propose among other things:

subordination of trade unions to the state;

compulsory training of girls for the roles of wife and mother;

censorship;
withholding social security and political rights from foreigners.

2.3.13. These ideas are advocated publicly from party publications and platforms, but
REP members have also argued that HIV virus carriers should have their genitals tattooed
and that the now-abandoned nuclear power plant at Wackersdorf should be transformed
into a labour camp for political opponents.

2.3.14. In her working document Claudia Roth stated that'on no other politicaltheme is
there such consensus among West Germans as on the issue of xenophobia and racism'.
She cited a survey published in Der Spiegelin September 1989 which revealed that no
fewer than 79% of Germans took the view that too many foreigners live in the Federal
Republic. The impact on these attitudes of the momentous events in East Germany and
the rapid moves towards German re-unification remains to be seen, but there is evidence
that there is also prejudice against ethnic German immigrants from Poland, Romania and
the USSR. However, paradoxically, the REP along with other extreme-right groups has
seized on the collapse of the German Democratic Republic to spread propaganda and
establish (iltegal) organizations there.

2.3.15. The REP's main impact generally though seems to have been to push the axis
of political discussion in West Germany to the right, a fact exemplified by the presence of
three Federal Republic government ministers on the platform at the Hanover rally of
German nationalist Silesian exiles in August 1989. This caused some public concern as
did the claim by official government spokesman Hans Klein that the Waffen-SS was
'a group of fighting soldiers who defended the fatherland'. Such positions taken by
German politicians have not diminished support for the REP but rather have served to
legitimize many of its ideas in the public mind.

2.3.16. One notable consequence of the REP's emergence has been a weakening of
other sections of the neo-nazi right, not least the Deutsche Volksunion (DVU) led by
Gerhard Frey. Tfre DVU commands large resources including a medium-sized press
empire which enabled it to mail over 24 million homes with printed propaganda in the June
1989 European elections. The European elections provided a testing ground for the DVU
and the REP and the latter emerged as the clear winner, leaving it in a strong position to
contest the 1990 Federal elections.
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2.3.17. To il|ustrate the dramatic character of the rise of the REP it is wsrth noting the
observation of the European Parliament's report of its Committee of Inquiry into the Rise of
Racism and Fascism in Europe. The report, issued in December 1985, said: 'ln the middle
term organized German right-wing extremism has no chances in electoral politics'.

2.3.18. Although, because of its crashing electoral breakthroughs, much media and
public attention focusses on the REP, this organization is in fact only the tip of a very large
extreme-right iceberg in West Germany.

2.3.19. The DVU in alliance with the NIPD fielded candidates in the June 1989
European elections under the title 'Liste D' ... the 'D'standing for Deutschland (Germany).
Although eclipsed by the heavy REP poll, Liste D still managed to get 455 000 votes. This
exercise cost the DVU more than DM 18 million and it will be able to reclaim more than
DM 2,4 million from state funds.

2.3"20. Liste D's programme differed little from that of the REP in proposing the
expulsion of foreigners as the answer to West Germany's jobs and housing crises" lts
appeal is directed at those who want to give voice to growing anxiety about the future by
looking outside the established democratic political framework. Thus its slogans,
'Germany for the Gere'nans', 'Gernnany first, then Europe' and 'Proud to be German', find a
ready hearing among younger people as well as the older generation who grew up under
the influence of nazi indoctrination in the Third Reich.

2.3.21. The main handicap of the DVU/NPD alliance is its more overt neo-nazi image.
fts leader, Dr Gerhard Frey, is not, unlike the REP leader Franz Schönhuber, a former
Waffen-SS man, but he controls a press empire which publishes an endless stream of
material seeking to revise Germany's wartime history and expunge nazi war guilt. The
flagship of this empire is the Nationale Zeitung, a weekly paper with sales of 120 000
copies.

2.3.22. Frey's papers also concentrate on antisemitic themes and maintain a relentless
hostility towards the country's small Jewish popnrlation. ln fact the DVU and NPD
sympathize with denials that the Holocaust ever took place and the DVU on rnore than one
occasion has prominently featured the revisionist British historian David lrvinE to give
weight to such denials,

2.3.23. lrving's books, which almost all centre on providing an 'objective' history of the
nazi regime, are bestsellers in West Germany and even more extreme historical
revisionist texts get a big sale. For example, the book 'The Auschwitz Lie' by former
Auschwitz SS-man Thies Christophersen (now resident in Denmark) sold over 80 000
copies despite being illegal.

2.3.24. The DVU/NPD alliance has a combined membership of about 27 000 and is
particularly strong in southern Germany and in the poorer north where in 1987 it captured
two seats in the city parliament in Bremerhaven, a city badly hit by shipyard closures.

2.3.25. The DVU and its NPD partners, who won seats in the Frankfurt ci$ parliament
and got 9,3% of the vote in the Baden-Württemberg town of Tuttlingen in October 1989,
have both lost many members who have defected to the now larger REP (approximately
30 000 members) and form its basic activist cadre.
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2.3.26. Though the DVU/NPD alliance and the REP disclaim links with the more
terroristically-inclined groups like the 1 S0O-strong Freiheitliche Deutsche Arbeiter Partei
(FAP) and the SO0-strong Nationalistische Front (NF), members of these organizations
are frequently found stewarding meetings of both movements.

2.3.27. Inside the NPD there are sharp divisions over how to respond to its REP rivals
and there is also a Third Position 'neither capitalism nor communism but national
revolution'- a faction which has liaison with the Political Soldiers of the National Front in
Britain and acts as an outlet for the writings of Colonel Gadaffi of Libya.

2.3.28. The whole of Liste D is virulently antisemitic, but the NPD is more forthright in
this regard. Already one of its elected representatives in Frankfurt, Erich Gutjahr, has been
disqualified from taking his city parliament seat after a public outburst in which he said:
'The Jews are robbing us again'and went on to claim: 'The Jews have bought up half of
Frankfurt'.

2.3.29. An additional side-effect of the general electoral progress of the REP is that to
date there is not the slightest chance of unity between Liste D and the REP because of
mutual dislike between their leaders. The REP's rise looks like being Liste D's fall.

2.3.30. The militant, street active, neo-nazi groups like the FAP, the NF and the
Deutsche Alternative, which is largely inspired by several-times-convicted ex-Bundeswehr
officer Michael Kühnen, have like their French counterparts been overshadowed by the
electoral successes of more respectable racists. These groups, noted for their ability to
gather huge caches of arms, organize skinheads and football hooligans for assaults on
foreigners and Jewish property and plant bombs and murder people, as in the 1980
Munich Beer Festival attack when they killed 12 people, have been pushed firmly onto the
sidelines by the REP and have even urged their members to support Schönhuber.

2.3.31. Equally marginalized are the heavily-armed and well organized so-called
military sports groups like the now-defunct Wehrsportgruppe Hoffman, which in the early
1980s got military training in the Lebanon from both the PLO and its enemies in the
Christian Phalange. The Hoffman Group's leader, Karl-Heinz Hoffman, who also admires
Schönhuber, was recently released from prison after serving a sentence for serious
crimes including possession of weapons.

2.3.32. Other terror groups, which earlier in the decade bombed over 100 US military
installations in a bid to cause destabilization, stillexist but have largely gone underground.
Some members in these groups who are wanted by the police, like Walter Kexeland Ulrich
Tillman, fled to England to be safe-housed by the British fascists of the League of St
George.

2.3.33. Another of Germany's most wanted neo-nazi terrorists, Odfried Hepp, was
arrested by French police in the Paris apartment of the French representative of the
Palestine Liberation Fronl, the organization that later hi-jacked the cruise ship Achille
Lauro.

2.3.34. Though neo-nazi terror is no longer either fashionable or politically useful in the
Federal Republic, this does not mean that the most violent wing of German right-wing
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extremism has renounced its activities. As recently as April 1989, police raids discovered
large quantities of illegally-held arms in the hands of neo-nazis in Frankfurt and Munden.

2.3.35, Violence too continues and in her working document Claudia Roth remarks:'The rise in the REP's political significance has been paralleled by a rise in the number of
violent attacks on foreigners in the FRG'. ln particular violence has been carried out and
provoked especially in Hanover and Göttingen by neo-nazi atfiliated skinhead groups who
have singled out Turks for assaults.

2.3.36. Action by the authorities can contain this problem. Electoralsuccess embracing
millions cannot however be so easily handled by police action and West Germany now
faces a very serious problem of right-wing extremist advances, even if election results in
Saarland, Bavaria and Schleswig-Holstein in early 1990 point to a downturn in electoral
support for the REP.

2.3.37. Already the state's constitutional watchdog, the Bundesverfassungsschutz
security service, which monitors both the left and the right, has charted an increase in the
number of hard-core fascist activists lrom22 000 in 1988 to more than 30000 in 1989.
This figure however does not include members of the REP, which is regarded by the
Bundesverfassungsschutz as right radical rather than right extremist.

2.3.38. The Bundesverfassungsschutz in Bavaria has characterized the REP as'unfriendly to the constitution' and in Hamburg has declared its intention to place the REP
under observation, but it remains a measure of the state's priorities that its most recent
report (for 1988) devoted 142 pages to left extremism and only 42 pages to the extreme
right.

2.4. Greece

2.4.1. In recent years there has been a number ol lar right groups which, apart from
their activities against Jews, gypsies and Moslems, have also participated in acts of
economic sabotage in an attempt to destabilize the former socialist government. In
particular the Fourth of August Movement has burned down forests. The Ceniaio
Ethnikistiko Kinema (ENEK) had links with the League of St George in Britain.

2.4.2. Since the mid-1980s the extreme-right political party, the Greek National Political
Society (EPEN) has seen its fortunes recede to the point where it has lost its one seat in
the European Parliament and in the 1990 elections polled less than 1% ol the vote.

2.5. France

2.5.1. The resurgence of the extreme right in France can be effectively charted from
1984 when, against expectations, the Front National (FN) gained 10 seats in elections to
the European Parliament. Although the 10,97o vote for the anti-immigration FN was
viewed as a protest phenomenon, its progress was later confirmed in March 1986 when it
won more lhan 2,7 million votes in the elections to the French National Assembly and
secured 35 seats.
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2.5.2. The first round of the French Presidential elections in April 1988 saw the FN's
support further consolidated when, running against Socialist President Mitterrand, the
FN's candidate and leader Jean-Marie Le Pen gained 14,4o/o of the vote and caused
profound shock throughout France. The percentage may have masked the real scale of
support for the FN. Analyzing the votes cast, the measure of the FN's success can be
estimated. Le Pen's total vote of 4 367 926 indicated that his party's concentration on
anti-immigrant themes had gained ground among French people.

2.5.3. The Le Pen vote went right across the entire French social and geographical
spectrum and suggested that large sections of the French public were willing to identify
with the FN policy of demanding the removal of France's large immigrant population.

2.5.4. Brief examination ol the extreme-right vote in the April 1988 election highlights
this clearly. An article in Le Monde ol27 April 1988 shows that Le Pen secured the votes
of:

31olo of small business owners;

21o/o of professional people (doctors, lawyers, etc.);

21o/o of shop workers;
19% of unemployed people;

1 8% of farmers/agricultural workers;

16% of factory workers.

2.5.5. With this broad social cross section of support the FN established itself as a
fixture in French politics. Despite so!"ne setbacks stemming from adverse publicity, the
loss of some electoral support and the death of its depu$ leader, Jean-Pierre Stirbois, the
signs are that the FN has recovered and consolidated a hard-core electoral base. This
was reflected in the June 1989 elections to the European Parliament when, despite a
record levelof abstentions, the FN won 10 seats, polled more than two million votes and
pushed up its percentage share to 11,3%.

2.5.6. Later in November 1989 the FN's candidates won votes of 61% and 47o/" in
Dreux and Marseilles respectively in parliamentary by-elections, securing the election of
Mr Stirbois's widow, Marie-France Stirbois, to the French National Assembly, only the
second FN member is be eiected since the voting system was changed in 1988.

2.5.7. In part much of this recovery can be attributed tothe FN's powerfulorganizational
machine and massive resources which enable it to run heavy-weight and relentless
propaganda campaigns againsi immigration, foreigners and what Le Pen calls Maxism
and the lslamicization of France.

2.5.8. The resources of the FN include:
100 000 members;

200 000 sympathizers;

a sympathetic daily paper, Prdsent, with a circulation ol 100 000;

its own weekly, National Hebdo, with 20G 000 readers;

influence in the police, the judiciary and the armed forces;
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842 elected representatives at local level;
a growing following in the universities and academic circles fostered by intellectuals
like Alain de Benoist and the far-right think-tank, GRECE (Groupement de Recherche
et d'Etudes pour la Civilisation Europ6enne).

2.5.9. The size and scale of the FN's organization and activities give the party
considerable strength, especially in the south of France where in Perpignan, for example,
it takes almost 30% of the vote and in Marseilles where it always polls heavily.

2.5.10. But it is not just in the south that the FN is strong. In the depressed steel and
coal regions of northern and eastern France, regions suffering all the pain brought about
by slow de-industrialization, it challenges the declining PartiCommuniste Frangais (PCF)
for the working class vote. This challenge even extends into the historic heartland of
French communism, Seine-St Denis in the red belt around Paris. There the FN has twice
won more votes than the PCF from working people who are disillusioned with the left.

2.5.11. By presenting itself as the voice of the working man against big capital on the
one hand and red manipulation on the other, the FN has had a potent effect. The
desperate crisis of the badly-divided French trade union movement, to which only 20% of
workers now belong, has helped the fascists to penetrate deeply into the most
disadvantaged social layers,

2.5.'12. At the same time a legacy of what were racist and nationalist policies, such as
the bulldozing of an immigrant workers' hostel in Vitry, pursued by the PCF in the late
1970s and early 1980s, has found an outlet now in the FN. Racism has seduced many
people in France and is there in abundance, notwithstanding the efforts of numerous
anti-racist movements such as SOS-Racisme and France Plus. ln reality it seems that
such movements have not significantly dented support for the FN whose politics centre on
existing racism against North Africans, black people and from time to time Jews.

2.5.13. Apart from outbursts of antisemitism, Le Pen and the FN constantly claim that
France is in acute danger of becoming an lslamic nation and that the real immigration
figures are concealed. They advocate that foreigners, particularly Muslim ones, should be
encouraged to leave.

2.5.14. The orthodox conservative reaction to the consolidation of the FN has been
mixed. Many politicians like Simone Veil, herself a nazi concentratioa'l camp victim, have
condemned the FN, but at local level, especially in the south of France, the traditionai
conseruative parties, the RPR and the UDF, have often made infornnalelectoral pacts with
the FN to guarantee the election of conseryative candidates. Such deals, plus its ability to
get its members elected and even win controlof localadministrations -the party currently
controls 30 town councils - have enabled the FN to become the vehicle for the French
extreme right's biggest post-war successes and have led to its legitimization.

2.5.15. This process of acceptance of the FN as part of the political framework in
France has marginalized the more hard-line neo-nazi groups like the Parti Nationaliste
Frangais et Europöen (PNFE), which vegetate on the edge of leqality. These groups
command little influence. However police action against the PtrlFE at the end of 1989
indicated its propensity for violence when 18 of its members were arrested in connection
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with an attack on an immigrants' hostel in Nice in which one person was killed and twelve
people severely injured. Among those held was Serge Lecanu, the general secretary of
the extreme-right police trade union, FPIP, to which 7o/o of French police officers belong.

2.5.16. The PNFE is closely connected with groups elsewhere in Europe, especially in
Belgium, West Germany and Great Britain. lt participated at gatherings in 1988 in Belgium
attended by members of the British National Party, supporters of the banned Belgian
Vlaamse Militanten Orde (VMO) and West German neo-nazis.

2.5.17. lts journal , Tribune Nationaliste, openly promotes the organization's ideas:
'a strong and hierarchical New Order, based on the nationalist ideal, social justice and
racial awareness'.

2.5.18. Several organizations carry out propaganda for similar ideas and compete, for
example, for the support of the growing skinhead sub-culture. One such group is the
Faisceaux Nationalistes Europdennes (FNE), the successor organization to the F6d6ra-
tion d'Action Nationale et Europ6enne (FANE), whose leader; Marc Frederiksen, was
involved in terrorist activities, The FNE continues its monthly publication, Notre Europe
Combattanfe, and in April 1989 organized a meeting in Metz to commemorate the
centenary of the birth of Adolf Hitler.

2.5.19. Other groups that still have a public profile include Troisiöme Voie with its
journaf Jeune Solidariste, which is racist and antisemitic in content, and a youth
movement, the Jeunesse Nationaliste Revolutionnaire, which is active among skinheads
who have been responsible for violent onslaughts in Lille, Brest and Rouen against
homosexuals and black people. lt has links with other Third Way groups in West Germany,
particularly the Nationalistische Front.

2.5.20. These groups and others, like the now semi-defunct Groupe Union D6fense,
have small numbers of followers in comparison with the FN and feud bitterly among
themselves. lnterestingly, while some like the Parti Nationaliste Frangais advise their
followers to vote for the FN, others oppose such a stance.

2.5.21. All have a proven capacity for violence. This extends as far as the FN itself and
can be catalogued from the numerous racist crimes committed against North Africans,
black people and Jews that have come before French courts. There is also random racist
violence which in March 1990led to a whole series of incidents in which immigrants were
attacked and in three cases killed.

2.5.22. ldeologically the whole of the extreme right spectrum in France continues to
draw sustenance from the new right, especially from GRECE, which publishes the journal
Elöments and emphasizes a racist view of history. This outlook finds an echo in the
activities of the historical revisionists whose driving forces are Paul Rassinier, Professor
Robert Faurisson and Henry Roques, who have all written extensively in pursuit of the
claim that the nazi Holocaust never took place. ln November 1989 Faurisson took part in
an international assembly of revisionists in Haguenau together with the West German
neo-nazi Ulo Welendy and the British historian David lrving. lt should be noted, however,
that in 1986 the Universities Minister, Mr Devaquet, blocked the award of a degree for
Mr Roques's thesis. More recently a prominent French revisionist, Alain Guionnet, was
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arrested after being caught by police while pasting up wall stickers denying the existence
of the nazi gas chambers.

2.5.23. The extreme right in France presents a diffuse picture but certain clear
characteristics are visible: antisemitism (Le Pen currently faces prosecution for his
remarks containing a slur on the name of the Jewish former government minister Mr
Durafour); racism and a belief that France's problems can be solved by expelling the
country's four million immigrants; and hostility to homosexuals and abortion rights.

2.5.24. lt is also highly flexible, as is shown by its increasing preoccupation with
economic and green issues and, in the case of the FN, in its ability to use the media, for
example over the issue of the rights of lslamic girl students to wear traditional
head-scarves in French schools.

2.5.25. For its ideas and programme it retains the support of 31% of people who,
according to a survey by the respected SOFRES polling organization, say they agree with
statements by Le Pen on immigration. This same trend has been confirmed by the
lnformation and Documentation Service of the French Prime Minister, Michel Rocard,
which found in its own survey that 76% of French people think there are too many Arabs in
France, 46% too many blacks and24/o too many Jews.

2.5.26. Although there are obvious paradoxes in that other surveys indicate that 51% of
people believe that immigrants are victims of scandalous racism on the part of many
French people, the situation and the way in which the extreme right uses it to profit
politically continues to give rise to serious concern, exemplified in the establishment of a
National Consultative Committee on Human Rights.

2.6. lreland

2.6.1. Although the persistence of certain forms of racial prejudice, intolerance and
xenophobia in a significant minorig of the lrish population has been documented in a
recent study by the anti-racist group Harmony, the country has a very small number of
immigrants and refugees, and racist sentiments tend to be directed against the native
Gypsy or traveller community. In any event such attitudes are very rarely expressed in
public discourse and almost never within the political mainstream. The principal exception
concerns the very few neo-nazi groupings in the country, none of which has more than a
couple of dozen adherents, These groups have undergone a bewildering series of
changes in name and leadership in recent years and there would appear to be no
immediate prospect of them coalescing or otherwise developing into a significant political
movement.

2.6.2. The National Socialist lrish Workers' Party (NSIWP), a strongly antisemitic white
supremacist organization, was active mainly in Dublin from the early 1970s until the late
1980s. The NSIWP split in the mid-1970s, with one faction, allied with a British racist
group, calling itself the NSIWP NSPUK. Both sections made contact with foreign racist
groups and dealt extensively in racist literature, taking advantage of the absence in lreland
at that time of legislation (since enacted) against incitement to racial hatred. Both factions
produced magazines and stickers abusing Jews, black people and travellers. The NSIWP
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appears to have ceased to exist in its original form, although its propaganda is still
oböasionally seen around the capital and several of its members remain actlve in racist or
extreme right wing politics. A number of its leading activists have served in the lrish armed
forces.

2.6.3. John Kane, the last known leader of the NSIWP, which in line with lts strongly
nationalist philosophy sought to organize on an all-lreland basis, lives in Northern lreland.
Following the failuie in tg8Z-eg of his attempt to establish a racist NationalWorkers' Party
he was ässociated in 1989 with a faction ol the British National Front.

2.6.4. Late in 1986 a more sophisticated white supremacist organization, the Social
Action lnitiative (SAl), arose underthe leadership of a seaman in the lrish Navy from Cork.
The SAt produced a journal espousing pan-Celtic ideas and made contact with a number
of UK and other racist groupings, but it probably had fewer than 10 members when it was
disbanded in 1988 after an investigation by the Naval Service.

2.6.5. The National Socialist Party (NSP) arose around 1987 as a semi-autonomous
section of the NSIWP and was based in the city of Kilkenny. When the NSIWP became
leaderless around 1988 the NSP was for a time the only organized racist party in the
Republic, but its propaganda.activity was minimal and rather crude.

2.6.6. A group of perhaps 20 racist youths from the Cork area and nearby Kinsale,
some of whöm had been associated with the SAI or with a short-lived National Socialist
Paü of lreland, later came together under the leadership of an English immigrant-to form
a uniformed racist group, usuälty called the World SS. This body became in effect the
paramilitary wing oflhe'NSP, whose leader it recognized as 'Führer' of the lrish national
socialist movement.

2.6.7. The 'Führer' of the NSP and World SS had a crisis of conscience in late 1989 and
rejected the movement. lt has sought to regroup under the Cork SS leader as the
International SS Movement but has had little or no success.

2.6.8. Among other very small political formations arc a few that have right-wing or
ultra-nationalist orientations including elements of racism or xenophobia. There are
occasional reports of racist violence and slogan daubing by street gangs in Dublin and a
number of known instances of intimidation, harassment, violence and discrimination
against travellers by elements in the settled communities.

2.7. ltaly

2.7.1. ltaly is one of the few European countries in which right-wing extremism was able
to maintain a continuous parliamentary presence in the post-war period. This was
achieved by the Movimento Sociale ltaliano (MSl), which now appears to be a diminishing
force.

2.7.2. In the 1989 Euro-elections the MSI saw its nationwide vote go down from 6,5% to
5,5"/o. As a result it lost one of its five seats in the European Parliament and faces
difficulties.
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2.7.3. Many of the MSI's problems stem from the death in 1988 of its long-time leader
and former Mussolini minister, Giorgio Almirante. Almirante's demise provoked a
leadership struggle within the MSI which, despite its claims to parliamentary respectability,
has always had a ceilain connection with violence. For example, the recently released
Massimo Abbatangelo, who was accused of involvement in the 1985 bombing of an
express train near Florence in which 17 people were killed and more than 200 injured, has
just become an MSI member of the ltalian Parliament.

2.7.4. Like Abbatangelo, most of ltaly's notorious right-wing terrorists started in the MSI
before moving on to such groups as Ordine Nuovo and the Nuclei Armati Rivoluzionari
(NAR), which bombed Bologna railway station in August 1980 kil l ing 86 people.

2.7.5. The MSI today is in crisis. lts paper, ll Secolo d'ltalia, sells only 30 000 copies
and does not appear regularly, whereas formerly it was a daily. Also the MSI's
membership has fallen from more than one mill ion in the 1960s to around 350 000.
Because its new leader, Giancarlo Fini, lacked Almirante's charisma and was unable to
unite the party behind him, he has been replaced by Pino Rauti.

2.7.6. Rauti thinks the party must find a 'third way' by re-orientating itself to green
politics and focussing on social issues and conditions. He has been especially critical of
the MSI's connection with the French Front National because of its racism.

2.7.7. ltalian fascism's main pre-occupation has always been anti-communism and
Rauti wants to find a road to those who feel that the Communists and Christian Democrats
have disappointed them. Nevertheless the last five years have seen the adoption by the
MSI of a more racist, xenophobic style with demands for ltalian jobs for ltalian workers.

2.7.8. How far this process will advance is not yet clear but ltaly, a country hitherto
regarded as not having a racist problem, has since the beginning of 1990 seen racism
erupt with a spate of racist attacks and graffiti in Florence in particular. The violence
precipitated a major crisis in the city, resulting in the resignation of the mayor after protests
at his toughening of measures against immigrant street traders. lt also sparked off a wave
of racist attacks, including arson, in other ltalian cities with incidents reported in Caserta,
Catania, Livorno, Matera, Milan, Rome, Varese and Turin. The main objects of these
assaults were Africans from Senegal and the lvory Coast and Moroccans.

2.7.9. Racist literature has also begun to spread on a large scale for the first time. For
example in Trento the Partito autonomista (Autonomous Party) published a pamphlet
against migrants from the Third World, accusing them of carrying AIDS and drugs and
being a source of insecurity and criminality.

2.7.10. ln Milan leaflets with swastikas and signed'Aryan Order'appeared in March
1990 threatening Africans and Jews, while the Archbishop of Ravenna issued a statement
warning that Europe is being lslamicized and suggesting that it is impossible for people of
different culture, religion and race to live together,

2.7.11. Opinion polls have also tended to highlight the growing racist trend, with 51% in
one poll saying that the influx of foreigners should not be encouraged.
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2.8. Luxembourg

2.8.1. Luxembourg, the smallest country in the European Community, is not one noted
for racial tensions or extreme right organizations. However this does not mean that these
are absent. Quite the contrary, because in a country with a population of only 377 000
there are at least six discernibly extreme-right organizations.

2.8.2. Two of these, Nouvel Acropole and the Cercle Luxembourgeois des Amis de la
Revue El6ments, are pseudo-academic associations and maintain a very low public
profile. Nouvel Acropole was described by Michel Neyens (Policy Adviser to the Ministry of
the Family and Social Solidarity of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) as an extremely
hierarchical and paramilitary organization whose members are in favour of an aristocratic
totalitarian regime. The Cercle Luxembourgeois des Amis de la Revue ElÖments is closely
allied to the French neo-fascist group GRECE.

2.8.3, The other organizations are more active. They are: Greng National Bewegung,
Eislecker Freiheetsbewegung, Lötzeburg de Lötzeburger and the Lötzeburger Partei.

2.8.4. In the elections to the European Parliament on 18 June 1989, Lätzeburg de
Lötzeburger, whose members number only a few hundred, obtained only 2,19'/"lor its list
of candidates. The other parties stood in elections to the Luxembourg Chamber of
Deputies on the same date but failed to secure the election of any of their candidates.

2.8.5. üf all the parties and groups the most recently formed is the Lötzeburger Partei,
which has links with the National Front in Britain. Founded in November 1989, its
self-declared aims include working together with nationalist forces throughout Europe,
reducing the number of foreigners living in Luxembourg, establishing the death penalty
and building a'Europe of nations'.

2.8.6. As to activities, these groups have all campaigned against the presence of
foreigners and have opposed any steps towards granting foreigners the right to vote. The
have also widely circulated stickers bearing the slogan'l am proud to be a Luxemburger'.

2.8.7. Although there have been sporadic incidents of racist action like the daubing of
roadsigns with racist slogans and the scrawling of antisemitic insults in the Jewish
cemetery (both in 1988), there is no evidence at the moment to link these acts directly with
the assortment of nationalist groups.

2.8,8. One positive feature of the situation is that when nationalist and extreme-right
tendencies began to appear in the late 1980s, the traditional political parties signed a joint
declaration to establish an anti-racist and anti-xenophobia consensus,
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2.9. The Netherlands

2.9.1. The far right in the Netherlands has enjoyed a partial revival slnce the autumn of
1989 when, after an interval of three years, it won a seat in the Dutch Parliament with the
election of Hans Janmaat, leader of the Centrumdemokraten (CD), a party whose leaders
have been convicted on several occasions for racism.

2.9.2. In comparison with similar organizations in France and West Germany, the CD is
small with a total membership of just over 1 000, of whom only 100 are active. However
despite its smallsize the CD has seats in 11 town councils, following municipalelections in
March 1990 in which extreme-right parties made their biggest breakthrough since the
Second World War.

2.9.3. The CD has rivals on the far right including Centrum Partij 86, which is all that
remains of the Centrum Partij formerly led by Janmaat, Centrum 86 proclaims itself
national democratic and it is racist and antisemitic. lt too is represented at municipal
council level with four members in various localities. Centrum 86 works closely with the
German NPD, but is small and estimated to have only about 75 members.

2.9.4. There are three more open neo-nazi groups in Holland: the Jongeren Front, the
Actiefront Nationaal-Socialisten and the Consortium de Levensboom.

2.9.5. The Jongeren Front is a small but highly active neo-nazi group about S0-strong.
Its leader, Stewart Mordaunt, is also a member of Centrum Partie 86 and is a city councillor
in The Hague. Members of this group have been regularly convicted for racism and illegal
possession of arms and they promote their racist policies among skinheads and soccer
hooligans. In addition the organization is closely linked to the international neo-nazi group,
Euro-Ring (see below).

2.9.6. The Actiefront Nationaal Socialisten (ANS) is the Dutch wing of the banned
German organization ANS and is small but violent. One of its leaders, Eite Homann,
functions as an occasional bodyguard for German neo-nazi Michael Kühnen, while
another, Et Wolsink, is closely linked to the violent neo-nazi British Movement. Both men
were arrested in November 1989 in a raid on the home of an ANS member in Purmerend in
which drugs, firearms and nazi literature were seized. One of the six people arrested has
since been elected to the town council in Purmerend.

2.9.7. The other neo-nazi group, the Consortium de Levensboom, is more a sect than a
political party. Consisting largely of elderly people, its leader is Florie Rost van Tonningen,
the widow of one of the leading Dutch collaborators with the nazis during the war, who is
internationally respected in neo-nazicircles. Mrs van Tonningen has been prosecuted and
convicted several times for publishing antisemitic books and leaflets. In 1985 the
organization had 450 members but since then it has diminished.

2.9.8. In the Netherlands ethnic minorities form only 5o/o ol the population and there is
evidence of discrimination in jobs and housing. Popular racism is reported to be increasing
and the success of racist parties in local elections tends to confirm this.
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2.10. Portugal

2.10.1 . Despite, or possibly because of , its long history of quasi-fascist government and
colonialism, racist and xenophobic movements have had little influence or electoral
sigrrificance in Portugal since the democratic coup of 1974. There are, however, many
Portuguese residents of African or Chinese origin or descent and they have been the
target of racist propaganda and abuse from a number of fringe political groupings and from
unorganized hooligan elements, notably skinheads professing nazism.

zi}"2. A youth-oriented white supremacist group, the Clrculo Europeu de Amigos de
Europa (CEDADE-Portugal, European Circle of Friends of Europe), was formed around
1980 as an affiliate of the Spanish nazi group CEDADE. lt has publication exchanges and
other contacts with that group and other racist formations in Spain, France and elsewhere.
Strongest around Oporto, it espouses traditional Hitlerite beliefs and has a paramilitary
structure but a small membership, probably in the low hundreds.

2.10.3. The Movimento Acqäo Nacional (National Action Movement), an authoritarian
grouping with ultra-nationalist and xenophobic tendencies, draws much of its inspiration
from nostalgia for the Salazar era. lt has aligned itself with racist and ultra-right groupings
in other EC countries, including the UK National Front, Parti des Forces Nouvelles in
Belgium, the Spanish Falange and Bases Autönomas, and the French grouping Troisiöme
Voie.

2.10.4. Other antisemitic, white supremacist and fascistic organizations active in recent
years, often in close cooperation with CEDADE-Portugal, have included the Mocidade
Patriötica (Patriotic Youth, based in Amadora), the Circulos Nacionalistas (Nationalist
Circles), Ordem Nova (New Order, Lisbon) and the Uniäo Nacional (National Union,
Lisbon and Oporto). The composition of the racist fringe in Portuguese politics is
somewhat fluid and other small groups (such as the Movimento Nacionalista, Nationalist
Movernent, and AcAäo Nacional Popular, an attempted revival of the pre-1974 ruling
Popular National Action movement) appear to have become defunct.

2.10.5. None of these movements has achieved a significant membership or electoral
following; indeed of all the Portuguese parties of the radical right, it is only the least overtly
racist of them, the monarchist movement, which has managed to retain an electoral
support above 2%, Several racist groups have, however, developed international links
through publication exchanges and attendance at international rallies.

2.10.6. The various polit ical organizations are supported by a number of magazines
and publishing houses advancing racist or xenophobic views, often within the context of
extreme right-wing ideology.
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2.11 .  Spa in

2.11.1. In Spain, as in lreland, the largest ethnic group to suffer racial discrimination
and harassment is the native gypsy population, numbering about 300 000. Occasional
violent attacks on gypsy camps have, however, tended to arise locally and without the
involvement of political movements. Other communities suffering racism and xenophobia
include Portuguese and Moroccan workers in seasonal or permanent low-paid, low-status
employment, and the Jewish cornmunity.

2.11.2. Racism is not a major feature of Spanish polit ical l i fe. The extreme right - that
end of the political spectrum where racism and xenophobia are most often found - is no
fonger a mass movement, with barely 1% of the electorate, Parties within it (such as the
Frente Nacional and Solidaridad Espafrola) tend to focus on nostalgia for the Franco
dictatorship and opposition to liberalization, democracy and abortion rather than on racial
concerns. That is not to say, of course, that individuals within such par.ties do nol have, or
do not express, racist and antisemitic attitudes; and some parties (such as the Falange
Espafrola, a signatory of the 'Manifesto of the European Nation', and the Frente Nacional,
linked with Le Pen) have active contacts with foreign groupings of an overtly racist nature.
Sirnilarly, although supporters of the various movements in favour of, or against, regional
autonomy or independence may hold or express views in respect of their co-nationals
which can be equated to racial prejudice, they fall outside the scope of the present study.

2.11.3. National socialist organizations in Spain espousing white supremacist and
anti-Jewish ideas include the Cfrculo Espaflol de Amigos de Europa (CEDADE, Spanish
Circle of Friends of Europe). Based in Barcelona, CEDADE is one of the oldest (formed in
1965), largest (possibly 1 500 members) and most active neo-nazi groupings in the EC. lt
is of particular interest because of its policy of forging extensive links with racist
organizations in other countries - there are in fact several groupings in Portugal, France
and elsewhere which are explicit ly modelled on CEDADE and bear similar names - and
also because it was one of the first racist organizations to adopt the rhetoric and concerns
of the ecologist movement in order to find a new vehicle for racist and xenophobic theory.
In the European context this is expressed in terms of a'Europe of the peoples', that is a
confederation of ethnic or linguistic statelets rather than the present nationalities,
CEDADE, which produces explicit ly Hitlerite propaganda, has uniformed paramilitary
sections in many Spanish cit ies and numerous associated or front groups, including a
youth wing called the Juventudes Nacional-Revolucionarias (National-Revolutionary
Youth).

2.11.4. Other racist and xenophobic groups on the nazi fringe include the Centro
Unitario Nacional Socialista (National Socialist Unity Centre), formed in Barcelona in 1984
as an offshoot of CEDADE with a particular brief to promote international liaison among
white supremacists. The Centre appears to be a service unit rather than a membership
organization. There are also a number of independent journals and publishing houses
advocating or providing a platform for racist ideas, such as antisemitic conspiracy
theories, in the context of Francoist, neo-nazi or Catholic fundamentalist beliefs.

2.11.5. The Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melil la in North Africa have witnessed
some racist agitation by local groupings opposed to the granting of Spanish cit izenship to
the Arab residents.
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2.12. United Kingdom

2.12.1. Britain still has an intolerably high level of racial harassment and violence. For
the most part it is directed at Asian members of the community and to a lesser extent at
Afro-Caribbeans. In the last twelve months, however, there is strong evidence, not only in
Britain but also internationally, of a rising tide of antisemitism. Monitoring bodies such as
the Anti-Defamation League in the USA have reported in early 1990 on very significant
increases in such activity.

2.12.2. In the summer of 1989 the Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police in London,
Sir Peter lmbert, stated that racial crime in the capital had risen by 60% in the first quarter
of  the year (see also 3.13.1,3.) .

2.12.3. Certainly some police forces in Britain are now gathering much more accurate
figures for such crimes and positive steps have been taken, such as the production of
multi-lingual pamphlets sent out to all households encouraging people to report these
crimes. Within the police, training in this area of crime is being addressed in a more
considered way, although racism in the lower echelons of the police is still a real problem.

2.12.4. A very welcome development was the announcement by Home Secretary
David Waddington in late April 1990 that all43 district police forces in England and Wales
must make racial attacks a top priority and methods of reporting and monitoring such
incidents must be stepped up. He went on to express his very strong abhorrence of such
crimes.

2.12.5. Complaints from members of the black communities and a number of Members
ol Parliament have also highlighted a very serious problem in the country's armed services
with regard to raclal discrimination. Some elite regiments remain totally white.

2.12.6. Since December 1985 major changes have taken place in organized racism in
Britain. The series of splits in the National Front (NF) continued and after 1986 two major
groups bearing the NF name appeared. One became known as the Flag Group and the
other as the Political Soldiers, The first took on the appearance of the traditional National
Front, contesting elections, organizing marches and, under the leadership of two young
men, Martin Wingfield and then lan Anderson, building an image not dissimilar to the Front
National of France but without the mass following, With re-recruitment of former NF
members they have raised the membership to around 3 500.

2.12.7. They publish three journals: The Flag, a monthly newspaper, Vanguard, a
monthly magazine, and Lionheart, aquarterly magazine. The circulation of these journals
does not go much beyond their own members. However their various racist leaflets have a
far wider range and hundreds of thousands are distributed each year.

2.12.8. Their election results have been insignificant. In March 1990 they stood in a
Parliamentary by-election in the Midlands, an area where they have one of their largest
branches, and gained only 311 votes.

2J23. Their former partners, the Political Soldiers, became more and more extreme in
both their thinking and their connections. Praise for lran and Libya and their failure to
condemn the terrorists on both sides of the Northern lreland conflict led to the loss of the
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bulk of the already diminishing membership of the organization. They declared they had
no interest in Parliamentary democracy. A number of key members gained convictions for
violence, sometimes against the police.

2.12.10. They claimed that they wanted to develop friendly contacts with black and
Jewish nationalist extremists. But when seriously challenged over these relationships,
they said they still believed in racial separate development.

2.12.11. Their connection with ltalian far right terrorist exile Roberto Fiore only did them
harm when it was revealed that he had been an agent of British Intelligence Section Ml6
since the early 1980s,

2.12.12. They have tried unsuccessfully to set up front organizations in areas of
growing interest in Britain such as green politics and animal rights.

2.12.13. In October 1988 a programme called Disciples of Chaos was transmitted by
Channel 4 television in its Despatches series. This gave a detailed history of develop-
ments in the two National Fronts. lt was followed by the Searchlight booklet From Ballots to
Bombs, published in January 1989, which revealed the Political Soldiers operation from
the inside with the use ol internal documents.

2.12.14. ln January 1990 the Polit ical Soldiers split again. One group led by Derek
Holland and Nick Griffin left for France where they have set up a far right commune and
Patrick Harrington took the fifty or so remaining members into a group calling itself the
Third Way.

2.12.15. The British National ParW (BNP) has around 1 500 members of which more
than 10o/o ?tE activists. lt has developed rapidly since the mid-1980s led by John Tyndall,
an active nazi since the age of 19 and leader of the National Front in its heyday in the early
to mid 1970s. Tyndall brokeawayfrom the NF in 1979 and re-formed the BNP in 1981.

2.12.16. lt is an openly nazi party. There is no elected leadership or committees;
Tyndall is in sole command.

2.12.17. Like Tyndall himself the key men in the leadership (there are no women) have
serious criminal convictions. Their crimes range from bomb-making, organizing illegal
paramilitary groups, possession of firearms and a series of convictions under the Race
Relations and Public Order Acts.

2.12.18. The BNP has targeted schools for its racist material. Apart from probably a
quarter of a million racist and antisemitic stickers, it produces videos and sound tapes and
runs a book club that helps it circumvent the laws against the distribution of racist material.
lt also produces Spearhead, a monthly magazine and British Nationalist, a monthly
newspaper. Both publications are uninhibited in their racist style and report unashamedly
on their members stabbing black people.

2.12.19. The Salman Rushdie affair has been a catalyst for all the racist groups in
Britain but none more so than the BNP. lt has used the upheaval in Britain's large Muslim
community to provoke serious confrontation and over the last year has organized marches
in areas with a large Muslim population. On several occasions this has led to serious
disorder.
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2.12.20. ln addition the BNP is responsible for the distribution of antisemitic tracts and
papers such as Holocaust News, which denies that the nazi death camps ever existed.
These are sent unsolicited to schools, Members of Parliament, various institutions and
members of the Jewish community.

2.12.21. At one time Tyndall was not interested in any overseas connections except
with nazis in the USA and South Africa. Today the BNP is part of the Odal Ring, which is
based in Belgium and run by Werner Van Steen, a Belgian who has a conviction for his
racist activities.

2.12.22. Apart from the formal racist parties a whole range of smaller but sometimes no
less vocal groups exist, such as Lady Jane Birdwood's Self Help and British Solidarity
organizations and her paper, Choice, which, along with about ten different antisemitic and
raöist leaflets, is circutated free of charge all over the country in huge numbers.

21229. Don Martin's Brit ish League of Rights is t ied to similar racist and anti-Jewish
groups in Australia, Canada and South Africa. In each of these countries they have
publishing houses and hold international gatherings.

2.12.24. The British far right's links with the new right in Europe are by means of a
glossy magazine called Scorpion run by Michael Walker, a close associate of Alain de
Benoist in France and Robert Stuekers in Belgium. Walker is a former National Front
officer who now lives in West Germany. Scorpion holds at least two international
gatherings each year and is at present very keen to develop links with ultra-nationalist and
antisemitic groups in Russia and Eastern Europe.

2.12.25. ln 1986 Colin Jordan, the former leaderof Britain's nazis, wrote in National
Review, the influential journal of the League of St George, about his ideas for the
movement in the last years of this century. He called for the building of a party of men and
women prepared to take up an underground struggle as soldiers of the cause.

2.12.26. The result of this call has been the re-emergence of Jordan's old organization,
the British Movement, and within it a cell-structured secret group called the British National
Socialist Movement, which has very strong links abroad. Contacts are strongest with
Michael Kühnen's group in West Germany and Et Wolsink's organization in Holland.
A connection also exists with the American Ku Klux Klan,

2.12.27. The choice of National Review for this rallying call was important, because
although the League is an elit ist group with only about 50 members, they are in the main
very wealthy and it is the most respected of the pure national socialist groups in Western
Europe.
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2.13. Austria

2.13.1. The most dramatic development in Austria since the publication of the Evrigenis
Report in 1985 has been the meteoric rise of the Freiheitliche Partei Osterreichs (FPO] led
by the man who has been dubbed the yuppie fascist, Jorg Haider. Despite the FPO's
aifiliation to the Liberal International, the party stands on the extreme right of the Austrian
political spectrum and pursues racist policies against foreigners generally and, in its
stronghold of Carinthia, against the Slovene minori$ in particular.

2.19.2. In this province the FPÖ has established itself firmly in the political framework
and in elections in 1989 it won 29o/o ol the vote there as against 10% nationally. Haider is
now chief minister in Carinthia, which before the Second World War was a centre of
nazism, and has used the region as a power base from which to project himself as a
nationally known and even popular political figure.

2.19.3. Only 40 years old, Haider was earlier involved in several far-right groups beJorg
joining the Liberals. As a journalist he edited an antisemitic paper, Carinthian News, which
defenäed war-time collaboration with Hitle/s nazis. He is reported to be proud ol the fact
that both his parents were nazis and some of his considerable personal wealth stems
directly from ownership of forest land expropriated from its Jewish owners in 1940.

2.19.4. Haider has never concealed his nazi associations. He has been a regular visitor
to annual reunions of ex-SS veterans and has lent his support to campaigns for amnesty
lor nazi war criminals. With this background it is not surprising that since taking over the
leadership of the FPÖ he has set it on an extreme-right course and has made antisemitic
statements.

2.13.5. The character of the FPÖ is more than anything revealed by the company it
keeps. ln 1989 its leader held at least one meeting with Jean-Marie Le Pen of the French
Front National and Franz Schönhuber, the Republikaners' leader.

2.13.6. There has been a tradition of antisemitism and fascist organization in Austria
since the 1930s, when the Austrian Nazi Party was over 500 000 strong, and this tradition
continues today. While through its elected representatives at national and local parlia-
mentary level and the fact that it holds state office in Carinthia the FPO is the most
prominent organization on the far right, it is by no means the only one.

2.19.7. lndeed the far-right groups proliferate and, according to evidence given by
police in the 1985 trial of nine neo-nazis for a series of bomb attacks on Jewish-owned
property, the number of extreme-right activists is estimated at about 20 000. These belong
to a vaiiety of organizations, some of them cultural, of which the biggest is probably the
National Democrätic Party (NPD), which averages about 3% when it contests elections.

2,13.8, The former leader of the NPD, Dr Norbert Burger, was once convicted for
terrorism in the disputed South Tyrol region. More recently he has figured as the director of
the Commission for Truth in History, which is a historical revisionist association that denies
the nazi genocide of the Jews and entertains links with like-minded people elsewhere in
Europe, including the British historian, David lrving.
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2.13.9. ln 1986 former United Nations Secretary General Kurt Waldheim was elected
national President with 53% of the vote, despite massive publicity about his nazi and
allegedly war-criminal past. Waldheim's election and the continuing evidence of racism
and antisemitism shown in numerous opinion surveys indicate that in Austria there
remains fertile soil for the growth of nazism once more.

2.14. Eastern Europe
2.14.1. The political changes that have swept Eastern Europe since the midsummer of
1989 could not have been anticipated even by the most informed experts. Nevertheless it
is now becoming clear that the removal of dictatorship in East Germany, Hungary, Poland
and Roumania has brought extreme-right, nationalist and antisemitic tendencies to the
surface.

2.14.2. In East Germany extreme-right organizations have publicly proclaimed their
existenc_e despite being in violation of the law. For example the Republikaner claim groups
in East Berlin, Leipzig, Dresden, Karl-Manx-Stadt, Gorlitz and other cities. Other groups,
like the Deutsche Alternative led by hardline neo-nazi Michael Kühnen, havL aiso
established local organizations and function openly. Material evidence of this presence
has been gathered at the regular weekly demonstrations in Leipzig and Dresden which
preceded the elections of 16 March 1990.

2.14.3. The fascist skinhead scene has grown quickly with groups reported in East
Berlin, Bostock, Weimar, Leipzig and Dresden. These groups draw.their political
inspiration from the extreme right and operate as activists for the Republikaner. In April
1990 there were clashes between police and groups of over 300 skinheads who had
gathered in East Berlin to commemorate Hitler's birth. In these incidents homosexuals
were attacked and passers-by greeted with nazi salutes.

2.14.4. Social scientists and Church organizations have expressed anxiety about the
growth of right-extremist tendencies and have noted a rise in the number of assaults on
black students and Vietnamese guest workers, as well as a wave of politically-inspired
vandalism against Jewish cemeteries and soviet war memorials.

2.14.5. Similar tendencies have surfaced in Roumania with pogroms in which several
members of the Hungarian minority were killed in March 1990 and the re-emergence of
antisemitism on such a scale that the Roumanian Chief Rabbi, Moses Rosen, has warned
of the serious dangers facing Roumania's 20 OOO-strong Jewish population. Attacks on
Jewish property have been reported from the town of Oradea in northern Roumania.

2,14.6. Visible signs of extreme-right organization have included the appearance of the
notorious antisemitic forgery, The Protocols af the Etders ol Zion, on public sale in
Bucharest and the formation of the organization Vatra Romanesca, which is a successor
organization to the pre-war and wartime lron Guard movement.

2.14.7. Vatra Romanesca is openly racist and proclaims its intention of waging a violent
struggle against the Hungarian, German and gypsy minorities, which it regards äs racially
lPure. The organization claims to have received support from as yet unidentifieä
Canadian and French organizations.
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2.14.8. In Hungary too the collapse of the communist regime has opened the political
arena to right-extremist trends. Skinhead groups have appeared and leaflets bearing the
imprint of the traditional Hungarian Arrow Cross movement have been circulated.

2.14.9. More worrying is the fact that the leading political pafi in Hungary, Democratic
Forum, contains within its leadership individuals who have made public their antisemitism.
For instance, lstvan Czurka has blamed Jews for the problems that Hungary has suffered
since the Second World War and such statements have created a climate in which Jewish
propefi has been vandalized in Budapest, Debrecen and Tab and groups of skinheads,
who are in contact with their East German, Austrian and British counterparts, have
become active.

2.14.10. ln Poland the hatred of the former communist rulers has expressed itself with
both anti-Russian nationalism and antisemitism, despite the now miniscule size of the
country's Jewish population. Nevertheless prominent Jewish members of Solidarnosc
have been singled out as targets for anonymous propaganda leaflets and graffiti. There is
also evidencelhat fascist mäterial from the US Third Way neo-nazi group led by Gary
Gallo has been circulated at Radom University by Sociology Professor Mieczyslaw
Trzeciak and that initiatives have been taken to establish groups of the US fascist
LaRouche organization in Poland.

2.14.11. The fragility of the overall atmosphere was brought home in the summer of
1989 in the controversy over the Carmelite nunnery at the site of the former nazi death
camp at Auschwitz. The head of the Roman Catholic Church in Poland, Cardinal Glemp,
issued statements accusing Jews of 'orchestrating an international campaign' against the
nunnery, which sparked off a wave of antisemitic vandalism.

2.14.12. ln the USSR the Russian nationalist and antisemitic Pamyat organization has
continued to develop. lt has particular centres of strength in Moscow and Leningrad where
it has around 30 000 and 40 000 members respectively and where it has whipped up an
atmosphere of terror among Jews and other national minorities.

2.14.13. Pamyat faces prosecution for inciting national and racial hatred after calling, in
an election manifesto, for the 'de-Zionization' of Russia and for a legal ban on Jews
holding government posts.

2.14.14. Pamyat has begun to cooperate closely with other groups like the Fatherland
organization and the hardline nationalist United Workers' Front movement in a bid to
broaden its popular base. In April 1990 it was announced that five such groups including
Pamyat had formed an alliance, called the People's Russian Orthodox Movement, to
campaign for the restoration of the tsar. lt attributed Russia's problems to the Jews.

2.14.15. Violent antisemitic attacks including murder have taken place in Moscow and
Leningrad since autumn 1989. Despite promises that the authorities will take action
against racist violence, the recent appointment of two known antisemites, Valentin
Räsputin and Veniamin Yarin, to President Gorbachev's 1S-strong Presidential Council
has reinforced anxiety as has Pamyat's large-scale penetration of the USSR's biggest
green group, Volga.
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2.14.16. Pamyat has recently been registered as a
under the name, Republican People's Party of Russia.

2.14.17. lt has been confirmed that Pamyat has
individuals in London.

legal organization in Leningrad

formed links with extreme-right

2.15. Norway

2.15.1. In Norway since the Evrigenis Report there has been a definite expansion of
raclst prejudice and activity. In particular this has been exploited by the Fremskrittspartiet
of Carl I Hagen, which in the 1989 general election took 13,7o/o of the vote. With its
22 seats in Parliament it holds the balance of power.

2.15.2. The Fremskrittspartiet has made no secret of its desire to see tighter curbs on
immigration and acceptance of refugees and its popular support was held tö have worried
the previous Labour government enough to have pressured it into passing the Aliens Law
to enact tougher controls. These measures did little to silence the racist clamour and
espe_cially gave new encouragement to the People's Movement Against lmmigration
(FMl), a far-right pressure group that has managed to gather suppbn from the more
extreme fringes of the Fremskrittspadiet at the same time as winning over many members
of the overtly fascist Nasjonalt Folkeparti (NF).

2.15.3. Recently the FMI has seen its support dwindle after its leader, Arne Myrdal, was
sentenced to one year's imprisonment for his part in a conspiracy to bomb an immigrant
centre. The NF too was similarly affected after 11 of its members were charged with the
bombing of an Oslo mosque and found to be in possession of arms and explosives. Clear
association with violence has tended to be a weakening factor for the exlreme right in
Nonruay but the extremists themselves are not deterred and constantly attempt to renew
their organization and activities.

2.15.4. In its latest guises the extreme right has organized itself into two new groups
that perform different functions: the National Democrats and Zorn 88.

2.15.5. The National Democrats are a split-off from the Stop lmmigration Party, which
put up candidates in the 1989 general election and failed to win any seats in Parliament.
As so often is the case with such groups, failure led to factional warfare and splits. The
breakaway element felt disillusioned at Stop lmmigration's attempts to win respectability
by attempting to use the democratic process, even if for clearly racist and undemocratic
objectives.

2.15.6. This was clearly demonstrated when members of the newly-formed party took
part in February 1990 in a peak time television programme about asylum seekers and
declared themselves national and socialist. In any case the party bears the stamp of its
two main leaders, Hoge Bortland, notorious for his aggressive racism, and Erik
Gjems-Onstad, a lawyer who is well known as a defender of South African apadheid,

2.15.7. Zorn 88, a violent nazi group, was also scheduled to receive television airtime,
but these plans were frustrated by concefted public protest. The organization claims over
200 members and its main themes are the promotion of antisemitism and Holocaust
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revisionism, which resulted in March 1990 in the daubing of Jewish-owned property with

nazi insignia. The group is led by Erik-Rune Hansen who has a long record of anti-Jewish

activity.

Z.1S.B. During the 1970s Erik Blucher was Norway's most notorious neo-nazi but in

recent years ninas kept a low profile. However he is believed still to be an influential

f igure in the background,

2.15.g. Despite the efforts of the hard-line racists and neo-nazis, it seems that the racist

tide will continue to run with the Progress Party lor some time to come.

2.16. Sweden

2.16.1, The extreme right in Sweden has been undergoing a process of regro^upment
after the dismal failure of its previous endeavour to construct a united pafty, the Sweden
paü, founded in 1986 from a fusion of three different racist and neo-nazi groups.

2.16.2. The main reason for the Sweden Party's rapid demise was the unrelenting
campaign conducted by anti-racist groups who were able to bring !o puph.g attention the

orgahi=ätion's connectibns with violönce and its close ties with the British National Front'

2.16.3. The outcome of the latest series of splits and fusions has been the formation of

the Sweden Democrats led by the erstwhile leader of the Sweden Party, Leif Zeilon. Their

membership, which is claimeä to number more than 2 000, is comprised largely of former
members oi the racist and violent Bevara Sverige Svenskt and the remnants of the openly
fascist Nordiska Rikspartiet.

2.16.4. The new organization has contested elections but has signally failed to make
any visible impact orto-profit from the outburst of populist racism that broke out in 1988 in

the southern agricultural town of Sjöbo, where a clear majority of citizens voted in a town

referendum to refuse to accept any refugees under the Swedish government's quota

regulations. Equally, in a btd to 
- 
present themselves as a legal and democratic

orlanization, the Sweden Democrais have alienated many of their former skinhead
sipporters who remain under the influence of racist and fascist ideas but are no longer
willing to act as 'arrest fodde/ for any group,

2.16.5. Other fascist groups like the Sveriges Nationella Forbund do exist but have an
elderly and inactive meirOeiship. Of interesl however is the continued existence of the

Sveaborg organization of Swedish former Waffen SS volunteers. This highly secretive
organizaiion Ts widely believed to have a hand in providing tle finance for the activity ol
yoirng extreme rightiäts and also to have provided the funds for the printing of Holocaust
ievisionist literature on the priniing presses of Dietlieb Felderer in Taby.

2.16.6, Felderer has an international reputation as a publisher of such material and has

long had ties with the Spanish group CEDADE and other neo-nazi groups in Europe. He
prin-ts large amounts of 

'neo-naii 
and antisemitic tracts and in addition promotes his own

irregularly produced journal under the title Revisionist History.

2.16.7. The far right however does not just rely on the printed word to make
propaganda but also uses the community radio, Open Forum, to broadcast its racist and
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antisemitic message. On severaloccasions this radio station has run foul of the law but so
far its licence has not been revoked.

2.16.8. Generally Sweden has been able to avoid the kind of racist problems that have
afflicted other countries largely because of its relative wealth, strong öocial net and high
living standards - but ominous signs like the Sjobo vote have begui to appear. lt wasln
response to racist undercurrents that the Swedish government tobk action in December
1989 to tighten drastically its asylum policy, a moüe that drew fierce protests from the
Church and anti-racists alike.

2.17. The international skinhead movement

2'17.1. By far the most worrying development since the last Committee of Inquiry report
t| the non-parliamentary field has been the rapid growth of the skinhead äovement.
Britain has an appalling record for exports in recent years but in one field she has done
remarkably well, namely in spreading the racist and violent sub-culture of the skinheads.
Skinheads first appeared in Britain in the late 1960s and were involved in what was known
?:_lak! bashing'- This included not only assaults but also some murders. In the early
1970s they went into decline but found a natural home in the British Movement from thä
late 1970s until about 1982 when the British Movement itself went into temporary decline.

217 '2' Over the- .next, five years the racist skinheads built up their organization by
means of a series of bands playing racist music. These developed ä totlowing-who wore an
unofficial uniform of tee-shirts and badges sporting racist slogans, blacl jackets and
sleel-capped 'Doc Martin' boots. The biggest international distributor of their iecords is a
West German company, Rockarama Reöords.

2.17.3. The key group formed around the band'skrewdriver'and its leader lan Stuart
Donaldson. His family owns a factory in the north west of England and he is not the'working class anti-hero' he would have his young foltowers believe he is.

2'17.4. Like most of the key figures in the skinhead leadership Stuart has convictions
for violence against black people. Some of his comrades have convictions for attacks on
the police.

2'17.5. In 1988 Stuart broke away from the Political Soldier wing of the National Front.
However he did not set up his own organization as most skins tend to be very nihilistic and
would not join anything organized. Instead he produced a magazine which hä called Blood
and Honour. The British Movement, which was then re-forming, and the BNP started
covertly to support his activities.

2_.1.7..6. Dtlling the 1980s the skinhead cult spread from Britain to West Germany,
Belgium and Holland and then to Scandinavia. The cult also gained popularity among
Ioung unemployed racists in France, and it eventually reached Hungary, Poland änd Eas-i
Germany, where skinheads were involved in brdtal attacks on- glest workers and
overseas students. They appeared to awaken some of the pre-war antisemitism in these
countries.
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2.17.7. The very rapid development of the skinhead movement has been followed
closely by The Monnoi,the publication of the Center for Democratic Renewal in the USA
and in an Anti-Defarnation [eague pamphlet, Shaved for Battle.In Britain the skinheads'
activities have been watched clöse[ Uy ihe national press and by Searchlighf on a regular
basis.

217.8. What has been one of the most startling developments has been their success
in the USA. About three years ago, when they first appeared on the US racist scene, they
had around 400 followers. Within a year this had grown to about 4 500 and they have
increased rapidly in numbers since then. As in the rest of the world they have engaged in

racial attacks including murder.

2.17.9 ln the USA, Canada and Sweden they have dealt with their own dissident
members with real brutalig. ln one instance a young man was crucified in a car park in

California when he wanted to break away from them.

2.17.10. The established racist groups see them as a potential recruitment ground and
as cannon fodder lor street actions, which can cross international borders, such as
attendance at international football matches. They are also viewed as a huge financial
benefit for the racist movement. ln Britain they are capable of generating income to the
tune of around one million pounds a year from sales of concert tickets, videos, tee-shirts,
boots, records and tapes. ihey also iell protection for other people's concerts and public

events. Most, if not all, of this income is not declared to the lnland Revenue and is

therefore not taxed,

2.17.11. In Britain and the USA they have formed a recruitment pool for the Ku Klux
Klan, in particular the Klan group of Janies W Farrands, who has visited Europe on at least
two occasions in the last 12 months.

2.17.12. Under the social security systems in Western Europe they are able to draw
benefits in allthe EC countries. ln gritai;l groups of Germans, French, Belgians and Dutch
visit regularly for periods long enough to carry on political activities.

2.17.1g. Two years ago it was discovered that there was an organized link with Sweden
w1h full-time politicalwolkers from Britain stationed there. Letters spelling out their plans

and tactics for future disruption of football internationals exposed some of these links'

2.12.14. Certainly the major figures behind British football violence have far right and
racist links. Martin WingfielO, tne former leader of the National Front Flag Group, admitted
in an interview with thö London magazin e Time Ouf that the group had encouraged its
members to be active at football stadia and had reaped the benefits from this, both
financially and in terms of recruiting new members.

2.17.15. The Searchlight booklet Terrar on the Terraces published days after the
Heysel stadium tragedy produced firm evidence, later incorporated in the Leuven
University report, of fäsc'rst'involvement in the majority of serious disorders at international
football matches in recent years. In Britain this kind of activity has spread to cricket and
boxing matches and indeed to almost all sporting events'

2.17.16. lt was also discovered that young people from Scandinavia were being taken
via Britain to Northern lreland for paramilitary training. Since then it is believed that such
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training has taken place on a smaller scale in Britain. The Swedish media gave
widespread coverage to these illicit international activities.

2'17.17. ln the USA groups like White Aryan Resistance, which is run by former West
Coast Ku Klux Klan leader Tom Metzger and his son John, who is in charge öf its skinhead
section, have built up international solidarity by leaps and bounds. These are violent
operations. At]9st year's gathering of the Klan at Stone Mountain, Georgia, 300 Klansmen
took part. Half wore white sheets and the other half were young men and women
skinheads in combat clothes. In almost every speech reference was tö made to lan Stuart
and Britain's skinheads. This area of racial politics is practically the only one in which
women are treated as equals and certainly in the US skinhead groups they fight alongside
the men.

2.17.18. Colin Jordan, Britain's most infamous postwar nazi leader, saw these young
people as the movement's new recruits for the next century.
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Chapter 3:
Country by country analysis

3.1. Foreword

3.1.1. This chapter will provide a succinct picture of the growing levels of intolerance,
xenophobia or racism and discrimination, and their more extreme forms of expression,
overt hatred and physicalviolence against ethnic minorities, leading in numerous cases to
senseless murders. Sadly enough, almost four years after the adoption of the Joint
Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia in June 1986 there is still an enormous mass
of evidence pointing to the growing strength of racism and xenophobia and the aim of this
chapter is to'highlight'the more serious incidents and examine the incidence during the
last four years in view of the recommendations to be formulated.

3.1.2. This report will deal only briefly with the numerous forms of legally permitted
discrimination, referring to a few of the most blatant cases in which Member State
governments may be violating their internationalobligations. Such brevity should not imply
that such forms of discrimination are not important: they contribute to the inferior status of
legally residing foreigners and imply government approval of the existence of a category of
second-class residents, thus appearing in the minds of ordinary citizens as a licence to
practice some degree of discrimination against foreigners.

3.1.3. Moreover, the report will not give specific examples of racism and discrimination
against Community nationals although these are certainly not exempt from being victims.
On the contrary, there is still reluctance - which varies from one Member State to another
depending on the composition and importance of foreign population of Community origin
- on the part of Member States to grant nationals of other Member States the same rights
of residence, employment, education, etc. as those enjoyed by their own nationals. This
has led to a number of condemnations by the European Court of Justice against Member
States which continued to violate the principle of free movement with discriminatory
measures (1). lt must, moreover, be pointed out that with the development of European
case law, Community migrant workers are gradually receiving more and more legal
protection against discrimination. Besides, with the post-1992 European Single Market,
there will no longer be any more Community migrant workers, but'European Community
citizens'.

3.1.4. This does not mean that the obligations of the European institutions are in any
way diminished, For example, the explanation offered by Mr Sutherland, on behalf of the
Commission at the June 1987 plenary session of the European Parliament when faced
with the question of appointing a European Ombudsman to defend the rights of EC
nationals in cases of discrimination, was that'the differences between the national legal
systems and the Community legal system made it impossible to have a European
ombudsman'(2). lt can, however, be argued that since most Member States are party to
the various international or European human rights conventions (a first step would be to
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ensure that those Member States which have not yet signed and ratified certain
conventions do so as a priority), in particular the UN Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination (except lreland), the Community could set up a structure to
monitor how Member States have (or have not) complied with their international
obligations in the field of human rights (3). Such a structure could also serve as a
surveillance and information agency, closely following events in Member States and
reminding the latter of this report's recommendations.

3.1.5. Ohe essential part of this chapter will focus on difficulties in applying the few
anti-racism laws in force in some Member States. Sometimes, indeed, these have been
perversely applied. This can be largely explained by the fact that racist remarks, abuse,
insults, etc. have 'evolved' a great deal 'like germs adapt to antibiotics' (a). They have
found new means of expression within more legal contexts, frequently abusing, il not
making a mockery of, freedom of speech (5). They also hide behind pseudo-scientific
arguments of the so-called school of socio-biology (6).

The European Community

3.2. Belgium

3.2.1. According to the Eurobarometer opinion survey carried out between 17 October
and 21 November, 1988 (7), the Belgians and Germans have the most difficulties in
accepting to live alongside the differences of the 'other', However, racial violence and
abuse in Belgium are nowhere near the levels in France, the United Kingdom or even in
Italy. This paradox can, in part, be explained by the fact that Belgians who dislike
foreigners more readily express such a view, even those who may get along quite wellwith
a foreign neighbour. This of course does not mean that racism and/or xenophobia is not
widespread in Belgian society, as Ernest Glinne (8) and Marijke Van Hemeldonck (s) show
in their respective working documents.

3.2.2. The 30 July 1981 anti-racism law has in only very rare cases resulted in
convictions. In 1985 and 1986,343 complaints under the 1981 anti-racism law were
submitted in Brussels of which 317 were rejected as having insufficient grounds for
prosecution (to). ln 1987, the number of cases submitted fell to 93 of which 82 were
rejected and three resulted in convictions (11). The following year, 83 complaints were
submitted of which 70 were rejected and only one resulted in a conviction (12). One of the
'successful cases' in 1987 concerned a North African youth who was convicted for having
called a politician a racist (13).

3.2.3. In another case, seven members of the Far Right 'Forces Nouvelles' received
light suspended sentences and only one other was sentenced to an immediate four-month
prison term for having exerted intensive and continued physical violence against
immigrants. The compensation received by one immigrant family was not even enough to
pay part of the transport costs for moving to another area (14).
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3.2.4. On the other hand, no political parties in Belgium have ever been convicted for
making insulting statements against immigrants, despite complaints lodged. The Partides
Forces Nouvelles (PFN) thus freely distributed leaflets during the 1987 national elections,
saying 'Halt the Barbarians' with cartoon drawings of Arabs.

3.2.5. Referring to immigrants, in particular North Africans, Yugoslavs and Turks as'barbarians' has become 'acceptable' ever since the lnterior Minister in the caretaker
government in 1987 himself called such immigrants'barbarians'. First he denied doing so
and then said that the word 'barbarian' as he used it had to be understood in its
etymological Greek sense, meaning foreigners (15).

3.2,6. As stated in Marijke Van Hemeldonck's working document (16) the Turks and
North Africans (they number more or less 300 O0O)are the most disliked and discriminated
against foreigners in Belgium, although with the increasing number of black African
asylum seekers there are more and more serious incidents of violence and/or harassment
against the Africans (mainly Zaire residents and students and Ghanaian asylum seekers)
in the form of systematic and abusive lD checks (17) and beatings of black asylum seekers
in the detention centre of Brussels Zaventem Airport (18).

3.2.7. There have also been two deaths of African asylum seekers: one murder in
September 1987 (the racist motive has never been established) and another, on 14
January 1987, concerning aZairean asylum seeker who was forced to board a plane back
to Zalre under the escort of two police officers, There has never been any plausible
evidence to support the authorities'claim that he committed suicide (1e) and human rights
associations alleged that he was beaten and then subjected to an overdose of
tranquil izers.

3.2.8. Ever since the anti-American demonstration on 20 April 1986 against the US
bombing of Tripoli in which a minority group of lslamic fundamentalists participated, there
has been growing 'lslamophobia' in Belgium with the frequent exaggerated and abusive
labelling of the Muslim population and their religious practices as radicalfundamentalism"
This has been reinforced by the lslamic headscarf affair which was, however, far less
controversial than in France. In October 1989, 20 Muslim girls of a technical school started
to wear a headscarf within school premises and many others in the same school followed.
A Brussels tribunal ruled on 1 December 1989 that female Muslims could wear their
headscarves in the presence of a male teacher, but that they had to remove them during
physical education, sporting activities, along the school corridors and in the play-
ground (20).

3.2.9. Although the teaching of lslam in Belgium was officially introduced in 1978, two
Brussels boroughs, one run by an ex-member of the Parti R6formateur Libdral (PRL) (,1)
known for his hostility towards immigrants, Mr R. Nols of Schaarbeek, and another by a
Socialist, Mr C. Picque (22), refused to allow Muslim courses in local schools until they
were ordered to do so by a court ruling in December 1989 (23),

3.2.10, Inter-community relations in the Brussels borough of Schaarbeek are perhaps
the worst in the whole country and the former mayor, Mr Nols, contributed a great deal to
fuelling the racial hatred and tensions. During the period of the Muslim event of Ramadan
in 1986 he imposed a one-month ban on gatherings of more than five persons after 10 pm,
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just when Muslims gather before their evening meal (to). At about the same time, some
150 000 copies of his borough's information brochure were distributed to schools,
depicting North Africans as terrorists and religious fundamentalists, associated with drug
dealing and addiction (2s). At a borough council meeting on 27 April 1988, he openly
accused immigrants of being the cause of insecurity and described Moroccans as 'the

barbarians of today'('?0). The next month, tensions between the North Africans and the
police had reached such a pitch that a violent confrontation was narrowly avoided (z?). His
anti-immigrant measures even became the object of ridicule among Belgians living there.
when he ordered the removal of certain benches near a park - SOS-Racisme in Belgium
claimed that it was a form of apartheid to prevent immigrants from using the benches (").
However, his 'popularity' in Schaarbeek was such that prior to the mid-1988 local
elections, both the French and Flemish local Socialist parties tried to reach an agreement
with him under the pretext of getting 'insde to change Mr Nols'(2s).

3.2.11. A Royal Decree of 7 May 1985 allowed six Brussels boroughs to refuse to enter
certain foreigners in the specialaliens register, thereby preventing them from living there.
The ban was for a five-year period and expired on 14 May 1990 (30). Politicians from all
parties, except the Ecologists (Ecolo/Agalev), have been in favour of the ban, including the
present deputy Prime Minister and former Minister of Justice, Mr Philippe Moureaux (31),
who in 1981 got the anti-racist Bill tabled as long before as 1966 by Mr Glinne adopted.
Although it apparently contravenes the 1950 European Human Rights Convention,
several more Brussels boroughs have been in favour of implementing a similar ban, and
also the cig ol Liöge (.,). lt should be noted that the immigrants consultative councils have
helped integration at local level.

3.2.12. On 9 May, the Government decided to allow five of the six Brussels boroughs to
prolong the ban for another two years. The city of Liöge has been authorized to implement
this ban for one year to enable the local authorities to regularize the situation of some
2234 asylum seekers there. The sixth borough has to reintroduce its application in the
appropriate form. The request by the Brussels borough of Koekelberg to implement the
ban was turned down. One positive factor in the Government's decision is that the ban can
no longer be applied to non-EEC students. This decision angered the opponents of the
ban, as well as its advocates because of its limited scope and duration (t3).

3.2.13. Relations between the police and the immigrant population are particularly bad,
in particular with regard to youths of North African origin who are considered to be
responsible for the high crime rate. Some police vans actually bear stickers of
extreme-right groups.

3.2.14. At the end of September 1987, the local police of a borough stood passively by
as a band of skinheads got close to attacking a group of youths of North African origin,
threatening to disfigure them with swastika signs. The skinheads were stopped by the
local people, but attempts to call in the gendarmes were unsuccessful (s).

3.2.15. In August 1988, all local TV and radio stations broadcast information on a
Moroccan youth, hospitalized with a concussion and other injuries following his arrest by
the police. Other than resisting arrest, the police brought no other charges against him and
dismissed the affair as 'rare'. The new Interior Minister reacted with speed by demanding a
report from the police the morning after the incident, but came under criticism from the
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police who argued that such a matter should have been dealt with first by the judicial
authorities and/or the Ministry of Justice (3s).

3.2.16. Only when the extreme-right party, the Vlaams Blok, tripled its 1 982 score at the
October 1988 local elections did the Government at last begin to take up the problems of
immigrants seriously (tu). lt quickly decided to nominate as soon as possible a commis-
sioner to draft a report on the problems of co-existence among ethnic minorities and
encourage the peaceful co-existence among peoples of different cultures in large
cities (3?). After much delay, the first voluminous repoft was finally presented on 23
November 1989(38), outlining the situation and proposing measures on prevention and
repression of racism. One of them calls for the setting up of a national centre against
discrimination and for the integration of ethnic minorities, comparable to the Commission
on Racial Equality in the UK and the Landelijk Buro Racismebestrijding (LBR - National
Bureau for Combating Racism) in the Netherlands (.t).

3.3. Denmark

3.3.1. Events in the last four years concerning inter-community relations in Denmark
have given rise to growing concern as to the extent of racial prejudice. An Australian
lawyer requested by the Danish Centre for Human Rights to do a three-month study on
labour market discrimination concludes that foreigners are denied equal opportunities in
violation of many international conventions signed and ratified by Denmark (oo). In some
state-run job centres employers are actually asked if they want an immigrant to take up a
certain job and they are apparently free to refuse a foreigner.

3.3.2. Other than the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination which entered into force in Denmark on 9 January 1972, there is no
separate anti-racism legislation. As Mr E. Christiansen points out in his Working
Document, calls for such legislation during a parliamentary debate on 3 March 1988 were
dismissed by the Minister of Justice who argued that foreigners already enjoyed sufficient
protection under existing laws protecting individuals, in particular paragraph 266b of the
Danish Penal Code (ot). ln the Minister's view, further bans to combat associations
professing intolerance towards foreigners might constitute interference in the freedom of
expression and of association.

3.3.3. The number of foreigners in Denmark of non-European origin is around 90 000 of
whom some 60 000 are immigrants from the 1960s (mainly from Turkey, Pakistan and
Yugoslavia) and about 30 000 are people granted asylum within the last decade. The
problems of racism in Danish society began to assume alarming proportions with threats
and attacks against immigrants and refugees as of 1985/1986 when an increasing number
of asylum seekers were arriving.

3.3.4. A TV journalist who tried to raise awareness of this problem interviewed some'skinheads' on 21 July 1985, and racist statements were made. The journalist, as well as
the programme controller responsible were fined for enabling these skinheads to
contravene the afore-mentioned paragraph 266b (4'?). As for the skinheads themselves,
they were convicted on a long series of other charges which had the paradoxical result
that no separate penalty was handed down to them for their racist remarks. All means of
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appeals having been exhausted, the case of the journalist and programme controller has
been taken to the European Court of Human Rights.

3.3.5. During the night of 12113 July 1986 some 2 000 'rockers' launched a concerted
attack against a hostel which was accommodating 247 asylum seekers from lran, Sri
Lanka and Lebanon to protest against the influx of refugees (ot).

3.3.6. On 7 March 1988 a group of young people were convicted for violating the said
paragraph 266b after they confessed to having burnt a wooden cross near a church
accommodating Tamils to frighten them (s).

3.3.7. However, when, over a local radio station, a member of the ultra right
Fremskridtspartiet (Progress Paü) (see below), referring to refugees prior to the 1987
elections spoke of 'the vast hoards of terrorists pouring in over us from the Middle East and
Sri Lanka' who 'breed like rats', the Public Prosecutor and the Ministry of Justice
considered that the remarks did not constitute sufficient grounds for a conviction under the
said paragraph 266b in view of the context and the form in which they were made (as).

3.3.8. Most of the anti-foreigner: votes go to the Fremskridt whose electoral promises
include expelling all Muslims and relugees (who, in its view, are all 'false'), and tax cuts. lt
managed to double its score at the 10 May 1988 elections capturing g% of the votes {4,8o/o
previously) and now has 16 (*) out of a total ol'179 parliamentary seats (9 before) (+?). The
number of local council seats which was 150 during the 1981-85 mandate period, fell to 35
during the 1985-89 period and made a spectacular rise to 235 at the 1989 elections.

3.3.9. At a meeting of extreme-right movements in Copenhagen during the weekend of
12113 May 1990 in which Mr Le Pen of the French Front National and Mr Schönhuber of
the Germän Republikaner participated, members of the Fremdskridt surprisingly refused
to take part (ot).

3.3.10. According to an opinion survey carried out in March 1988 Qy the Kasper Vilstrup
lnstitute, 30-35% of Danish adults had a positive view on immigrants and refugees, 10olo
were quite negative and the remainder either had intermediate views or no opinion at
all (4e). The 107o corresponds more or less to the audience of the Fremskridt and the new
Stop lndvandringen (Stop lmmigration) party which appeared for the first time at the
municipal elections in the autumn of 1989 (uo).An attempt to form a nationwide'People's
Movement against lmmigration'failed when the organizers were prevented from holding
their founding meeting on q March 1990 (51).

3.3.11. A new form of xenophobia with 'Christian respect for the cultures of others: (who
should remain where they are), advocated by a Lutheran parish priest, Rev. Af, Ssren
Krarup, is gaining some ground (s2).

3.3.12. One particularly controversial move against immigrants was taken in March
1988 in the borough of lshaj when the local council voted against having 'even more
people of foreign origin take residence in lshoj'(s3). Another Copenhagen suburb, Farum,
decided in March 1988 to hold a referendum on whether the municipality should make 25
homes available to refugees (*). Fortunately, this matter was not raised again and the
referendum was not held.
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3.4. Federal Republic of Germany

3.4.1. There is sti l l  no specific anti-racism legislation in the FRG as the Federal
Government considers that the protection against racial discrimination provided for in
Articles 1(1) and 3(3) of the Constitution is adequate to combat racism(55) and, as
confirmed by the representative of the FRG at the hearing (s6), the 'Federal Government
considers that the legal instruments in force are sufficient to counter undesirable
developments effectively. lt did not therefore take any special legislative measures in
connection with the adoption of the declaration against racism and xenophobia'. However,
it seems that the German Government considers that the constitutional provisions apply
only to its nationals.

3.4.2. However, as stated in Claudia Roth's Working Document (s7), there has been a
rise in the number of violent attacks against foreigners in the last four years and there
continues to be reluctance on the part of the police and the Public Prosecutor's offices to
prosecute racially motivated violence or admit that racism was a motive (s8),

3.4.3. For example, the two men responsible for the kil l ing of an lranian asylum seeker
in 1988 were given an 18-month suspended sentence. The court in Tübingen (Baden-
Württemberg) accepted the argument from the defence that the two men, employees of a
supermarket, had mistaken their victim for a shoplifter and considered that the victim's
behaviour contributed to the 'tragic accident'(5e).

3.4.4. Hatred of foreigners has led to actions such as the arson attack on 17 May 1987
in Wuppertal, resulting in the death of a Greek couple and their son and serious burns to
18 other foreigners. A similar incident took place in Schwandorf on 17 December 1988
when a Turkish couple and their son were kil led in a fire, as was the father of a German
family who happened to be their neighbours. The 19-year old German youth responsible
for the arson attack in Schwandorf was supposedly linked with extreme right-wing groups
and the only 'motive' he gave was his hatred of foreigners (uo). In another incident in
Hamburg, in October 1988, a group of youths attacked and beat up a Turkish woman
before pushing her in front of an oncoming car (61).

3.4,5. The Turkish population numbering about 1,5 mill ion probably bears most of the
brunt of racial harassment, violence and discrimination. This has been well described,
documented and exposed by the journalist, Mr Günther Wallraff in his now renowned book
and film (62), Most of them, in fact, form a class of sub-proletariat, with insecure rights of
residence and are quite defenceless against legislation that still treats them as 'guest

workers ' (63).

3.4.6. Another group which continues to suffer much discrimination are the Sinti and
Roma Community (the gypsies), who number some 60 000 in the FRG (the Nazis
exterminated more than half a mill ion) (64). According to Mr J. Ramirez Heredia, MEP (65),
the Bonn Government has systematically refused to agree to any project of the European
Social Fund in support of gypsies in the FRG.

3.4.7. There are also the specific problems of the 40-50 000 black or Afro-Germans in
the FRG, many the offspring of l iaisons between black Gls and German women, of whom
very little is said. They consider themselves as members of German society, but are not
recognized as such (66).
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3.4.8, As in Sweden (see below), the British extreme-right groups have been
introducing and propagating racial hatred in the FFIG through the distribution and
commercialization of racist video games. This was denounced in March 1989 by Mr E.
Glinne, Belgian MEP (67), but according to a report in March 1990, pupils in Hesse were
still playing with such games (68).

3.4.9. Antisemitism is far from being eradicated and two studies conclude that as much
as 20o/o of the population still harbouÄ anti-Jewish sentiments and antisemitism is latent
among another 30% (6e). In fact, those who deny the existence of the Nazi gas chambers
are speaking out more openly than ever and are now part of an expanding international
network with branches mainly in the USA, the UK, the FRG and France (70).

3.4.10. The massive arrivals in 1989 of Germans from the GDR (343854) and East
Europeans of German descent (720 909) (7'), together with a record number of 121 318
applicants for asylum (an increase of 18% over 1988) (72), have further aggravated the
housing shortages and existing negative sentiments towards foreigners and this in turn
has led to the spectacular successes of the Republikaner, as pointed out by Willi
Rothley (73), with gains in the Berlin municipal assembly and other State Parliaments, as
well as six seats in the European Parliament. This party has been brought under
surveillance since the beginning of 1990 by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution
in Hamburg (Verfassungsschutz) (?4). The question of whether to take such a decision at
Federal level is pending. According to a confidential (provisional) report of the Federal
Office lor the Protection of the Constitution in Cologne (Kölner Bundesamtes für
Verfassungsschutz), this party is a threat to the Constitution (tt).

3.4.11. According to an opinion survey issued in September 1989,75% of West
Germans questioned felt that there were too many foreigners in the FRG, 69% agreed that
asylum seekers were unfairly exploiting the socialwelfare system, 93% favoured reducing
the number of so-called'economic refugees'. Racial hatred against Africans or Asians was
shared by about 20% of respondents, the majority of whom supported the Republikaner.
Migrant workers ('guest workers') are rejected to a lesser degree than asylum seekers.
The survey nevertheless confirmed strong negative feelings against the Turks whose
situation is now all the more precarious due to the influx of East Germans and ethnic
Germans from Eastern Europe. The latter category, especially those from Poland and the
USSR were, according to the poll, accused of unfairly exploiting the socialwelfare system
(54o/o), aggravating the unemployment situation (61%) and the housing shortages
(69%) (?6).

3.5. Greece

3.5.1. According to Paraskevas Avgerinos (tt) and the statement of the Greek
government delegate, Mr Ekonomidis (78), 'Greeks were and are as a rule xenophiles
rather than xenophobes'. There are several laws to combat discrimination, including
Article 5(2) of the 1975 Constitution ('n).

3.5.2, In fact, other than EC nationals who number more than 16000, the foreign
(non-EC) population is only double that number, mostly from the Phil ippines, Poland,
Egypt and lran (in order of importance) (80).
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3.5.3. However, in January this year, there were violent riots in Komotini, Western
Thrace, with fights between Orthodox Christians and Muslims. The first independent
Muslim MP, elected in June 1989, was sentenced to 18 months'imprisonment on
26 January 1990 for disturbing the peace and inciting discord. His imprisonment and that
of another Muslim leader sparked off the clashes which resulted in the death of one
Orthodox Christian, 19 persons injured, and the breaking of windows of dozens of shops
belonging to Muslims (tt). A diplomatic row broke out between Greece and Turkey over
the (ethnic) status of the 120 000 strong Muslim minority in Western Thrace (82). That
incident has been considered as a purely political one, between Greece and Turkey.
Under the 1923 Treaty of Lausanne, the rites of worship of Greek Muslims in Thrace were
given special protection.

3.5.4, On the other hand, (Greek) Muslims complain of harassment by the Greek
authorities. They speak of bureaucratic obstacles to obtaining permits for building houses
and repairing their existing homes where sanitary and heating facilities are often lacking.
They also complain of being refused loans from state-controlled banks, denied driving
licences and rarely given permission to drive tractors (83).

3.5.5. These problems and conflicts must also be seen within the context of centuries of
bitter, if not hostile, relations between Turkey and Greece, which was colonized for about
four centuries by the former. The Greek authorities are, in general, apprehensive of
possible Turkish territorialexpansion into Western Thrace and this may help to explain the
cause of some of the grievances of Greek Muslims.

3.5.6. The committee received no new specific examples of any problems being
encountered by the Jewish and Armenian communities, although the Evrigenis Report did
refer to some incidents. As for the gypsies, attempts to assimilate them have not
succeeded and the majority still live apart from Greek society.

3.5.7. As the Greek delegate to the hearing quite rightly pointed out, no country could
consider itself 'entirely immune'to the dangers of racism and recognized the need 'to be
on the alert and exercise vigilance in facing up to such dangerous phenomena as they
might also emerge to a greater or lesser extent in Greece in the future'(8a).

3.6. Spain

3.6.1. Among the legalforms of protection against discrimination from which foreigners
can benefit in Spain are Articles 1 and 14 of the Spanish Constitution and the Organic Law
of June 25 1983. Moreover, there is an Ombudsman (Defensor del Pueblo) who is
appointed by the Cortes to defend individuals' rights (8s).

3.6.2. Nevedheless, a well-compiled dossier issued by Documentaciön Social of
Cäritas Espahola in 1987 shows a disturbing degree of racism in Spain (tu). On the other
hand, a national opinion survey carried out at the end of 1987(87) concluded that the
Spanish people believed themselves to be more racist than they were in reality, lt pointed
out that apaft from gypsies and North Africans, other foreigners (such as Latin Americans
and Filipinos) hardly ever complained of racist practices.
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3.6.3. The same survey claimed that blacks (Africans) complained more of racism in
the workplace than elsewhere in society. Hardly four months later, the same review that
published the survey ran an article saying that drug trafficking and the high crime rate
among foreigners had led to increasing discrimination against blacks (88). Blacks with valid
residence permits are often persecuted by the police while some had even been deported
to their country of origin. The article reported on allegations that police sometimes picked
on innocent foreigners and tore up their residence permits, This has recently been
confirmed in the Ombudsman's 1989 Annual Report (8s).

3.6.4. The North Africans are probably the worst treated in Spain and gypsies
constitute the second most discriminated against group (e0). The latter number about half a
million in Spain and, like the blacks in the US, the gypsies are very much appreciated for
their dance and music. Their problems begin when they leave the theatres and try to be
part of Spanish society.

3.6.5. Growing hostility towards foreigners and their families (e1) led to the organization
on 5 November 1989 of the 'lmmigrants Day' during which human rights associations
issued a document criticizing the painful situation under which immigrants in Spain
live (s2). There have been several scandalous cases of discriminatory treatment in the
form of ostracism of black and North African workers.

3,6.6. In the town of Lerida, as nobody wanted to rent accommodation to the black
workers there, most of thern had to live in wooden huts without gas, electricity or running
water. Three of them even sought shelter in a lormer pigsty. Complaints of racism to the
police produced no action. Another article denounced a similar situation confronting the
600-strong Moroccan community in an industrial area in Barcelona. As most of them had
no work permits, they did not dare to complain (nt). The local people often accuse the
foreigners of bad behaviour (sa).

3.6,7. Although since October 1985 a far-reaching 'National Plan for Gypsy Develop-
ment' has been implemented (nu), violent incidents, including arson attacks, have been
perpetrated against whole gypsy communities. In one incident in July 1986, more than 30
gypsy families in Andalusia had to flee to a nearby village after their homes were burnt
down, only to be refused reception. When they arrived at the next town, riots broke out and
they finally ended up sleeping in tents provided by the Spanish Red Cross under the
protection of the civil guards. Shortly after the incident, two-thirds of callers during a radio
programme admitted that they were racists (tu). Three months later, in the town of Ciudad
Real, another group of gypsies had to flee after an arson attack (s7).

3.6.8. ln Barcelona and Madrid, there have been cases of gypsy children being
prevented from attending schools and on 13 February 1988, the Supreme Court
dismissed an appeal by the Madrid municipality against a sentence issued on 15 May
1987 condemning the municipality of continued racist practices against gypsies there (e8).

3.6.9. As pointed out in the working document of Juan Ramirez Heredia (ee), there are
17 autonomous regions in Spain and the central government has virtually no powers in
matters of social and cultural services. The treatment of gypsies varies from one
municipality to another and the 'main source of confrontation and discrimination
experienced by gypsies in Spain is to be found in the municipalit ies'1too).
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3.7. France

3.7.1. In the last four years, as pointed out by Mireil le Elmalan (101), about 20 foreigners
have been assassinated and all but one (a Romanian) (tot), were North Africans or French
citizens of North African origin. The racist motive has not been proven in allcases, but in at
least half of these killings, there was no reason whatsoever other than the desire to kill
foreigners. In one case when six youths simply kicked to death a Tunisian father of five
children, the arresting police officer said 'What shocks me the most is that they have the
feeling of not having committed anything reprehensible'1toa;" In a similar case, three
youths shot and killed a Harki (10a) youth 10 amuse themselves' (tos;. In another, in which a
Moroccan youth was simply at the wrong place at the wrong time, his assassin admitted
that he had made a 'rnistake' because he thought he 'had fired at a Chinese' (106). Even
when there are 'motives', they include reasons such as the victim refused to pay for his
bread or his drink, the victim was responsible for breaking a window, of rnaking noise, etc.
76/" ol those questioned in an opinion survey after the killing of three youths of North
African origin in March 1990 agreed that 'the behaviour of some of them can justify racist
reactions against them' ltoz;.

3.7.2. Apart from murders, there have been numerous other violent incidents which
resulted in amputations, physical and mental handicap and permanent and complete
paralysis. A number of these incidents have been attributed to excessive and unjustifiable
violence by the police. Almost all go unrecorded, except in cases of death ltoe) or when the
victims are public figures, like a black doctor who suffered substantial injuries inflicted by
the police when he tried to respond to an emergency call (10e).

3.7.3. In many cases, the sentences passed or action taken have been so lenient that
the resulting outcry and rage among immigrants have been translated into the feeling that
there is no justice for them. The Harki father of the youth who died from three shots in the
back at close ranEe, who received a series of decorations for his services in the French
Army, went on a long hunger strike to protest against the release of the policeman by the
examining magistrate, acting against the advice of the Public Prosecutor's Office in
Marseilles 1rto1. In another case a policeman responsible for the death of a North African
youth received a ten months' prison sentence, four months of which were suspended
although his own defence lawyer requested two years without probation (111).

3.7.4. As the French representative at the hearing himself said (112), ' the enactment of
new legislation was not considered a priority', although human rights groups and some
prominent politicians from both the Left and Right have pointed to the need for more
legislation to plug the significant number of loopholes in the anti-racist law of 1.7.1972 (113).

3.7.5. In France, as in some other Member States, measures against racism have been
enacted not with preemptive foresight, but when violence and murders have reached
intolerable and embarrassing proportions with protests voiced by the governments of
North African countries. Only after the bombing of an immigrant hostel in Nice in
December 1988(114), did the Prime Minister decide to set up an interministerial unit to
co-ordinate the campaign against racist violence. Similariy, the decision to enact new
anti-racism legislations and measures (11s) was made after the deaths of three French
youths of North African origin and when opinion surueys revealed extensive racism in
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French society and strong aversion against North Africans, gypsies, blacks, Asians and
Southern Europeans (in order of dislike) (116).

3.7.6. Probably because of a lack of co-ordination among the various political parties,
the anti-racism bill was presented as an initiative of the Parti communiste frangais (PCF)
and political considerations unfortunately entered the picture and dominated the debate.
Although there was consensus among the leaders of the various political parties, except
the Front national (FN) on the proposed measures, including the additional sanction of
denying certain civil rights to those convicted of racism, only the Parti Socialiste (PS) and
the PCF voted in favour of the bill at its first reading on 3 May 1990 - after complex
internal debates, the Rassemblement pour la R6publque (RPR), the Union pour la
D6mocratie Frangaise (UDF) as well as the Centre des Ddmocrates Sociaux (CDS)voted
against.

3.7.7. Under the anti-racism bill, persons convicted of racism would be barred from
public posts and would not be able to present themselves as election candidates. The bill
also introduces the offence of revisionism. However, it hardly provides any solution to the
difficulties often encountered by victims of racism and discrimination of proving their case
in court (117).

3.7.8. Human rights associations have pointed out that the 1972 anti-racism law has
really only been applied in matters concerning the press (118) and, in going through the
case law in this matter, the impression is that this law has served no purpose other than to
exacerbate sentiments against immigrants. Judges have given a more and more
restrictive interpretation of this law (t1e). For example, this law was aimed at protecting
'groups of people' against discrimination (120). Judges now demand that the term 'groups

of people' be clearly determined and thus immigrants do not form a group.

3.7.9. So far, mayors of three municipalities (Beaucaire, Casseneuil, Montfermeil) have
openly defied the Ministry of Education in refusing to register non-E0 children in local
schools to 'shock' the authorities into curbing immigration (tzt1. One Communist mayor
expressed 'understanding' for this kind of action and himself made such a strong attack
against blacks and Arabs that disciplinary party action was taken against him (122).

3.7.10. The nationwide controversy that lasted about two months when three Muslim
girls in a school in Creil, Northern France, refused to remove their headscarves (123) had
serious detrimental consequences for the Muslim population. There has been persistent
over-exaggeration of lslamic fundamentalism bringing about equally exaggerated fears of
an lslamic takeover.

3.7.11. The Front National, which has been losing some ground(124) since capturing
14,38/" of the votes in the first round of the presidential elections on 24 April 1988 (12s),
bounced back with such popularity that many French politicians nowadays, consciously or
unconsciously, define their stand on immigration in relation to that of the Front National.
President Mitterrand himself caused quite considerable concern when he said that the
'threshold of tolerance' (of immigration) had been reached in the seventies (126). Whatever
reasons he could have had for making such a statement, the fact remains that a term
which was once considered to have been the exclusive appendage of the extreme right
was uttered by the President himself,
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3.7.12. With declarations such as: 'Soon, it will be our children who will be integrated by
the North Africans', the Front Nationalcandidate in Dreux captured 61,3% of the votes and
once again the Front National gained representation at the National Assembly ('nt).

3.7.13. lts Chairman, Mr Le Pen, who claims to be neither racist nor antisemitic, but
who nonetheless makes remarks against immigrants and Jews that could be considered
denigrating and insulting and, at times, an incitement to racial hatred, has nevertheless
been convicted under the 1972anli-racist law on at least three occasions ltze). In addition,
four requests by the Ministry of Justice have been made to the European Parliament to lift
his parliamentary immunity in order that legal action be taken against him for racist and
other denigratory remarks - two have met with a favourable response and two others are
pending (12e).

3.7.14. Although banned from speaking in Geneva in November 1987 for being a threat
to public order (1s) and prevented the following month by a huge mass of demonstrators
from landing in Martinique as well as in Guadeloupe, where the local people threatened to
ransack the airport if he dared to leave the plane (t.t), Mr Le Pen has been allowed to
make anti-immigrant speeches in France, and commands huge audiences. Opinion
surveys show that between 73 to 81% of French people consider the Front National to be a
racist party, 76% considered that it is incapable of governing and 72o/oconsidered it to be a
risk for democracy. However, 31o/o of respondents agreed with what he said on
immigration and 18% would favour Mr Le Pen as the new'lmmigration Ministe/ (132).

3.7.15. The so-called 'Le Pen phenomenon' has brought about some 'respectability' in
racist behaviour under the cover of defending Christianity against lslam, national pride,
family values and the 'natural principle' of priority to French people. The congress of his
pafi at the end of March 1990 received such support and attention that the opposition
Right (UDF, RPR, CDS, CNI), who held their Congress at the same time, proposed certain
policy measures on immigration which were the same as those called for by the Front
National, such as a referendum on the nationality law, less social security rights for foreign
residents, stricter conditions for family reunion, etc. (133).

3.7.16. There has been widespread opposition to the building ol mosques in France. ln
Lille the construction of a mosque has been prevented since 1985 (134), in Charvieu-
Chavagneux (S.E. France), the Muslim place of worship was destroyed by a bulldozer'by
mistake'in August 1989(135), and in Lyons the outspoken Gaull ist Mayor, Mr M. Noir
(RPR) has come under very strong criticism from a large section of the people in Lyons for
having signed on 28.8.89 the construction permit for the Lyons Mosque (136).

3.7.17. Other than the racist violence practised by extreme-right wing terrorists, like the'Commandos de France'(137), 'SOS France' (which 'dissolved itself '  when four ol its
leaders were blown up with their own bomb which they planned to use against
immigrants) (ttt), and some members of the Front National, there are attacks carried out
by skinheads ('tn) and by members of the police involved with the extreme-right Parti
Nationaliste Frangais et Europ6en (PNFE). Four of these policemen, charged with
involvement with the bombing in Nice in December 1988 (see above) and another attack
against the magazine 'Globe'(too), were also members of the extreme-right police union,
FPIP (F6d6ration Professionnelle Ind6pendante de la Police), which has the support of
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about 6,9% of the police force (1a1). The four have been expelled from the force, but FPIP
still exists (142).

3.7.18. Last but not least is the growing frequency of antisemitic statements made in
public as well as the anti-Jewish attacks and denigrating graffiti on walls and Jewish
cemeteries. The most abject in a series of desecration of Jewish cemeteries was
perpetrated in the night of 9/10 May 1990 in the town of Carpentras (near Avignon), the
founding place of judaism in France. 34 tombstones were damaged and the corpse of an
old man who was buried two weeks earlier was removed from the coffin and mutilated (143).
The incident caused great national and international indignation and the leaders of all
political parties (1aa), excluding the Front National, took part in a massive demonstration in
Paris on 14 May 1990. For the first time since the end of the Second World War, a
president of the Republic joined the silent procession in Paris composed of some 200 000
participants. In about ten other provincial cities, including Marseilles, Quimper, Rennes,
Nantes, Dijon and Rouen, similar demonstrations were each attended by several
thousand people. That same evening, another (or the same) group of vandals desecrated
another Jewish cemetery, damaging 32 tombstones (145).

3.7.19. Although the Secietary General of the Front National, Mr C. Lang, also
expressed his indignation over the desecration in Carpentras and the FN Chairman, Mr Le
Pen, reiterated that he was not antisemitic, publications related to the FN, especially the
party's publication, the National Hebdo (1a6), and remarks made by its political leaders
including Mr Le Pen, cannot be dissociated from the rise of antisemitism in France. Mr Le
Pen has already accused the 'Jewish International' and freemasonry of playing 'a

non-negligible role in the creation of the anti-national spirit (in France)' (147). After saying
that Field-Marshal P6tain has been unjustly criticized ('injustement accabl6'), he recently
affirmed on television that 'Jews have a lot of power in the press'(148).

3.7.20. A former Front National MEP, Mr C. Autant Lara, even expressed regret that the
Nazis failed to exterminate Mrs S, Veil, a former President of the European Parlia-
ment (1as). Others close to the Front National, l ike the Gaull ist Mayor of Nice, Mr J.
M6decin (RPR), have issued statement considered by many to be antisemitic (tso). The
recent report of the Committee on Human Rights (1s1) points out that the anti-North-African
racism has 'reanimated'an 'explicit and virulent antisemitism'.

3.7.21. The desecration of the Carpentras cemetery at least had the positive effect of
uniting the opposition parties (except the Front National) with the Government to combat
racism, antisemitism and xenophobia. The earlier decision of the opposition parties to
boycott the Government's second round table meeting on immigration has been
reversed (1s2). In 'exchange', the Government agreed to postpone the round table
meeting, scheduled to be held on 16 May to 29 May 1990, after the parliamentary debate
on the same subject on 22 May (tu.). The Carpentras incident probably had some
influence on the unanimous decision made by the administrative council of the University
of Lyon ll l  (Jean-Moulin) to dismiss two extreme-right professors, one of whom is Mr B.
Notin, a lecturer on Economics who once wrote a revisionist and antisemitic article (154).
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3.8. lreland

3.8,1 . lreland has a non-EC population of only about 18 000 and, according to Patrick
Cooney (1s5), the country 'has been remarkably free' of such problems as there is not a
large presence of foreigners.

3,8.2. The number of known cases of racial harassment or violence is very small
compared to other countries. However, precisely because of the insignificant foreign
population, the few cases which this repod will mention are indicative of some racism and
xenophobia which could reach more dangerous levels if there were more foreigners, in
particular non-Europeans.

3.8.3. The cases mentioned in a recent report compiled by an anti-racism group (156)
are: repeated attacks on Jewish shops in Dublin's south inner city in 1986; a group of
travelling people were barred from participating in an anti-racism meeting in a Dublin hotel
in September 1987; in November 1987, a Moroccan, his lr ish wife and their daughter
started suffering from physical and verbal abuse and, in the absence of protection, finally
left their council flat; in December the same year, a black man, his lrish wife and three
children began experiencing a similar, but more violent ordeal- they could not even drink
in a local pub because the barman could not 'guarantee their safety'.

3.8.4. The single most discriminated against ethnic group is the 'travell ing people'who,
according to the last official count in November 1988, number 15888, Like gypsies in
other countries, they are considered undesirable neighbours and are usually forced to
move out of residential areas. More than 70% now have fixed accommodation.

3.8.5. Although lreland has not yet signed the UN Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Racial Discrimination, a positive step forward was made with the enactment of
the 'Prohibition of Incitement to Hatred Act' on November 29, 1989 which, i.a., prohibits the
preparation or possession of material or recordings of a racist or similarly offensive
nature (1s7). Police had, on a few occasions, discovered that lreland was used for printing
such material for distribution abroad, but did not have the necessary powers to act.

3.9. ltaly

3.9.1. The Evrigenis Report noted that 'ltaly is certainly one of the countries of Europe
with the lowest number of racialist incidents'1tse). At the hearing, Dr. A. Cavaterra made
similar remarks claiming that ltaly'is not a xenophobic country' and explained that the
cases of racial intolerance described by the media were in fact 'instances of petty
criminality'(lse). The examples given in Dacia Valent's Working Document (160) offer
another picture that is very much to the contrary.

3.9.2. The fact remains that at the end of February 1990 at carnival night in Florence,
some 200 masked people armed with baseball bats and iron bars organized a beating of
blacks and gypsies in the town centre, severely wounding a number of them (161). The
violence persisted in March and spread to Rome, Varese, Turin, Caserta, Catania,
Livorno, Matera, Milan, etc. with incidents of Molotov cocktailattacks against an immigrant
reception centre, the burning of four cars belonging to immigrants, skinhead attacks,
evictions from rented accommodation and refusal to allow immigrants to rent places. In
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March 1990, thousands of immigrants who were refused accommodation in Rome had to
sleep under bridges and about 1 500 were reported to have been taking turns of four hours
to sleep in a part of the catacombs (162).

3.9,3. Racist leaflets issued by new racist groups made their appearance, such as the
'Ludwig', 'Falange', 'Brigata Goebbels'. The last urges 'vigilance against the blacks and
gypsy pigs and the drug traffickers and the filthy Bolsheviks who protect them'(163).

3.9.4. While some sectors of the Roman Catholic Church pleaded for tolerance,
including the Pope himself, others fuelled the tensions, like the Archbishop of Ravenna
who stated that Europe was being 'islamicized' over the last ten years and that ltaly now
risked being 'lebanized' owing to the inability of people of different cultures, religion and
races to live together (164).

3.9.5, The incidents have been mainly interpreted as a sudden revolt against the
increasing number of immigrants entering, sponsored mainly by shopkeepers and street
vendors who felt threatened by the increasing competition of immigrant street vendors.
The emergency law aimed, i.a., at regularizing the several hundred thousand irregular
immigrants, which came into force on 30 December 1989 (165), was criticized by some
sectors of being a 'pull factor' in encouraging more irregular migrants to enter. Indeed, the
number of irregulars which was once thought to be between 800 000 and one million is
now believed to be in the region of one and a half million or even more.

3.9.6. Opinion polls show a growing number of ltalians in favour of stopping
immigration, and in Florence one survey indicated that 37% of the local people agreed that
all immigrants should be repatriated. A poll conducted in 1989 showed that 20% of
respondents shared this view (166).

3.9.7. Apart from the UN Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial
Discrimination which came into force in ltaly on 2 February 1976, the only other legal
protection against discrimination is in the ltalian Constitution. No laws or regulations have
been implemented in the last four years to combat racism and xenophobia.

3.9.8. The Government's view is that the present problems are due to the ever-
increasing number of non-EO foreigners entering the country and 'must be tackled by
preventing and eliminating the causes, rather than suppressing the potential effects of
uncontrolled migratiofl '(toz1. In April this year, the Deputy Prime Minister and deputy
leader of the Partito Socialista ltaliano, Mr C. Martelli, caused quite a scandal when he
suggested on ltalian television that the police were not capable alone of controlling the
thousands of kilometres of ltaly's coastal borders and that the army should be called
in l toe; .

3.9.9. There were violent racist incidents prior to those in Florence. In January 1987,
the Salvation Army hostel in the San Lorenzo quafier of Rome was raided by about 20
hooded persons who beat up three foreigners and then threw a petrol bomb. The hostel's

'director described it as an act of hooliganism. The hostel was again attacked in February
(and severalothertimes since then), this time with gunfire, but nobody was wounded. 'San

Lorenzo 77' claimed responsibility and the racist graffiti against blacks this time clearly
indicated racist motives (16e).
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3.9.10. In May 1988 in Rome, a black ltalian woman of Eritrean origin was told by a
male passenger to give up her seat to a white. Nearly all the passengers defended this
man, except two students and an lndian who sided with her until they realized that they
were greatly outnumbered and withdrew. The incident provoked a national scandal as this
woman happened to be the cleaning lady of someone working in the news media. The
Mayor of Rome made a public apology on television (tto).

3.9.1 1 . In what appeared to be a robbery in the night of 24125 August 1989, 30 Af rican
workers were robbed and one was murdered. As the total amount stolen was so small
(180 000 -270 000 lire), no one in ltaly seriously believed that it was a mere robbery and
considered that it was rather aimed at frightening blacks away (171).

3.9.12. These incidents and other attacks against foreigners led to the biggest
anti-racist demonstration ever held in ltaly in October 1989 which brought more than
100 000 people on to the streets of Rome (172).

3.9.13. There is also intolerance and outright hatred among some ltalians in the Nodh
against those in the South. In June 1989, a Southern ltalian immigrant was beaten to death
by a group of Northerners. An opinion poll carried out shortly aftenruards indicated that
two-thirds of those in the North disliked the Southerners (173).

3.10. Luxembourg

3.10.1. Although Luxembourg has the highest percentage of foreigners (almost 30%),
about 90% of them are EC nationals, mainly Portuguese (29o/o),ltalians (20/") and French
(12,6%) (174), and there is a large degree of cultural homogeneity in the sense that almost
all foreigners are Europeans. The most important groups of non-Europeans, as pointed
out in the Working Document of Robert Krieps, are the Capeverdians of Afro-Portuguese
background fiust over 1 000) and the lranians (fewer than 500) (1?s).

3.10.2. lt can safely be said that racist or xenophobic incidents l ike those in other
Member States are virtually unknown in Luxembourg.

3.10.3. One of the main grievances of the foreign population voiced in the last few years
is that they are denied the right to vote. Owing to the high percentage of foreigners in
Luxembourg the authorities have been unwilling to grant this. In some boroughs, the
percentage is well over 30%.

3.10.4. The only two examples of any relevance occurred in 1988 when there were two
cases of road signs defaced by racist slogans and one occasion when antisemitic graffiti
were scrawled over the Jewish cemetery (176).

3.10.5. Preparing for the national and European elections which took place at the same
time on 18 June 1989, the party l ist 'Lötzeburg de Lötzerburger, National Bewegung'
(Luxembourg for the Luxembourgers, National Movement) tried to stir up xenophobia by
attacking foreigners over having the right to vote with reference to the 'syndrome of
Larochette' (a small borough of 800 inhabitants, 80% of whom are Portuguese (177). This
list, however, gained only 2,91% in the European elections and no representation.
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3.10.6. Owing to the particular three-language system of education (German, Luxem-
bourgish and French), foreign pupils, who represent about 40o/" of the school population,
quite often have serious ditficulties. But the authorities have paid attention to this matter
over the years and classes have been reduced to 15-16 pupils, and teachers have been
provided with specialized training courses.

3.10.7" There is no anti-racism law and two articles in the Constitution are considered
to provide adequate protection against racism and discrimination. Nevertheless, in May
1989 these articles were declared open to review by the Chamber of Deputies in view of
extending the guarantee of fundamental rights to foreigners on equal terms with
Luxembourg nationals (ttt).

3.11. The Netherlands

3"11.1. The ethnic minority population in The Netherlands accounts for about 5% of the
total population and consists of mainly Dutch nationals of Surinamese origin (about
200 000), of West Indian origin (about 60 000), of Moluccan origin (about 60 000), Turks
(170000) and Moroccans (130000) (17e). There are about 300000 Dutch nationals of
lndonesian or 'semi-lndonesian' origin (of mixed descent) who are not, in general,
canfronted with the same problems as ethnic minorities and are therefore not considered
as such.

3.11.2. Compared to countries l ike the FRG, France and the UK, racism and
discrimination take on a less aggressive, though no less harmful, form and ethnic
rninorities are victims of institutionalized and subtle forms of racism more than anything
else.

3.11.3. As pointed out in the working document by Maartje van Putten (180), the
unemployment situation for ethnic minorities is 'disastrous' as the average rate among
them is three times higher than among Dutch nationals. This has been confirmed by the
Dutch Government representative at the hearing of the Committee of lnquiry (181) who
pointed out that 4Q"/o ol them are unemployed and this percentage reaches approximately
44% where Turks and Moroccans are concerned (182). Both reports claim that even those
who are welleducated have the same problem, which refutes claims by employers that the
high unemployment rate among ethnic minorities is caused by poor education and lack of
qualifications.

3.11.4. Efforts have been directed to get all national and local authorities to implement
a positive action programme, i.e. to ensure that public bodies engage a certain number of
people from ethnic minorities whose qualifications satisfy the set criteria. The next step is
to get private firms to take similar measures. lt is also envisaged to institute 'contract

compliance' whereby private firms dealing with the national or local government bodies
will be obliged to adopt a non-discriminatory staffing policy or else lose out on government
contracts.

3.11.5. Pressure has also been exerted on local authorit ies and housing associations
to ensure that ethnic minorities are not discriminated against in housing allocations - they
are required to submit annual or six-monthly reports (ttt).
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3.11.6. The second half of the 1980s also witnessed a growth of anti-racist organiza-
tions whether directed at victims (discrimination reporting centres) or at institutional
discrimination. One of the more positive actions was the setting up in 1985 of the Landelijk
Buro Racismebestrijding (LBR - National Bureau for Combating Racism) (similar to the
Commission for Racial Equality in the UK) ('*).The following year, the Second Chamber
of the Dutch Parliament approved by a large majority a bill making organizations whose
aims and activities are contrary to public order liable to prosecution and dissolution. Only
the Public Prosecutor was given the power to initiate such an order to outlaw and disband
racist associations and political parties and he would be able to do so only if one or several
of their leading members had previously been convicted of violating the Penal Code (185).
The wording of the bill, however, gave cause for concern that it could lead to abusive
interpretation and, as a result, it was considered necessary to clearly define its application,
i.e,, against what kind of associations or parties. Therefore, the bill became law only in
1989 when it was also approved by the First Chamber.

3.11.7. Steps are now being taken to see how this new law can be used to prosecute
and dissolve the extreme-right Centrum Partij '86 (see below), several of whose members
had been convicted for offences related to racism.

3.11.8. However, it has been very difficult for the police and public prosecutor to
provide legally conclusive evidence of racial discrimination and the number of successful
convictions is very small (ttu). lt is interesting to note that the first verdict by the UN
Commission on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in Geneva on a citizen's complaint
concerned a Turkish woman in the Netherlands (ttt).

3.11.9. A report prepared by the Dutch Research Centre on Social Conflicts and
handed to the Minister of Justice on February 10, 1988 concludes that ethnic minorities
tend to come to terms with discrimination instead of using legal means to combat it. The
authors point out that ethnic minorities suffering from discrimination at work and in daily life
seem to take this as a normal social phenomenon of the'cold, crude, hard and reserved'
behaviour of the Dutch people (188).

3.1 1 .10. Although not as bad as in some other Member States, there are problems in
relations between the police and ethnic minorities. The latter are largely under-
represented in the police force, not least because of racial harassment (t.n).

3.11.11. Extremely violent incidents have been absent for some time. The last one, a
bomb which destroyed the fagade of a caf6 in Schiedam frequented by immigrants, goes
back to 10 August 1986 (1e0). On the other hand, the far right has gained ground in the
election process: the extreme-right Centrum Democraten gained a seat in the Second
Chamber in September 1989. ln the municipal elections on21 March 1990, this pafi,
together with another extreme-right and openly racist party, the Centrum Partij '86,

increased their local representation from two to 15 council seats, mainly in Rotterdam
(7,1"/o of the votes), Amsterdam (6,8%) and The Hague (6,4Yo1. On the other hand, there
was a low turn-out among foreigners who, for the second time, had the right to go to the
polls. The number of elected foreigners fell from 48 (in the 1986 municipal elections) to 33,
one reason being the poor results of the Partij van de Arbeid (PvdA - Labour Party) who
put up the highest number of ethnic minority candidates (1s1).
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3.12. Portugal

3.12.1. Despite the fact that the Portuguese people are renowned for their mixed
cultural and ethnic heritage, having been very open to mixed marriages wherever they
established overseas settlements and colonies in the past centuries, and the Portuguese
Constitution and laws provide for substantial protection against racism and discrimina-
tion (1s2), it would be quite wrong to assume that the country enjoys racial harmony (1s3).

3.12.2. lt would not be exaggerating to say that children of mixed parents are more
easily accepted in Porluguese society than in other countries and the same holds true in
saying that racial discrimination or rejection is quite often in function of the 'degree of
blackness', i.e. someone born of one black parent would be more acceptable than
someone whose parents were both black.

3.12.3. At present, the population of African origin is not very large, numbering about
50 000, including the irregular immigrants. The majority of them (about 30 000) are from
Cape Verde and the rest are from Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and Sao Tom6
and Principe (tno).

3.12.4. They mostly belong to the poorer classes in society and live in the two main
cities, Lisbon and Oporto. Other than experiencing certain forms of rejection in Portuguese
society, they very often experience quite some difficulties in renting decent accommoda-
tion as many proprietors refuse to let apartments to Africans, or even Portuguese nationals
who are 'pure Africans'.

3.12.5. In addition, there have been incidents of police brutality and there are two cases
of murder of Africans: one was allegedly beaten to death by the police and the other was
shot for'violent behaviour'. lt is believed that the most racist police officers are those who
fought in the colonial wars, as Maria Belo points out in her Working Document.

3.12.6. Maria Belo has also informed the Committee of Inquiry that in Portugalthere is
no legal statute covering immigrants, which makes the administrative process for
legalization (work and residence permits) difficult and lengthy. There is also a lack of
information about the necessary procedures. These factors, added to the fear of
deportation, often deter immigrants from applying at all.

3.12.7. This leaves many immigrants in an irregular situation, which has serious social
consequences - lack of social security, housing, trade union rights, schooling. Such
people may be pushed into illegal and marginal activities like smuggling, drug-dealing and
prostitution. The districts in which they live become increasingly run-down, with the
inhabitants facing increasing instability, illiteracy and a lack of any social integration.

3.12.8. In the last couple of years, the skinheads have added to their problems. This
movement, which started sometime in 1985, has been implicated in a growing number of
racial attacks, mainly against blacks and Indians. On 28 October 1989, they were
responsible for the violent attack against the party headquarters of a small left-wing party,
the Partido Socialista Revolucionärio (PSR) which resulted in the death of a PSR
leader (1ss).
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3.12.9. Skinhead violence is such a problem for the black community that two of its
representatives met with the Interior Minister on 16 January 1990 and agreed on the
setting up of a committee to monitor and study the situation experiencäO Uy ethnic
minorities in Portugal. lt will be composed of officials from the lnterior Miniötry, the
Judiciary and the border police, as well as representatives from associations represänting
Capeverdians and Guineans (1e6),

3.12.10. The foreign population in Portugal is sti l l  rather small (about 100000, EC
nationals included). This is probably why no major opinion survey has ever been carried
out on the people's attitude to foreigners.

3.12.11. However, the danger does l ie ahead as there has been for some time a
growing tendency for Portuguese citizens (and/or their descendants) in other countries,
namely in Africa, Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina, to 'return'. There are, moreover, the
100 000 or so citizens of Macau who hold portuguese passports.

3.13. Uni ted Kingdom

3.13.1.  England

3.13.1.1. Within the four-year period under review, there have been year after year
reports of systematic and increasingly widespread racial violence which point to
increasing ethnic tension (1s7). Frequent arson attacks did not spare the Joint Council for
the Welfare of lmmigrants (JCWI)whose offices were almost burned down on2zOctober
19g6 (1s8).

3.13,1.2. In publicizing its annual report on 8 July 1987 which marked the 10th
anniversary of the 1976 Race Relations Act, the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE)
denounced the prevalent attacks against whole families as well as individuals and
discrimination in employment and teachers training colleges. lt crit icized as wellthe press
preference for sensationalism rather than accuracy in reporting race issues (tss1. Related
to this are articles in some less serious newspapers which give exaggerated, and often
false, accounts of immigrants/asylum seekers who supposedly abuse the social security
sYStem (2oo and 201).

3.13.1.3. ln 1989, police reported an average of six racist incidents in London perday
and an estimated 7 000 known cases of racism a year, but a Policy Studies Institute
survey in 1984 had suggested that racial attacks could be underreported by a factor of
10 lzoz; as many victims do not report their cases, one reason being the lack oi confidence
in the police (203).

3.13.1.4. Racist attacks have taken the form of hooliganism and terrorizing ethnic
minority groups: their children have to put up with all sorts of racial harassm-ent and
violence and at home they receive threatening phone calls, excreta and racist literature
are pushed through their letter boxes, as well as petrol which is then ignited (20a).

3.13.1 .5. There was a case of an Asian mother who used to see her two children spat
on and stoned as they left home. Excrement was smeared on her door repeatedly. She did
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not seek help until her children had knives thrown at them, mainly because she thought
that this was normal behaviour and expected nothing different (205).

3.13.1.6. The increase in racial incidents may be partially attributable to the Salman
Rushdie affair (206) whose book 'satanic verses' was condemned as blasphemous by a
sizeable number of Muslims and was publicly burnt on 13 January 1989. In the same way
as the lslamic headscarf affair in France and to a much lesser extent in Belgium, the
Rushdie affair has created or reinforced existing prejudices among wide sections of the
population who tend to treat lslam with a very negative, if not hostile, attitude and only see
it as expansionist and domineering, politically-orientated religious fundamentalism.

3.13.1.7" On the other hand, when in December 1989 two Muslim girls insisted on
wearing their headscarues in a grammar school in Manchester, the full school governors'
meeting decided on 23 January 1990 to allow them to do so on condition that they be the
same colour as their school uniform (207).

3.13.1.8. lnstitutionalized racism is prevalent in British society and ethnic minorities
continue to be discriminated against mainly in the justice system ('ot), in job opportunities
and in recruitment into the police (20e) and army (210).

3.13.1.9. Action taken to combat discrimination, such as anti-racist legislation, has
sometimes been manipulated to hinder rather than help blacks in their efforts to get
jobs (211). In a report by the Runnymede Trust (212), the author points out that without
positive action, permitted under the Race Relations Act 1976, members of minority ethnic
groups may forever fail to join mainstream economic life and the consequences would be
disastrous in terms of wasted talent, social injustice and alienation. Positive action
consists of active encouragement of people from ethnic minorities to apply for jobs in
sectors where they are significantly underrepresented. Furthermore, the Home Office has
issued guidance to Chief Officers of police on dealing with racial incidents, the Department
of the Environment has published good practice guidance for local housing authorities,
and the Home Affairs Committee of the House of Commons produced reports in 1986 and
1989 on tackling racial incidents.

3.13.1.10. One very disturbing consequence was pointed out at a conference in
London on 24 January 1990 when participants were told that discrimination was a major
factor of mental illness among blacks which had reached levels that are sometimes higher
than those diagnosed among immigrant parents (213).

3.13.1 .1 1 . Confronted with widespread discrimination, ethnic minorities are calling for
'economic empowerment' to get their fair share of power in society. Not unrelated to this is
the demand within the Labour Pafi for them to have their own 'black sections', a
controversy that still continues.

3.13.1,12. In the General Election of June 1987, there were 27 black candidates: 14
Labour, 6 Conservatives, 6 Centrists (SPD)and one Liberal. Four Labour candidates won
seats.

3.13.1.13. Some localcouncils have introduced tough measures to deal with racism. In
January 1988, the council leader of Liverpool announced that council employees who
persisted in racist behaviour would be dismissed (21a). ln the London borough of
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Southwark, anyone found terrorizing or bullying ethnic minority families on housing
estates would be banned from using' council-services and those having a market stall

would lose their trading licence (215).

3.13.1 .14. Measures to prevent the spread of racist ideas have also been suggesled. ln

education, books transmitting stereogfe ideas of the inferior role of ethnic minorities in

society should be banned (216), and yöüng people should be more informed on politics to
prevent the spread of sirnple extreme-right ideas (217).

3.13.1.15. lmmigration policies designed to stop as many p99pl9 as possible from

entering the UK ltit;, tnrough measuräs such as housing qualifications, the so-called
'primar! purpose'rul'e' lttt;, proof of family ties, etc. have had a negative effect on race

relations. Fämi[ ties can now be proven with DNA blood testing, but applicants are

expected to pay the high costs involved. Moreover, people wrongly refused in the past

cannot enter'with the hälp of DNA blood testing if they are now over 18 years old (220).

3.1g.1.16. There is hardly any evidence to suggest that antisemitism is a serious
problem. However, this musi not be taken to imply that the problem does not exist and
ihere are certain sections of the population who still harbour anti-Jewish feelings.

Following the desecration of the Carientras Cemetery in France (see above), the Jewish
cemeteri in the London Borough of Edmonton was also desecrated with important
material damage (2r).

3.13.1.17, lt must also be said that racism and discrimination is not simply whites

against blacks. As pointed out by Michael Elliott (222), Asians are sometimes victims of

härassment by blacks and there häve even been isolated cases of whites being victimized

by blacks or Asians.

3.13.2. Scotland

3.13.2.1. Scots used to consider racism as an'English problem', as, true enough,
Scotland was rather free from such problems. Unlike in England and Wales, there are no
police statistics on racial attacks which are still treated as ordinary assaults (223)'

g.1g.2.2. The extreme-right British National Party opened an office in Glasgow in 1984

and racial violence has escälated since then. A recent study at Stirling University showed
that more than half of those from Strathclyde's ethnic minorities had been physically

attacked and even more had experienced attacks on their homes. Ethnic minorities are
now faced with the same kinds of racially motivated violence as in other parts of the

UK lzzc;'

3.1g.2.3. The media finally decided to give the problem extensive coverage after the
killing of a Somali student on 16 January t-gee Oy three youths..Altlorg.h one had proven

links with the National Front, he was sentencöd to 18 months in prison for 'assault'.

Charges were dropped against the second and the third was never brought to trial (225).
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3.13.3.  Wales

Recently, concern has been expressed about the involvement of members of the National
Front and other extreme-right groups with the extreme Welsh nationalist group, Meibion
Glyndwr.

In July 1990 there was a parade through Abergele to commemorate the deaths of two
terrorist'martyrs'who blew themselves up attempting to bomb the train carrying the prince
of Wales to his Investiture. The marchers were in paramilitary uniform with a banner
showing two Welsh dragons wielding Kalashnikov rifles against the background of a
burning cottage wifh t!9 slogan '10 mlynedd o losgi. Daw ein dydd' (10 yearJ of burning.
Our day will come) (226).

Other European countries

3.14. Austria

3.14.1. There is potential danger of racism in Austria, especially in the form of
antisemitism, as was demonstrated during the controversy surroundingihe election of Dr
Kurt Waldheim as the new president in 1987 (22?).

3'14.2. According to a survey carried out among students in Vienna in 1988, 2Oo/o ol
them considered the number of Austrian Jews to be several hundred thousands whereas
12,8'b put the figure at'more than a million'. In reality, the number is no higher than 8 000,
i.e., 0,1o/o ol the population lzza;.

3.14.3. What is also worrying, as mentioned in a previous chapter, is the progress of
the Freiheits Partei Osterreich (FPOe - Liberal 'Freedom Party') with extreäe-right
leanings which captured 10/" ol the votes in the election of the prwincial governmeniof
Lower Austria in October 1988, gaining five seats, and made spectacular-gains in three
regional elections in March 1989: Carinthia, Salzburg and Tyrol (28). This party takes a
hard line against migrant workers, particurarry yugoslavs, in-slovenia.

3.15. Switzerland

3.15.1. ln the last two years, there has been a serious escalation of violence against
foreigners and refugees/asylum seekers in the form of arson, armed machinegun raids on
centres for.foreigners or asylum seekers, etc. Officials carrying out an enquiry-into a fire in
919olen.building which resulted in the deaths of four tamits made known ön 16 August
1989 that it was probably a criminal attack. According to a journalist, Mr Frischknecht, ilho
specializes in the Swiss Extple Right, 'Never, sincethe last war, has there been so many
Neo-Nazis in Switzerläfld' (zso;.

3.15.2. The authorities have not always been quick to act. In November 198g, the
police present at a transit centre for asylum seekers in Steinhausen, in the canton of Zug,
did not intervene as 30 members of a right-wing group ransacked the centre and attacke?
its co-ordinator. The police present did not conöider the incident as a 'punishable offence',
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but the Swiss press denounced the scandal and recalled that a similar event happened at
the end of September 1989 in the same area (23'). Such incidents have revealed that the
country lacks legislation to combat racism, antisemitism and certain falsifications of
history.

3.15.3. The last time the Federal Council was requested to introduce penal sanctions
against racist acts was in '1985 and the reply was that such measures would be presented
böfore the end of 1987 .... Reacting to incieasing pressure from MPs from both the Left
and Right to institute penal sanctions against the authors of racist acts and to ratify the
anti-radism UN Convention, the Federa[ Council promised on 13 December 1989 that a
full report on all groups advocating violence would soon be issued (232).

3.15.4. An institute examining opinion surveys on Swiss attitudes towards foreigners in
the last ten years recently conöluded that xenophobia is on the increase: only 41% of
Swiss people have a positive attitude towards foreigners, compared with 61% ten years
ago. Xenophobia is strongest among older and younger people and workers, and more
wldespreaä in the German-speaking cantons than the French or ltalian-speaking
ones (233).

3.15.5. The worsening problem is considered to be related to the ever increasing
number of asylum seekeis. The number of asylum applications reached a peak of 24 425
in 1989(r*), an increase of 46% over the 1988 figure of 16726 (10913 in 1987) ('z35),
which was itself considered to be the highest number since the 1956 Hungarian uprising.

3.16. Norway

3.16.1. Violent attacks on foreigners have increased four times in the past two years
and most dramatically in 1989. There have been several murders and shops and houses
belonging to foreigners have been attacked with bombs, torches and firearms (t*)'

3.16.2. In May 1989, a bomb went off at the Red Cross refugee centre at Eidsvoll, and
narrowly missed killing 49 asylum seekers (237). These violent incidents followed the
announcement made bn 14 October 1988 by Mr A, Myrdal, ex-leader of the Folke-
bevegelse mot lnnvandring (Popular Action Against lmmigration), of plans to arm some of
its members in preparation for a 'civil war'(2s).

3.10.3. The number of non-Europeans in Norway is comparatively small. Pakistanis
form the largest group (11 O0O), followed by the Vietnamese (6 000) and account must be
taken of those noHing Norwegian citizenship. However, in the 1987 local elections, the
extreme-right Fremskiitspartle[(Progress Party) became the third most important political
formation having gained 12,2/" of the votes (23s).

3.16.4. This party tries to project a more respectable image than the Fremskridt in
Denmark with whom there are söme ties and, at least in appearance, is not as violently
opposed to the presence of foreigners as the more extreme Stoppinnvandring (Stop
lmmigration) Pafi.

3.16.5. With only two seats in the Storting from the 1985 national elections, the
Fremskritspartiet gained 22 seats in the 1989 national elections with 13% of the votes.
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Opinion polls had predicted 20/o. As for Stoppinnvandring, it received about 8 gO0 votes,
about 0,3o/o.

3.17. Sweden

3.17.1. Among the positive steps taken to combat racism and discrimination are the
approval by the Swedish Parliament of a bill to appoint an independent ombudsman as of
1 July 1986 and the tightening up of the Racial Agitation Act as of 1 January 1989. A racist
statement is now punishable even if it has not been made publicly or distributed to the
general public. lt is sufficient for the statement to be distributed, for example, within a
private association (240).

317.2. The borough of Sjöbo in Southern Sweden became the object of a great deal of
attention when its local council voted on 29 October 1987 by 25 votes against24 to hold a
local referendum in September 1988 on the reception of refugeesl2al). Despite the
nationwide condemnations by all traditional political pafiies, both Left and Right, against
holding the referendum, it was held as planned and the 15 000 or so inhabitants voteO Oy
67,5/" to 32,5% to end receiving any more refugees (242). The incident was played down
by an expeft on Swedish attitude towards immigrants and immigration, Mr C. Wöstin, who
claimed that Sjöbo was an exception and that the Swedish positive attitude towards
foreigners has remained unchanged (ro.).

3.17.3. However, last summer there was a series of violent racist incidents between
refugees and Swedish youths in small towns such as Eskilstuna, Lesjöfors, Överum and
Jönköping, to name just a few. Some examples are: A refugee was nearly killed in
Jämtland after a bomb placed under his car exploded. An Eritrean family-in Aneby
(Smaland) was attacked in the middle of the night when a Ku Klux Klan style gahg of youn!
Swedish youths, dressed in Klan outfits, burnäd a cross on their front läwn. HunOräOs o-t
Swedish and immigrant youths have fought out gang wars in Eskilstuna and Lesjöfors
(Värmland) in bloody battles that made back-page news in several Swedish newspapers.
Polic.e.and immigration officials have tended to describe these incidents as 'youthful
pranks'(2aa).

3.17.4. As in several other countries, the cemetery for the victims of Nazi concentration
camps (mostly Soviet, Yugoslav and Hungarian deportees) in Lund was also desecrated
in May 1990. Tombstones were damaged and crosses were smashed (2as).

3.17.5. In addition, the British National Party is known to be actively collaborating with
the extreme-right Swedish racist association, Bevara Sverige Svenskt (BSS - 

-Xeep

Sweden Swedish).

3.18. Finland

3.18.1. This is the only country where its extreme-right party, the Suomen Maaseudun
Puolue (SMP - Country Paü of-Finland), is declining, lvnän ifcaptured g,To/o otthe votes
1n tll_e 1.983 legislative elections with promises such as solving the unemployment problem
in 15 days, the Social Democrats gave it the portfolio of tvtinistry of Employment. Since
then, its popularity has fallen (246).
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3.1g.2. Besides, there is an insignificant number of foreigners there, and refugees

account lor only 1 500. Another 500 will be accepted during 1990.

3.1g.3. As a new member of the Council of Europe, it is bringing forward new legislation

to grant foreigners more rights.

3.19. East and Central Europe (of the Warsaw Pact)

3.1g.1. lt is difficult to measure the extent of xenophobia in the countries of East and

Central Europe which are now undergoing changes towards democracy. This is not only

because of the small number of toreigäeriin suct countries, but also because racism and

antisemitism have always been conäidered as exclusive problems of capitalism.

3.1g.2. As the economies of all these countries undergo necessary restructuring which

ü aireaOy resulting in a large number of job lay-offs and high unemployment, foreigners,

both migiant workärs and itudents, are coming under increasing insecurity.

3.1g,3. There were recently bloody riots in different towns in Czechoslovakia during

which Vietnamese students were attaäked, resulting in dead and wounded on both sides'

There were also severe muggings of Czech gypSes by extreme-right skinheads' The

situation has been described as'increasingty ten3b' and 2b Vietnamese students in Pilsen

wrote to president Hävel to plead for thär security 1241. As a result, Czechoslovakia

announced the progreisive repatriation of the 37 0Oö or so Vietnamese migrant *91[ej:

and a similar announcement appeared in a Bulgarian newspaper concerning the 24 000

Vietnamese working there (248).

3.1g.4. Antisemitism, which has largely been played down by the authorities of these

countries, includin! the'soviet Union lzis;,'is maniiesiing itself in a very alarming way' As a

result of the Hotocäust and emigration there are now scarcely 20 009 !9y: in Roumania'

70 000 in Hungary, S OOO in Czeihoslovakia, under 4 000 in Poland, 2 500 in the GDR and

about 2 000 in Bulgaria (2so).

3.19,5. During the election campaign in Hurtgary last March, stars of David were

painted on posters and leaflets 
'thräatening 

Jealn to the Jews were distributed'

Antisemitism is stiiiu",y Jtrong in Hungary whoie capital city had a pop.ulation of 203 000

Jews (Zg% of the total popula-tion) at ine'neginning of this century, Antisemitic Austrians

used to call this capital 'Judapest'.

3.19.6. German Democratic Republic

3.19.6.1. As it is only a question of t ime as to when the GDR will be unified with the

FRG, the disturbing signs of xenophobia and racial hatred in the GDR, including

antisemitism and tnä gröwing skinheäd movement, give cause for much concern (251)'

3.19.6.2. Of the 200 000 foreigners in the GDR, only 50 000 have a permanent_right of

residence. The others - mostly-Vietnamese (60 000). Mozambicans (16 000)' Cubans

(9 OO0) and Poles (i OOO) do sfecific work unäer inter-governmental_u919:ttnts which

will not be renewed whän they expire, mostly in the next few years (2s2). Moreover,
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expecting to implement staff cuts in future, some firms in East Berlin have already started
unilaterally to end employment contracts with these migrant workers.
3.19'6.3. The violent attacks, mainly against black workers and students, have been
taken seriously by the authorities and thosä arrested often receive severe sentences (zs3).
There is also strong xenophobia against poles (25a).

3.19.6.4. According.!9-a {udy by a research institute in Leipzig shorily before the
changes in October 1989, 5o/o of ihe innabitants of this town näO an extreme-right
tendency, double the national average. Foreign workers, such as Vietnamese and poläs,
and Black African students have always been separated from the native population (zss).
Another btudy, carried out by the Cential lnstitute for Youth Research, con'clrded that one
of every four students and apprentices hate foreigners (2s6),

3-19.6.5-.- .. Despite the rather small number of Jews in the GDR (see above), of whom
about 200live in East Berlin, antisemitism is so strong that in a letterio Rabbi Hiär, Dean of
the Simon Wiesenthal Study Centre on the Holoöaust, Hans Modrow, interim prime
Minister before the March 1990 elections in the GDR, wrote that the 'fear of resurgence of
nationalism, racism and antisemitism in the GDR is absolutely justified'ft). Aniisemitic
graffiti are-now quite common in East Berlin and the Jewish cohmunity there receives an
average of three to five threatening letters per week. Jewish cemeteriös have quite often
been desecrated and the most reCent tombstones to be covered with antisemitic insults
were those of Bertolt Brecht and his wife, H. Weigel (2s). Since the removal of the Berlin
Wall,.two openly antisemitic political parties navä appdared: the Deutsche Alternativen
and the Freiheitliche Deutsche Arbeitspartei.
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NOTES

Foreword

( ' ) Some of the most blatant cases of discrimination include the ruling in the Gravier Case on

1g.2.gS when Belgium was condemned for requiring foreign students, including EC-nationals, to

pay a suppleme-ntary registration fee for tertiary education, the 'minerval'. Following its

ietüctance io compty i"itn ine Court's ruling, Belgium was condemned again on 3.2.88 in three

new rulings of the'Court of Justice aga'inst tie payment of the 'minerval' (see Migration

Newssheä, May 1g87 and March 1988). ln matters of fämi[ allowances, France was ordered by

the Court on 15.1.86 (the Pinna Case, No 44184) to put an end to the discriminatory system of

paying Community migrant workers a lower family allowance il the children reside in the country

bt ärifrn. In the faöe of-France's persistent refusaito comply, the matter dragged on until 13.6'89

at a äeeting of the 'social Affairs' Council when a compromise was reached between France

and the 1 1 other Member States (see Migration Newssheet, July 1989). On 16.-6.87, itwas ltaly's

turn to be condemned for discriminatingägainst EC nationals in so-called public service jobs by

granting EC citizens limited two-year contiacts at the National Research Council whereas their

Italian coleagues received permanent ones (see Migration Newssheet, July 1989)' The situation

is worse in äelgium wherä simple, ordinai postJin the public sector are also reserved for

Belgian nationais (see Le Soir, 6.4.90). Until'the Court's ruling on 18.5.89, the Federal Hepublic

of dermany was abusing the application of a 1968 EEC directive stipulating that EEC nationals

must have decent lodgings tö obtain a residence permit. The authorities there sometimes

inspected the lodgings again when the permit was up for renewal.

continuing his reply to the question raised by Mr Thomas Maher (LDR, IRE), Mr Sutherland said

that ,it wöuld be preferable that complainis be made through the petition procedure' (see

Migration Newsshäet, July 1987). At thö hearing of the Committee of Inquiry on 3 May 1990, the

Commissioner for Socialhffairs'and Employmönt, Ms V. Papandreou, acknowledged that very

few EC nationals were aware of the petition procedure.

In the Single European Act, the 12 Member States voice their determination 
'to work together to

promote dimocracy on the basis of fundamental rights recognized in the constitutions and laws

of the Member States, in the Convention for the Piotection of Human Rights and Fundamental

Freedoms and the European Social Charter, notably freedom, equality and social justice''

euoted from a lawyer participating in a colloquy entitled 'Law and Discrimination', heid on

19-20.6.87 in Paris, organize'd by-human righis'associations such as MRAP and LICRA to

evaluate the 15 years oith" appliiation of the-1 .7.1972law against racism (Le Monde, 26.6'87)'

Report on the conference on 'New Expressions of Racism - Growing Areas of Conflict in

Europe', held in the Amsterdam City Hali on 1g-21.10.87. lssued by the Netherlands Institute of

Humän hignts (SlM), Utrecht, Special lssue No 7, 115 pp. Equally informative are the following

publications:
A. Spire (ed.): 'Vous avez dit Fascismes?', Ed. Montalba, Paris, 285 pp'
p. Gordoh & Fr. Klug: 'New Right New Racism', Searchlight Publication, London, 70 pp.

Various authors: 'Thö New Righ-t, lmage and Reality', Runnymede Trust Publication, London 56

pp.

Chapour Haghighat (1988): 'Racisme'scientifique" - Offensive contre l'Ögalitd sociale', Ed'

(')

f)

(')

f)

(u)
L'Harmattan, Paris, 264 PP.
Michael Billig (1979): 'Psychology, Racism &
Publications, Birmingham, 40 PP.
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Belgium

0 Eurobarometer, Public Opinion in the European Community, Special issue on 'Racism and
Xenophobia', Commission of the E.C., November lggg.

(') Working Document by Mr E. Gtinne (pE 199.226).
(t) Working Document by Mrs M, van Hemetdonck (pE 199.1S4).
('o) S. Lucki (1990): Le racisme et sa röpression dans la loi belge' in MRAX Information, No 5g,

March 1990.
(") op. cit., note g.

(") Solidaire (18.4.90), Brussels.
(") Mr Pepermans, an MP (Agalev) expressed surprise at the speed at which the 'victim', Mr H.

Simonet, an MP of the Parti Rdformateur Lib6rai (PRL) obtain'ed satisfaction (Le Soir, +.jz.an.
( ' o )

('u)

Le Soir, 10.3.88.
The recorded statementof Mr Michel(Parti Social-Chrdtien - PSC)was: 'We risk being like the
Romans - invaded by baöarians. The barbarians are the Morocbans, Turks, yugoslavs, the
lslamic people ... You cannot callthem anything else. They are people who come fäm very far
away and who have nothing in common with our civilization' (Migraiion Newssheet, December
1987).
One of the many unsuccessful cases concerns a complaint filed by an anti-racist association
against the extreme right association, DELTA, whose posters and text speak of non-Europeans
who'invade and attack Belgians who will soon cease to exist'. The Brussels Court of Äppeal
simply judged DELTA to be 'discourleous' (Migration Newssheet, October 1gg7).
op. cit., note g.

La Libre Belgique, 30.1.90; Le Soir, 1.2.90.
Le Soir,  2.2.90.
Migration frlewssheel, February and March 19g7.
For details, see: La Libre Belgique, z,zs,1T.1'l.gg; Le soir, g,g,1g/1g,2g.11.g9; De standaard,
1 4,1 8,1 7.1 1.89 & 2-3.12.89.
After leaving the PRL, he formed his own list with the acronym, NOLS - Nouvelle Organisation de
Libdration de Schaarbeek.
This Socialisl mayor, Mr C. Picque, is also against banning the notice 'The owner reserves the
right of entry' on the front door or window of Ätaurants, bais, etc. which is quite often used as a
pretext to refuse entry 1o foreigners. He considers it indispensable for owners to keep out
drunkards (Le Soir, 7.4.8e]l. He was also one of the two authors of a policy document submitted
to the Brussels Federation of the Socialist Party (adopted on 16.6.87 whn t59 in favour, two
against and 30 abstentions) calling for, i.a., a halt to all forms of immigration, tougher measures
to expel irregulars and delinquents (of foreign origin), spreading out of-the immigränt populations
and strict control of lslamic religious lessons to-combat fundämentalism, as well a's no voting
rights for foreign residents. ln addition, the authors accuse the right-wing parties of having beei
too sott in dealing with expulsions (see Migration Newssheet, J-uly tsa'/1.
Migration Newssheet, December 1989 and February 19g0. The Ministry of Education had not
only refrained from taking action, but also provided other boroughs with a pretext to take a similar
measure. According to this Ministry, a royal decree of 3.5.7-8 provided for the setting up of
committees to supervise temporal matters of recognized lslamic communities, As this decree
has never been implemented, local authorities can claim 'not to be concerned by the agreemenl'
between the National Ministry of Education and the lslamic and Cultural Centä in Brussels on
lslamic reh:'gious courses in local schools (See also: Le Soir, 4.4.89 and Migration Newssheet,
May 1989).
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(*)
(rr)

(*)
rr)

Migration Newssheet, July 1986,

Migration Newssheet, October 1986.
Le Soir,  28.4.1988.

La Libre Belgique, 2.5.1988.

Le Soir.  16.12.88.

Le Soir, 10 & 18/19.6.1988. Mr Nols'departure brought no real changes: this borough's council
voted a new rule in June 1989 making it illegal as from 23,6.89 for public places, cafds,
restaurants, shops, etc. to put up signs in a non-EO language under the pretext of favouring
integration. The Council claimed that non-EC language signs 'cannot be understood by the
Belgian population and will not fail to create an atmosphere of aggression and insecurity and that
is excessively harmful to public tranquillity and to the upkeep of good order in public places'. This
rule had to be withdrawn as it violated Article 23 of the Belgian Constitution, Articles 10 and 14 of
the European Convention on Human Rights and Article 23 of the UN Convention on Political and
Civil Rights (see Migration Newssheet, July 1989).
In reality, the overwhelming majority of foreigners is not affected by this law. lt gave rise quite
often to undue fears and has had the perverse effect of discouraging immigrants from moving, as
they were afraid of being refused registration elsewhere, thereby aggravating the concentration
of immigrants, which the law aimed to avoid! Derogations were made in many cases and the
victims have mainly been poor foreigners and asylum seekers (La Libre Belgique, 26.4.90; Le
Soir,  18,26,27.4.90).

Le Soir, 21122.4.90.

La Libre Belgique, 18.4.90.

Le Soir,  10.5.90; La Libre Belgique, 10, 11.5.90.
Le Soir, 29i30.9.87.

Le Soir, 5.8.88.

Vlaams Blok received a totalof 23 council seats in Flanders. lt received 17,77o of the votes in
Antwerp, giving it ten seats on the city's council. The Nieuwe Partij (the'New Party'which existed
officially only for the election), even more extreme, gained 17o of the votes (about 2 600) in
Antwerp. Unlike other national front movements, Vlaams Blok is not antisemitic, at least
according to the otficial party line (see Migration Newssheet, November 1988).
The Royal Commissioner for lmmigration and her Deputy were appointed by Royal Decree on 7
March 1990.

The report is entitled, 'L'int6gration, une politique de longue haleine' 700 pp.

Statement by Mr Bruno Vinikas, the Belgian representative to the Committee of Inquiry at the
meeting held in Brussels on 30 January 1990 (PE 139.432).

(*)

(rt)

(*)
(*)
(*)
(tu)

(*)

(rt)

(rr)

(")

Denmark

(oo) Meredith Wilkie (1990): 'Racial Discrimination in Denmark', Danish Centre for Human Rights,
Copenhagen, 88 pp.

Working document by Mr E,H, Christiansen (PE 139.296).
Paragraph 266b states: 'Anyone who publicly or with the intention of dissemination to a wider
audience expresses an opinion or makes any other statement threatening, insulting or degrading
a group of persons on the grounds of their race, colour, national or ethnic origin, religion or
sexual orientation shall be punishable with a fine, detention or imprisonment for up to two years'.

Migration Newssheet, June 1989. 'The Danish Supreme Court did not find that the interests of
freedom of expression on topics and events of general concern were such as lo warrant acquittal

( o ' )

f1
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when confronted with the interests of protection from racial discrimination' (See also contribution
by Mr Hans JENSEN - PE 140.241).

(o') Migration Newssheet, August 1986.

(oo) op. cit,, note 41. lmmigrants have also been victims of systematic harassment, including
threatening letters and phone calls. In 1987 in the @sterbro quarter of Copenhagen, the police
were unable to keep such racist gangs under control and the immigrants had to resettle in other
parts of the city (see Migration Newssheet, June 1987).

(ou) op. ci t . ,  note 41.
(ot) There are at present 15 as the position of the 16th member depends on the outcome of criminal

charges that are pending.

(ot) Migration Newssheet, June 1988.

(*) Migration Newssheet, June 1990.

f ')  Pol i t iken, 17.4.1988.
(to) Migration Newssheet, August 1989.

(ut) op. ci t . ,  note 41.

(ut) Vinduet, 5.4.90, Copenhagen.
(ut) Migration Newssheet, October 1987, April 1988 and February and August 1989.

(*) Migration Newssheet, April 1988.

Federal Republic of Germany
(tt) Art 1(1) states: 'The dignity of man shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty

of all State authority' and, according to Art 3(3): 'No one may be prejudiced or favoured because
of his sex, his parentage, his race, his language, his homeland and origin, his faith, or his
religious or political opinions.'

Statement by Mr Haberland (PE 139.276).

Working document by Mrs C. Roth (PE 139.279)

For example, on 1 July 1986, a Hamburg court sentenced a band of skinheads to prison terms
ranging f rom three and a half to ten years for the murder of a Turkish worker in December 1985.
Although the band had proven links with extreme right-wing groups in Hamburg, the judge
refused to accept the view that the killing was racially motivated and ruled that, in his view,
revenge was the main motive. (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung & Süddeutsche Zeitung, 1,
2 .7 .1986) .

Tageszeitung, 26.8.88; Stuttgarter Zeitung, 30.6.88 & 1.7.88; Stuttgarter Nachrichten, 28.6.88,

Frankfurter Rundschau & Süddeutsche Zeitung, 16.1.89.

op. cit., note 57.

His book, 'Ganz Unten' ('The Lowest of the Low'), and film with the same title, was the result of
two years of 'undercover work' during which he disguised himself as a Turkish worker (called
'Ali'), accepting all kinds of 'dirty jobs', as well as dangerous assignments. He not only had a
number of lawsuits filed against him by firms who had employed 'Ali', but also received
numerous death threats, not to mention the bugging and the wiretapping of his telephone. He
was eventually obliged to leave the FRG to take up residence in the Netherlands, near the
Dutch-German border.

One example among many is that of a Turkish resident in the FRG for 16 years who was
sentenced to two and a half years' imprisonment. After 20 months, he was released for good
behaviour, only to be deported, leaving behind his wife and children (see Migration Newssheet,

(tt)

(')
(*)

fn)
(uo)

( t ' )

f')

(ur)
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February 1987). Many non-EC families, mainly Turkish, have also been atfected by the Federal
Government's decision of 2.12.81, recommending certain criteria to the Federal States with the
aim of restricting the immigration of spouses of foreigners in the FRG. The partner in the FRG
would have to have lived there for eight years and the marriage to have been of at least one
year's duration. The States of Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, however, increased the
marriage period requirement to three years. In November 1987, the Federal Constitutional Court
decided that a three-year period was too long a time for a spouse to wait to unite with his/her
married partner and that such a requirement was against the Constitution. The Government of
Bavaria, however, refused to inform foreigners of the Couil's decision, claiming that the persons
concerned could learn from social workers and their own news service (see Süddeutsche
Zeilung, 11.12.87 & Migration Newssheet, January 1988).

(to) Article on the 4th World Romany Congress, held in Warsaw in The Economist 21.4.1990.

fu) Migration Newssheet, December 1986.
(*) Blacks were victims of Nazi persecution in the same way as gypsies and Jews. Now they are

suffering from 'social death'by being ignored by society. See: Frankfurter Rundschau, 9.12.86.
They have their own publication called Afrekete (Friesenstr. 12, D-2800 Bremen).

(ut) These video games have commentaries like 'Play in Treblinka', 'Clean society of all parasites',
'When the gas has accomplished its work, you will have won'. The player gains points by'killing'
Jews, Turks, homosexuals and ecologists with the sound of 'Deutschland über alles' (Germany
before everything else) (La Libre Belgique,26127.3.89).

(tt) These games portray Turks as 'dangerous non-Aryans' who destroy society, One of the ways to
destroy them is the concentration camp (Frankfurter Rundschau, 19.3.90).

(ut) These figures were put forward in 1987 by a Sociology Professor in Cologne after a study of
several years. He claimed that the figures were higher in rural areas (Die Welt, 22.5.87). This has
been confirmed by studies carried out by the Allensbach-based opinion poll organization 'lnstitut

für Demoskopie', mentioned in Mrs Roth's working document (op. cit.). The lnstitute claims that
the potentially antisemitic proportion of West Germans has remained relatively constant, at 15 to
20%, since the 1950's.

('o) Gill Seidel (1986): 'The Holocaust Denial - Antisemitism, Racism & the New Right', Beyond the
Pale Collective, Leeds, 202 pp.

(") International Herald Tribune, 6/7.1.90.
("1 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung & Süddeutsche Zeitung, 5.1.90; Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 6.1.90.
(") Working Document by Mr Willi Rothley (PE 139,153).
('o) Stuttgarter Zeitung, 25.1.90; Frankfurter Rundschau, 1,12.2.90; Süddeutsche Zeitung, 6.2.90.
(^ )  D ie  Wel t ,25.1 .90.
(tt) Der Spiegel, September 1989, quoted in doc. PE 139.279, op. cit., note No 57.

Greece
(") Working document by Mr P. Avgerinos (PE 139.278).
(") Statement by Mr Ekonomidis (PE 139.277).
(tn) Law 92711979 prescribes penalties for acts or measures aimed at racialdiscrimination. Article 25

of Law No 1419/1984 adds religious discrimination to discrimination on the grounds of race and
ethnic origin which is covered by Law No 92711979. Article 4 of the Greek Civil Code provides
that foreign nationals shall enjoy absolutely equal rights with Greek nationals and, according to
Article 5 (2) of the 1975 Constitution, 'all persons living within the Greek territory shall enjoy full
protection of their life, honour and freedom irrespective of their nationality, race or language and
of religious or political beliefs (...).'
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(to) COMMISSION REPORT: 'The Social Integration of Third-Country Migrants Residing on a
Permanent and Lawful basis in the Member States' (SEC (89) 924 final), 22.6.1989.

(t') Greek News, 5-12.2.90.

(tt) Greek Weekly, 5.2"90.
Greece recognizes only the religious identity of the minority and references to ethnicity have
been banned since 1987, Athens News, 9.2.90.

(*) The Guardian, 2,4.90.

(*) op. cit., note 77.

Spain
(tu) Contribution of Mr Morena Catena (PE 139.214) at the hearing of the Committee of Inquiry in

January 1990.

(*) 'Los lmmigrantes en Espafra', issued by Documentaciön Social of Cäritas Espafrola, 1987, 376
pp. The dossier claims that after the amnesty period for irregular migrants (July 1985 to March
1986), there were still about 320000'irregulars', prior to the introduction of the new law on
foreigners on 1.7.85. The amnesty was a failure. Only 12,5% had their situation regularized,
representing a rnere 167" ol all cases presented since the prerequisites were too stringent.

(t t)  Cambio 16, 7.12.1987.

(*) Cambio 16, 21.3.1988.

(tt) Summary of report in El Pafs, 18.4.90.

(*) op. cit., note 85,

(r') ln May 1988, the parents' association of the La Salle College of Santa Coloma de Ferners
(Gerona) voiced, in a letter, its opposition to the entry of 11 black children of African agricultural
workers, mostly Gambians. The College Director affirmed his total disapproval of the contents of
this letter (see El Pais, 22.5.88).

(tt) El Pafs, 6.1 1.1989. The organizers also praised the petition presented to the Constitutional Court
by the Ombudsman (Defensor del Pueblo) against the Organic Law of 1 ,7.1985 on the rights and
freedoms of foreigners. The petition, which criticized this law for denying certain fundamental
human rights, such as the right of association, resulted in a positive ruling by the Constitutional
Court about two years earlier. However, public authorities, especially the police, misapply certain
principles of the July 1985 law and human rights abuses continue. See summary of the Annual
Report by the Defensor del Pueblo in El Pais, 18.4.90.

(*) El Pais, 8.11.87; Migration Newssheet, December 1987.

(to) El Pais, 22.12.1987.

(tu) op. cit., note 85.
(*) The Guardian, 19.7.86; Migration Newssheet, August 1986.

(tt) El Pafs, 9.10.86.

ft) 45 gypsy children aged between four and 12 of the community of Ripollet in Barcelona were
denied entry into the local schools in 1988 for the second consecutive year on the ground that
they had not been 'sponsored' (El Pafs, 5.4.88; see also: El Pafs, 19.4.88). Later in September,
before the start of the academic year, the responsible alderman announced a new measure
obliging the 45 children to provide medical proof of good health, considering this measure logical
as these children may transmit any kind of disease (see El Pais, 14.9.88).

(*) Working Document by Mr Juan de Dios Ramirez Heredia (PE 140.275).

('m) Quoted from Mr Juan Ramlrez Heredia, op. cit., note 99.
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France

(101) Working Document by Mrs Elmalan (PE 139.260).

ltoz) He was killed in the bombing of the immigrant hostel in Nice in December 1988. 11 others were
injured. Le Monde & Libdration, 20121.12.1988.

(1ß) Migration Newssheet, September 1987.
(t*) A 'Harki' is a French national of Algerian origin who fought on the French side during the Algerian

War of Independence. They are in the unenviable situation of being disliked by North ,Africans in
France, in particular, Algerians, who treat them as traitors, and discriminated against by the
French, who look down on them as Arabs. Their children, also French citizens, are confronted
with very high unemployment and many take to alcohol and drugs, with some requiring
psychiatric hospitalization (see Libdration, 8.9.88).

ltos; That same day, a Tunisian was stabbed to death after a quarrelwith an ltalian, and a Moroccan
died of knife wounds after a dispute in a bar in which he refused to pay his bill (see Migration
Newssheet, August 1 989).

(t*) Le Monde, 1.9.87. The article points out that negative feelings against foreigners are now
acceptable and openly voiced and that it is more difficult to convict someone for making a racist
remark. Nowadays, people who do'not like Arabs'say so openly; speaking of 'foreign invasion'
is a 'polemical' expression of an 'admissible' degree; racists, instead of denying being such,
admit openly their feelings in the name of 'honesty'. Complaints against people for racist remarks
are dismissed for reasons such as lnot exceeding the limits of simple polemics'or'expressing a
political opinion'.
While it is ditficult, if not virtually impossible, to convict a policeman for making a racist remark,
foreigners calling policemen racists face quick conviction for racism if they dare call a policeman
a 'sale Frangais!' (Dirty Frenchman) - see Le Monde, 24.12.87 and Lib6ration, 8.9.89.

ltoz) Le Monde, 29,3.90.
(t*) On 5.12.86, an Algerian national was killed by a drunken policeman as he tried peacefully to

break up a fight. The next day, a French student of Algerian origin was beaten to death by
policemen, Between these two deaths, racists emptied a jerrycan of petrol on an Algerian who
became a human torch (see Migration Newssheet, January 1987). Recently this year a French
youth of Algerian origin was shot three times in the back at close range by a policeman who felt
threatened. He was accompanied by another policeman and the youth was handcutfed.

(1@) Another victim was the managing director of a computer firm who was also a friend of the MP
who chairs the Committee on Social, Family and Cultural Affairs of the National Assembly. Le
Monde, 13.4.89.

(110) Migration Newssheet, April 1990.
The appeal of the Public Prosecutor's Office in Marseilles against the decision to release the
police officer responsible was turned down. On 15 May 1990, a court in Aix-en-Provence
confirmed the officer's release (Lib6ration, 16.5.90).

(t") Le Monde, 27128.9.87.
(112) Contribution by Mr Joinet (PE 140.240).
("t) On 29.4.87, Mr P. Seguin (RPR), the then Minister of Social Affairs, spoke before the

Commission for Human Rights and claimed that the legal measures aimed at combating racism
and the special policies of favouring the integration of foreigners into French society were far
from reaching their target. At his initiative, the National Assembly unanimously adopted on
11.6.87 amendments to the 1972 anti-racist law aimed at extending to associations the
possibility of instituting court action in cases involving individuals who claim to be victims of
discrimination (Migration Newssheet, July 1987). He also proposed the setting up of a structure
of mediation and communication with immigrants which would be under the responsibility of a
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well-known person whose tasks would include intervening in situations of conflict regarding
accommodation or injustice involving youths of foreign origin (Lib6ration, 30.4.87). Almost three
years later, Mr M. Rocard put forward the same proposal. Earlier that same month, the State
Secretary in charge of Human Rights, Mr C. Malhuret (UDF), implicitly referring to the Front
National, declared on television on 13.4.87 that the problems of coexistence among ethnic
communities could not be solved by 'shouting down in public the heads of associations who work
in favour of immigrants' or'by organizing demonstrations tarnished by confrontation' (Le Monde,
11,17118.4.87; see also Le Monde, 2.7.87\. However, when the Gaullist MP, Mr M. Hannoun
(RPR) issued his major report in November 1987 entitled'L'homme et l'esp6rance de I'homme -
rapport sur le racisme et la discrimination en France' (218 pp.), his proposals came under attack
from his own colleagues (see Migration Newssheet, December 1987 and January 1988).

(114) This incident was preceded by four other similar ones in the region:
12.2.1988: the premises and a minibus of an lslamic Cultural Association near Nice were
intentionally damaged by fire;
9.5.88: a gas bomb exploded in another immigrant hostel, injuring two persons;
8.6.88: an explosive device which was found under the car of the director of SONACOTRA
(which manages immigrant hostels) in Nice was defused in time;
4.10.88: a jerry-can of ignited petrol was thrown into the Algerian Consulate in Nice, causing a
f ire (Le Monde & Liböration,20121.12.88).

ltts; The proposed measures were: (1) put an end to the practice of people making statements
inciting racial hatred under the pretext of freedom of expression; (2) extend the application of the
1972 anti-racist law to some'private places', instead of exclusively'public places'; (3) people
convicted for racism may lose their civil rights; (4) establish an arbitration procedure in case of
discrimination to ensure that tensions in places of conflict be eased. However, the bill that was
passed on its first reading on 3 May 1990 was more limited in its scope and application (see
below).

1trel The opinion survey, requested by the Information and Documentation Service of the Prime
Minister's otfice, indicates that 90% of those questioned considered racism to be very or fairly
widespread and 83% recognized that North Africans were the first victims of racism. 76%
considered that there were too many Arabs (too many blacks - 46/"; too many Asians - 40"/"i
too many Jews - 24o/o\. Aversion is probably strongest against Arabs (39%), followed by
gypsies (36%), blacks (21o/"1, Asians (20%) and Europeans from the South (12%). Even North
African youths of French nationality (beurs) are unpopular: only 22o/" o't those questioned
considered the 'beurs' as French, whereas 45% classified them as 'Arabs'.

Moreover, the survey confirms strong xenophobia: 15% of those questioned felt that immigrant
workers were very well treated and 49o/" considered that they were 'rather well treated'. In
addition, 59% considered that they were a burden for lhe French economy and only 25% felt that
they were 'an asset'. Besides, 47o/o (compared to 43% who shared the opposite view) favoured
sending them back to their countries of origin if they lost their jobs (Le Monde & LibÖration,
28.3.90).

(117) Under the new bill, those convicted for'the most serious violations' of racism/antisemitism would
be deprived of the right to be an election candidate for a maximum period of five years during
which the person would be also barred from public posts. He/she would, however, retain the right
to vote. Contrary to the initial draft text, these sanctions would not be applied to journalists and
directors of publications who report on racist remarks. This was considered necessary to avoid
situations similar to what happened in Denmark (see above), ln fact, when carrying out opinion
surveys on racism, statements that are clearly racist have to be formulated to find out the
opinions of respondents (see Liböration, 18.5.90). As for the newly introduced'offence of
revisionism', aimed at taking action against those who deny the Holocaust and the existence of
gas chambers, it would only concern crimes against humanity committed under the Nazi regime
and recognized as such by the Nuremburg Tribunal. Moreover, the proposal to hold an
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anti-racism day of information, requested by the Parti Communiste Frangais (PCF) has been
replaced by an annual report by the government.

(r18) Lib6ration, 7,8.89, and the article on the colloquy in June 1987 entitled 'Law and Discrimination'
in Le Monde, 26.6.87. See also the book issued by two anti-racist associations: MRAP & LICRA
(1989) 'Le Racisme'of 390 court rulings in cases of racism and discrimination in the last 40
years. Between 1.1.1986 and 11.10.89, there were 120 court rul ings.

(11e) The difficulty in proving racism is shown in the case of three North Africans who tried to prove the
existence of racial criteria of entry into two night clubs in Moulins (Central France). A journalist
who offered to help them entered the two clubs, dressed with a tie and in blue jeans. The three
Arab youths who followed him, neatly dressed and with a tie, were refused entry. The
representative of the Public Prosecutor denounced their action, saying: 'lt is not an enquiry that
you have carried out - it is a provocation and, in France, provocations are thrown out of the
court room' (Libdration, 8.1.88).

(120) Liböration, 7.8.89.

("') Le Monde, 1.2.88; Liböration, 16.9.88: Migration Newssheet, March & October 1988, November
1989, January & February 1990,

(122) Lib6ration & Le Monde, 4.11,89. After his re-election, confronted with the Front National, which
gained 30% of the votes, this (ex-) Mayor of Seine-Saint-Denis, Mr Andrö Dechamps, described
blacks and Arabs as a 'pack of hyenas'. 'Rather than aggress our poor, innocent women, they
ought to move (to work)', he said. 'lf they have nothing to do, let them go back to their own
country' (Libdration, 28.3.90).

(123) Migration Newssheet, November & December 1g89.

1tz4) An opinion survey of Sofres, published in Le Monde (6.1.89), the third of its kind in three years,
confirmed that as the French people became better informed about Mr Le Pen, they tended to
consider him and the Front National as representing a danger for democracy. In three years, the
percentage of people who declare that they would not, under any circumstances, vote for the
Front National, rose from 60 lo 77o/o.

l tzs; Le Monde, 11.6.88 and Liböration, 10.6.88.

l tze) Le Monde, 24.11.89.

('27) According to the UDF candidate, Mr Mattei, in a constituency in Marseilles who only managed a
narrow victory over his Front National rival, he met'for the first time people who proclaimed their
pride in voting for the Front National'. An opinion survey carried out at the polling stations in
Dreux reveals that 41% of Front National voters were very much influenced in their choice of vote
by the debate over the lslamic headscarf affair and another 22o/o said that the debate played a
somewhat important role. Equally disturbing is the indication that 35% of those who voted for the
Front National (FN) candidate in Dreux in the first round had never before voted for the FN. This
percentage climbed lo 41o/" in the second round. (Lib6ration, 4.12.89; Le Monde, 5.12.89).

1tza1 On 16.11.87, Mr Le Pen was convicted for provocation of racial hatred, discrimination and
violence' in two separate judgments, one for a leaflet he published in March 1983 and the other
for his statements in a TV programme in February 1984. With regards to the leaflet, the judge
ruled that'ln wanting to persuade the electors ... that there are too many immigrants in France,
that they are expensive to society, that it is necessary to reduce the number of them or else risk
losing the identity of the French people, Jean-Marie Le Pen is inviting the readers to (take)
discriminatory measures against them (immigrants). On his televised statements, the judge
ruled that'ln attributing to foreigners a negative and evil behaviour, soon to menace the French
people in their liberty and future, he (Mr Le Pen) is only inciting the latter to consider them (the
immigrants) as undesirables. He is provoking the listeners to discrimination, hatred and even
violence against them' (see Le Monde, 19.11.87).
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Furthermore, on 28.1.88, the 14th Chamber of the Court of Appeal of Versailles confirmed the
ruling rendered on 23.9.87 by the Departmental Court of Nanterre which condemned Mr Le Pen
to päy a symbolic one franc indemnity to each of nine associations and three survivors of the
deportatioÄs who filed complaints against him (see Migration Newssheet, October 1987), ln
describing the gas chambers as a 'detail' of World War ll, the Versailles Court ruled i.a., that it
was'consenting to the honible (event)' (see Le Monde, 30.1.88).

1es1 Libfration, 6.4,90. An increasing number of Mr Le Pen's opponents fear that the latter may be
benefiting from allthe publicity surrounding the requests to lift his parliamentary immunity. Such
actions cän serve to reinforcethe image he tries to project of being a'poor victim'and a'martyr'
for expressing openly views on immigrants which millions of French people supposedly share,
but do not dare to say so.

(tso) The Guardian, 22.10.87.

(131) Libdration, 8.12.87; Migration Newssheet, January 1988.

ltoz) Le Monde, 29.3.90; Lib6ration, 19.3.90.

('o) Le Monde, 3.4.90; Lib6ration, ?/3.4.90.

(134) Lib6ration, 1.3.88. lt has been alleged that the Socialists, in control of this city, are apprehensive
of the negative feelings of the local French population towards the mosque.

1rss1 The Front National obtained 25"/o of the votes in this borough in the first round of the 1988
presidential election. The mayor, Mr A. Dezempte (RPR), who promised not to allow the Muslim
community to build a mosque and warned the local population that'the value of realestate would
fall by 30 io 60% if a mosque were built, assumed office with 66,7o/o of the votes in March 1989
(the ieveralthousand strong Muslim community only had a room in an old building for worship
and this was destroyed by a bulldozer). The Socialist-Communist alliance who favoured the
building of a mosque saw their popularity drop to 267o of the votes (see Migration Newssheet,
September 1989). The Mayor's deputy was later convicted (in February 1990) for inciting racial
discrimination during the electoral campaign (Le Monde, 9.2.90; Le Figaro, 8.2.90). A few
months later, on 14 May, Mr Dezempte was himself charged by a court in Lyons for 'hindering

the freedom of worship and demolishing goods belonging to others (with reference to the lslamic
prayer room)' (Le Monde, 16.5,90).

1tss1 Le Monde, 24.6.89; Lib6ration, 31.8.89.

l tez) Le Monde, 14.6.86.

(,*) MN, September 1986. The dead included the chairman ol SOS France and a former Front
Nationaicandidate at a municipal by-election in 1984. SOS France was supposedly the political
wing of the 'Commandos de France'.

lras; Le Monde, 31.5.88, 1.6.88, 15.11.88; Lib6ration, 2.11.88 and the International Herald Tribune,
14.6.88. In one of the most serious incidents, 13 skinheads were convicted in June 1988 for
unprovoked physical violence against a French youth and three other French persons of
non-European origin. The sentences passed were light and the iudge ruled out racism (see Le
Monde, 6.7.88).

(140) Le Monde, 26.1.90.

ffr) Le Figaro & Le Monde, 18.1.90; Lib6ration, 10.10.89.

1ua) Le Monde, 112.4.90.

(143) Lib6ration & Le Figaro, 11.5.90; Le Monde, 12.5.90.
Two other smaller Jewish cemeteries were desecrated a lew days earlier. On 4 May 1990,
22 tombstones in the Jewish cemetery in Wissembourg (Northern Alsace) were found to have
been overturned and damaged. In another Jewish cemetery in Yvelines, 44 tombstones were
discovered in a similar state on May 10, 1990 (Libdration, 12l13.5.90)'
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(1+4) The former president, Mr V. Giscard d'Estaing, could not be present because of the opening
session of the May plenary of the European Parliament in Strasbourg (Le Monde, 16.5.90).
At the European Parliament on 17 May 1990, a resolution referring to the desecration of the
Carpentras cemetery was adopted with 167 votes in favour, 12 against (members of the
European Right) and one abstention (Lib6ration, 18.5.90).

1tnsl Le Monde, 17.5.90. That same day, a female teacher who had mentioned the desecration of the
Jewish cemetery to her pupils in relation to the 1949 Universal Declaration of Human Rights was
severely beaten up by two attackers who broke into her home.

(t*) In 1989, the Director of National Hebdo and member of the political bureau of the Front National,
Mr R. Gaucher, wrote in the November issue of his publication (with a circulation of about
100 000): 'We are at the start of a tremendous power struggle, a great planetary struggle
between the internationalJewish movement and the international Christian, first ol all Catholic,
one. Depending on the outcome of this combat, which will be the great religious and political
confrontalion of the year 2 000, or of this battle, either Christianity will succeed in preserving its
position in the face of the fantastic force of the Jewish world, or else we, believers and
non-believers, will come under a new religious law, that of the shoah'(Le Monde, 15.5.90).
According to an opinion survey of CSA published in Le Parisien (17.5.90), 55o/" of respondents
considered the Front National to be an antisemitic party comparedto 22/" who held an opposite
view. Another survey carried out at the same time, viz. on 14 and 15 May 1990, by Sofres and
published in Le Nouvel Observateur, shows that 66% of respondents believe the Front National
to be responsible for what happened at Carpentras, The CSA survey also shows that 96% of
respondents were shocked by the desecrations, but 35% (compared to 56% holding an opposite
view)considered it'normal'to make'remarks hostile to Jews' (Le Monde & Libdration, 18.5.90).

(147) Migration Newssheet, September 1989.

('4) During the Nazioccupation of France, the same Field-Marshal P6tain, without being asked to do
so by the Nazis, decreed a new law on the status of Jews which; i.a., prohibited them from taking
up posts of director, manager, editor of newspapers, reviews, bulletins, with the exception of
publications of a strictly scientific character,

(14e) Migration Newssheet, October 1989.

( ' * )  Le Monde,  5 ,7 ,10.4.90.

(1sl) Lib6ration, 28.3.90.

(1s2) Migration Newssheet, May 1990, and Le Monde, 1715190.

(1s) Lib6ration, 16.5.90.

(1s) The administrative council also decided to request the Minister of National Education, Mr L.
Jospin, to adopt lhe necessary measures so as to prevent Mr Notin from exercising his
profession as of the next academic year (Le Monde, 17.5.90).

lreland

(lss) Working Document by Mr P. Cooney (PE 139.156).

f m1 'Racial Discrimination in lreland - Realities and Remedies', a HARMONY report, March 1990,
17  pp .

(1s7) This Act was passed to comply with Article 20 of the United Nations 1966 Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, signed and ratified by lreland.
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Italy

(158) Evrigenis Report, December 1985, para. 11g.
(15e) Written Statement made by Dr A. Cavaterra (PE 139.491).
(1@) Working Document by Ms D. Valent (PE 140.464).
(161) Corriere della Sera, 1.3.90; Migration Newssheet, March 1gg0.
(162) Migration Newssheet, April 1990.
(163) Migration Newssheet, April 1990; The Guardian, 13.4.90.
(1n) Migration Newssheet, April 1990.
(16s) The law, No 416, is entitled: 'Emergency regulations governing asylum, the right of entry and

residence of non-Community citizens and the regularization of the status of non-Community
citizens and stateless persons already residing within the territory of the ltalian State'. Article 1
deals with the status of refugees and revokes the geographical reservation made by ltaly when it
signed the 1967 Protocol of New York.

(lffi) Migration Newssheet, April 1990.
( 'ut) op. ci t . ,  note 159.
(168) Lib6ration, 5,4.90; La Repubblica, 4.4.90.
(16e) Migration Newssheet, March & April 1987.
(1i0) Migration Newssheet, June 1988.
(1?1) Migration Newssheet, September 1989.

l tzz; La Repubblica, 7/9.10.89.

(173) The survey was carried out by a daily in the North 'Bergamo Oggi': 62% of the respondents said
that they would never marry an ltalian from the South; 66% were convinced that the rise of
delinquency in the North coincided with the arrival of Southern ltalians and7C /o believed that
incompetence within the public administration was caused by the predominance of staff
members originating from the South. Only 32% of those questioned considered these ltalian'immigrants'as an important contribution to the regional economy. Libdration, 17.7.89.

Luxembourg

('7a) Writ ten Statement by Mr Michel Neyens (PE 139.212).
(175) Note 80. See also: Working Document by Mr R. Krieps (pE 139.155).
( ' 'u )  op.c i t . ,  note  174.

( ' t t)  Le Monde, 14.4.90.
("t) op. ci t . ,  note 174.

The Netherlands

(17e) Working Document by Ms M. van Putten (pE 139.239).
('80) ditto.

(181) Document submitted by Mr H.A.A. Molleman to the hearing of the Committee of Inquiry on
31 January  1990 (PE 139.213) .

("') In a statement issued in July 1989, the Mayor of Amsterdam expressed his shock at the fact that
half of all young foreigners were without a job. He denounced this as discrimination and blamed
the private sector. NRC Handelsbtad, 4.7,89.
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('*) In her report, Maartje van Putten notes that 'lt is interesting that the majority of local authorities
and housing associations refuse to report voluntarily and only act under pressure from ptiblicity
and the ethnic organizations.', op. cit., note No 178.
See also article on the problems of housing discrimrnation in the municipality of Haarlem, NRC
Handelsblad, 23.9.89, 29.1 2.89.

(144) The LBR is subsidized by the Ministry of Justice and is responsible for combating discrimination
by means of investigation and legal action.

(185) This government initiative was the result of criticism voiced by the UN Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) which supervises the UN Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Before the bill, no effective means to prohibit
racist organizations existed in The Netherlands. See: AFdruk, No 28, October 1986, Amsterdam.

( ' tu) op. ci t . ,  nole No 178.

(te7) This right of individual complaint became etfective only in 1988. The Commission ruled in favour
of a Turkish woman who was dismissed by her Dutch employer on racist grounds when she
became pregnant. As the local judge had approved the dismissal and an appeal had been
rendered impossible, the UN Commission considered that the Dutch Government had to pay
compensation to the woman (see: Communication No 1/1984, Yilmaz-Dogan v. The Nether-
lands in the Report of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General
Assembly, Official Records: 43rd Session, Supplement No 18 (A/43/18), NewYork, 1988).

(1s) According to the report, complaints of Moroccan and Turkish immigrants are mostly related to
discrimination in the employment field, while persons of Caribbean descent complain about
racism in the personal sphere. Most complaints come from employees. Long{erm unemployed
migrants or independent migrants can avoid contacts with the Dutch population and therefore
have fewer negative experiences (see NRC Handelsblad, 10.2.88).

lres) In an interview with the NRC Handelsblad (11.5.88), the Chief Constable of the Amsterdam
Police admitted that discrimination occurs in the force. Only 4/. (instead of the targeted 10%) of
lhe force belongs to a minority group. Ethnic minorities often leave the force because of racial
harassment. Besides, ethnic minorities often hesitate to join the police force.

(1s) Migration Newssheet, September 1986.

(1s1) Migration Newssheet, April 1990.

Portugal

(1s2) Written Contribution by Mr Lourengo Martins to the hearing on 29/31 January 1990 (PE
139.210) .

(1e3) Working Document by Ms M. Belo (PE 139.257).

( '*) O Emigrante, 9.3.90.

(1e5) Diärio Popular & Diärio de Notfcias, 29.10.89.

(1s) Diärio de Notfcias, '17.1.90.

United Kingdom

('s7) Report by the Runnymede Trust (1986), entitled'Different Worlds', which states that racial
discrimination is 'tenacious, rampant and still on the increase'. lt reports on widespread
discrimination in employment and low-cost housing and intimidation by the police (see MN,
October 1986).

(1s8) The Times, 23.10.86.
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(1ee) The report also denounces the failure to employ or to offer services to ethnic minority citizens on
equal terms with others and underlines that the number of young black teachers is declining as
well as black students in teacher{raining institutions, resulting in an ageing minority teacher
workforce. The CRE warned that unless the trend was reversed, there might eventually be no
more black teachers. The Times, 9.7.87.

(m) For example the article in the Daily Star (17.5.89) calling Kurdish asylum seekers from Turkey
"ref ugee' scroungers'.

lzot) The Commission for Racial Equality was established by the Race Relations Act 1976 with the
following duties:
(a) to work towards the elimination of discrimination;
(b) to promote equality of opportunity and good relations between persons of ditferent racial

groups generally; and
(c) to keep under review the working of the Act, and, when required by the Secretary of State or

when it otherwise thinks it necessary, lo draw up and submit to the Secretary of State
proposals for amending it.

(2oz) Two reports issued by the CRE: one in 1987 entitled'Living in Terror'and the other in 1988,
'Learning in Terror'. The laüer, published after a two-year investigation into racial abuse in
educational institutions in the UK, points out that racial harassment and violence in schools and
colleges is widespread and persistent and that the teachers, lecturers and parents are as much
to blame as pupils and students. The Government responded by recommending that all schools
keep records of all racial incidents involving pupils. See Migration Newssheet, April 1988 & June
1989.

(zo3) The Independenl,24.4.88.In another article, The lndependent (9.12.88) reported on a pregnanl
Bengali woman who lost her baby atter youths set a dog on her.

(zo4) The lndependenl,20/26.4.89 and 'Black and White Britain: the third PSI Survey' (Colin Brown,
1 984).

(205) Several campaigns have been launched to recruit more ethnic minorities into the police force
without much success. About 1% of police officers in England and Wales are from ethnic minority
communities, although they make up 3,9% of the UK population (The lndependent, 21.12.89).
Recently, Asian youths in East London decided to defend themselves. Breaking from their
traditionally passive attitude towards racial attacks, they have formed a group of about 350
members trained in martial arts for defensive reasons (The Independent, 12.3.90).

(206) For more information on this affair, see Migration Newssheet, February 1989 and subsequent
rssues.

(zo7) The Independent, 15 & 17.1.90; The Guardian, 19.1.90; The Daily Telegraph,25.1.90.
(208) According to the Chairman of the Commission for Racial Equality, most black people under 30

will have been sent to prison or youth custody by the year 2 000. Figures show that the
proportion of black people in custody was twice that of their proportion in the population. Black
people had fewer previous convictions than white prisoners sentenced for similar offences, were
more likely to be remanded in custody (The Times & The Guardian, 15,9.88). His views were
confirmed by the research carried out by the Institute of Criminological Research at Oxford which
reveals that black prisoners are discriminated against in jails and are given worse jobs than
whites. According to The Daily Telegraph (22.9.88), these findings were presented to the Home
Office in December 1986, but were never published.

lzos) An Asian police officer won the first ever case against the Nottinghamshire police force, alleging
racial discrimination and harassment. The plaintiff's lawyer submitted to the industrial tribunal
written examples from reports by Nottinghamshire officers, in which coloured people were
referred to as'coons, spooks, darkie, and nigger'. The Guardian, 12.9.89; The Daily Telegraph,
12.9.89 & 20.3..90; The lndependent, 5.10,89 & 20.3.90.
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(210) ln March 1990, a black ex-Grenadier Guardsman, the second black person ever to serve with
the Guards, withdrew his racial discrimination case against the army, although he was supported
by the Commission for Racial Equality and had won the right to have his case heard before an
industrial tribunal. His withdrawal followed advice by lawyers that he was unlikely to succeed
(The Guardian, 21.3.90).

(211) Results of the research carried out by N. Jewson and D. Mason of the University of Leicester in
SOCIOLOGY, vol, 20, 1989, No 1, p. 43. The authors suggest that management can manipulate
the formal rules to their own advantage and keep management white and male.

(212) Elisabeth Burney (1988): 'Steps to Racial Equality: Positive Action in a Negative Climate',
Runnymede Trust, London. Ms Burney points out that in spite of legislation and campaigns to
improve the situation, non-whites have not made a breakthrough into the mainstream of
economic life. Job prospects for them remain as bad as when the Race Relations Act was
passed in 1968. ln its reaction, the Commission for Racial Equality said that the report underlined
its own findings: that it was twice as hard for black people to get jobs as it was for whites (The
Times & The Guardian, 15.3.88).

(2r3) One psychiatrist at the conference pointed out that the rate of diagnosed schizophrenia was 16
times higher for British-born blacks aged 16-19 years than for British born whites (The
Independent, 25.1 .90). A study published in October 1988 in the review 'Psychological Medicine'
already warned that children of immigrants from the Caribbean living in the UK were up to ten
times more likely than white children to develop schizophrenia in adulthood. The study
concludes that the discrepancy rnay be due in part to reactions induced by racial discrimination,
but strongly warns against oversimplification. lt notes that higher rates of mental illness have
been found in some other first generation immigrants, compared with those in their adopted
country. But in these cases, rates of mental illness have dropped to around those of the adopted
country in the second generation. Among Caribbeans, the trend is just the opposite (The
Guard ian,  31,10.88) .
See also: Roland Littlewood & Morris Lipsedge (1989): 'Aliens and Alienists', Unwin Hyman,
London.

(214) The Times, 4.1.88.

(zts) The Daily Telegraph, 2.1.90.

lzto; An examination ol reading material used in 196 primary schools in a Northern industrial city in
1986 showed that ethnic minorities are massively underportrayed by comparison with white
people and are often characterized in terms of racial stereotypes. One of the more 'enlighlened'

series of books showed that blacks and other minorities were presented in roles including that of
cannibal chief, house painter, construction worker and magician (The Independent, 22.7.87)

(217) According to the findings of a research programme published on2.12.87, the overwhelming
majority of young people were politically illiterate with no conception of how Parliament, political
parties or the economy operated. The only party whose policies were well-known was the
National Front and its commitment to the enforced expulsion of non-whites. 'Feeling that
something must be done in the face of economic decline, they were drawn to the conclusion that
the repatriation of non-white immigrants was the only possible policy', says the report. The
researchers found that many young people conceded that with greater knowledge they would
have reached different conclusions and expressed regret that they had not been taught more
about pol i t ics in school (The Guardian, 3.12.1987).

(218) Written statement by Mr M. Elliott (PE 139.280).
(21e) Under this rule, a foreign spouse of a UK resident is required to prove that the 'primary purpose'

of their marriage was not to gain entry into the UK.

1zeol As of March 1988, it became known that the Government was refusing to incorporate DNA blood
testing into immigration procedures. To have such tests done privately, applicants have to pay
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several hundred pounds (see Migration Newssheet, April 1988, June & July 1989; The
I ndependen t, 27 .7 .88\.

(21) Mail  on Sunday, 20.5.90.

(" ')  op. ci t . ,  note No 217.

Scotland

(223) Migration Newssheet, September 1986.

(224) According to a survey carried out in 1988 by the Scottish Council for Racial Equality, more than
80% of Pakistanis and lndians experienced racist abuse, with 58% of Indians registering a
physical attack. Asian women out shopping have been bombed with polythene bags full of urine.
Dogs have been set on them. They have had excrement, burning mats and firecrackers thrust
through mail  boxes. (The Guardian, 13.4.88).

(2) The Scotsman, 5/8.6.89; 16 & 17.1.90; Evening News (Edinburgh),5-18.5.89; 6/8/10.6.89.

Wales

(226) Western Mail, 9.7.90.

Austria

(za) The Deputy Mayor of Linz provoked a scandal in July 1987 when he wrote to the President of the
World Jewish Congress, criticizing the latter's actions against Dr Waldheim, saying that he was
behaving like his fellow Jews who'condemned Christ to death 2 000 years ago ... '(Le Monde,
11.7.87').

(228) Libdration, 9.1 1.88.

(22e) lts most important gain was in Carinthia where it increased its score by 13 percentage points to
29%, receiving 11 seats of a total of 36. lt gained six seats in Salzburg (+2) and 5 (+3) in Tyrol (Le
Monde,  11/14.3,89) .

Switzerland

lzso; Le Monde, 18.8.89.

(231)  Neue Zürcher  Ze i tung,9,  11,  14,  27.11.89.

(232) Tribune de Genöve, 13.12.89.

lzee) La Libre Belgique, 17.4.90.

(2e) Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 14120.1.90.

(235) Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 15/16.1.89.

Nonray

1zso1 The Independent, 21.8.89.

(23?) Migration Newssheet, June 1989.

(2s) Lib6ration, 15/16.10.88.

(23e) The Independent, 21.8.89.
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Sweden
(2a0) News & Views, Stockholm; 19.1.89.
(24r) The initiator, Mr S.O. Olsson of the local Centre Party, is believed to have a pro-Nazi past and is

very much against the presence of foreigners. His action was condemned by his own party's
national leader, Mr Johansson (see Le Monde,29 & 31.10.1987).

(242) Like the decision one year earlier to hold the referendum, the outcome caused great indignation
throughout the nation. The only 'visible'foreigners in this farming borough ate a Chilean couple.
The others, mostly Poles, have been residing there for a long time and have married Swedes.
One member of its local council who voted against holding the referendum, Baroness Ramel of
the Conservative Party and President of the local Committee on Social Affairs, offered parts of
her family's property to accommodate refugees in response to the Council's claim that there was
a housing shortage (see Le Monde, 20.9.88; News & Views, 22.9.88; El Pais, 17.9.88).

(243) News & Views, 17.12.87.
(24) Sydsvenskan, 13.8,89.

1z+s) Le Monde, 16.5.90.

Finland
(246) Le Monde, 22.8.87; Die Welt, 14.9.87.

East and Central Europe (of the Warsaw Pact)
(247) Frankfurter Rundschau, 30.4.90.
(248) Frankfurter Rundschau, 4, 19.4.90; Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 17.4.90; Süddeutsche

Zeitung, 19.4.90; La Libre Belgique, 14.4.90.
(2ae) Article by Vitaly Vitalyyev, 'Seeds of a Racist Disaster', in The Guardian, 20.2.90.
(2s) American Jewish Year Book, 1989.

See also collection of articles on antisemitism in East and Central Europe entitled 'L'anti-

s6mitisme dans les pays de I'Est' in Le Nouvel Obseruateur, 20 March-4 April 1990.

German Democratic Republic
(251) Already in 1987, The Guardian (16"11.87) reported that there was a growing problem with

neo-Nazi youths who'patrol'the streets clad with black paramilitary dress, with parachute boots
and closely shaven heads. Armed with chains and knuckledusters, they raid youth clubs and
beat up punks, pacifists and environmentalists and even State youth groups. They tell jokes
about Jews which older people thought they would never hear again - and similarly racist ones
about Turks. Slogans such as 'gas them all' and 'blacks out' have appeared on wails.

(tu') op. cit., note No 57.
See also: INFORMATION from Aigali Dshunussqw, National Executive member responsible for
foreigners, SPD in der DDR, East Berl in, 6 February 1990.

(253) Frankfurter Al lgemeine Zeitung, 1.8.88; Lib6ration, 20.1 0.88.
( 'zs) Stuttgarter Zeitung, 4.1.90; Frankfurter Rundschau, 19.1.90.
( '?ss) Stuttgarter Zeitung, 4.1.90; Frankfurter Rundschau, 19.1.90.
('?$) Süddeutsche Zeitung, 4.4.90.
(2s7) Catherine David, 'RDA: le retour du refoul6' in Nouvel Obseruateur,29 March-4 Apri l  1990.
(2s) Lib6ration, 7.5.90.
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Chapter 4:

Community action since 1986

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Of the 40 recommendations contained in the Evrigenis report, only a few have
been fully implemented so far and none has led to significant changes in anti-racism
legislation, nor to action at the Community level to confront and tackle the root causes of
racism and xenophobia,

4.1.2. On the other hand, a number of activities carried out by the Committee of Experts
on Community Relations of the European Committee on Migration (CDMG) of the Council
of Europe under its five-year programme on inter-community relations fallwithin the scope
of some of these recommendations. Such activities involve representatives of each of its
(now 23) Member States, as well as a few international organizations as observers,
including the Commission of the European Communities.

4.1.3. lt can, of course, be argued that even when fully implemented, such activities do
not entail any binding obligations on the part of its Member States and the reports and
attached recommendations merely serue to inform and remind its Member States of what
they should do to ensure and promote harmonious co'existence among the various ethnic
communities and minorit ies in Europe.

4.1.4. However, a number of the recommendations of the Evrigenis report are designed
to be preventive or 'pre-emptive' measures and should have been carried out at the
initiative of the Community institutions or even in collaboration with the Council of Europe
to enhance the importance these institutions attach to combating racism and xenophobia.

4.1.5. As we shall see, the lack of concrete measures to combat racism and
xenophobia cannot be seen as simply a lack of initiative on the part of the Commission as
the matter is far more complex, and it would be unfair to deny that the Commission has, in
fact, been putting forward proposals and taking initiatives to combat racism and
xenophobia.

4.1.6. lt must be pointed out that the European Parliament as such could also have
taken constructive initiatives to promote, for example by symposiums, a wider recognition
and understanding of the problems identified in the previous Committee of Inquiry.

4.1.7. Explaining the Commission's position, Mr M. Marin, the former Commissioner for
Social Affairs and Employment, said: 'lt is easy for the Commission to submit documents
or init iatives to the Council of Ministers, but our work does not end there'(t).As there is
strong reluctance on the part of the Council of Ministers to approve measures by a
qualified majority, in the sense of Article 1 18 A of the 1986 European Single Act for the
implementation of social policy, initiatives are either subject to long delays in the Council of
Ministers or they are watered down, if not completely abandoned, by the Commission on
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the grounds of political necessities, believing lhat unanimous approval will not be
obtained (2),

4.1,8. lt is necessary to underline that the Community institutions were not expected to
deal with a number of recommendations of the Evrigenis repoil which are clearly
addressed to the Member States. As we have seen in the preceding chapter, these
recommendations have virtually fallen on deaf ears in most Member States with the
resulting virulent upsurge of racism and xenophobia in several of them.

4.2. Recommendations fully implemented at the Community level

4.2.1. We shall mention here two recommendations of the Evrigenis report which have
been fully implemented so far at the Community level. These are the 1986 Joint
Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia (3) and the Eurobarometer survey on racism
and xenophobia in the European Community f), A part of the recommendation on
providing information on legal recourse has also been realized within the framework of a
People's Europe (5). The Commission has also undertaken initiatives in view of imple-
menting others, some of which are still in progress whereas others have been abandoned
or rnodified to avoid rejection by the Council of Ministers.

The 1986 Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia

4.2.2. The 'declaration against racism, racial discrimination and xenophobia and in
favour of harmonious relations among all the communities existing in Europe' (para. 379)
was signed jointly on 11 June 1986 by the Presidents of the Parliament, the Commission
and the Council, and the representatives of the Member States meeting within the Council.
This Joirit Declaration was significant in that it was only the second time since the signing
of the Treaty of Rome in 1957 that a solemn declaration was made which would enable
organizations or individuals in any Member State to urge their government to abide by the
spirit of the Joint Declaration and implement measures to combat racism and xenophobia.

4.2.3. However, its impact was not as significant as it might have been. Described at
the time by the German MEP, Mr F.L. von Stauffenberg (PPE), currently chairman of the
European Parliament Committee on LegalAffairs and Citizens' Rights, as a'simple insipid
document'(6),the reply given by Mrs Adam-Schwaetzer to a question concerning the
Council's follow-up action to this Declaration disappointed many. In her capacity as
President-in-Office of the Council, she said on 14 June 1988 that it was 'not a question of
recommendations that have been put to the various Member States: it is a declaration' (7).

4.2.4. This answer given by Mrs Adam-Schwaetzer was in contrast to an earlier, more
positive reply by the Council to a written question submitted by members of all political
groups in the European Parliament (except the European Right), requesting the Councilto
state what actions it envisaged to give etfect to the recommendations of the Evrigenis
report. Stressing that'racisrnand xenophobia as such äre a matter of public policy inäach
individual Member State', the Council neveftheless considered that racism and xenopho-
bia'may (...) be an obstacle to the actualexercise of freedom of movement of persons, and
in particular of workers within the Community'(8).
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4.2.5. However, as the Council considers that the Joint Declaration is a'declaration of
principle' and is only a 'basis on which we work', not wanting to take stock of 'any

information on what the individual Member States, acting on their own responsibility, have
done to enforce this declaration'(e), and there is so far no effective structure of migrants
associations operating at the Community level that has the means to take coordinated
action in influencing Member States to implement the recommendations of the Evrigenis
report, the Joint Declaration has remained, 'sheets of paper', with no means of checking
whether or not these recommendations are put into practice'(to).

Eurobarometer study on racism and xenophobia in the European Community

4.2.6. The Eurobarometer study on racism and xenophobia in the European Commun-
ity, as recommended in paragraph 386 of the Evrigenis report, was finally conducted in
October and November 1988, and the results officially presented to the European
Parl iament on 21 November 1989 (11).

4.2.7. The survey confirms the seriousness of racism and/or xenophobia in Europe as
one European in three believes that there are too many people of another nationality or
race in his or her country and 'a considerable minority of those questioned' considered the
presence of immigrants in their country as a rather negative factor for the future,

4.2.8. On the other hand, 'three out of four EC citizens are in favour of improving, or at
least maintaining, the rights of immigrants and they count on the European institutions to
do this' and 'one European in three would like to see the adoption of Community-wide
legislation in relation to non-nationals residing in a Member State'. Besides, 'only one
European in five is in favour of unilateral decisions taken by individual Member States with
respect to foreigners from third states'(12).

4.2.9. The survey concludes: 'lt is now up to the European lnstitutions to take the
appropriate measures in the field of integration and tolerance of people with different
nationality, race, religion and culture, taking the direction indicated by the opinion of the
majority of EC citizens'(13).

4.3. Recommendations on which some action has been taken at the
Community level

4.3.1. Definit ion of the Commission's competence on migration policies in
relation to non-member countries

4.3.1.1. As shown in the Runnymede Trust study (see below), migrants' ' inferior status'
in society is maintained and reinforced by'institutionalized racism' permitted by national
legislation which clearly discriminates against them,

4.3.1.2. Along the l ines of the recommendation referring to a Community policy on
migration (para. 376), an important step was taken by the Commission when it adopted,
prior to the Evrigenis repofi, a decision on I July 1985 to set up 'a prior communication and
consultation procedure on migration policies in relation to non-member countries'(to).As
explained by the Commission (tu), 'this was the best way to develop its prerogatives and its
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jurisdiction as far as imrnigratlon problerns were concerned and to iry, above all, to
introduce some consistency into national immigration policies'.

4,3.1.3. Using as its legal basis Anicle 118 of the Treaty of Rome, this Decision
imposed the obligation on each Member State to give prior notice to both the Commission
and the olher Member States of draft national or international agreements to be
implemented with regard to third country migrants and members of their families in areas
of entry, residence and employment, including illegalentry, residence and employment, as
well as in the realization of equality of treatment in living and working conditions, wages
and economic rights, the promotion of integration into, the workforce, society and cultural
life, and the voluntary return of such persons to their countries of origin.

4.3.1.4. Acting upon such information, either the Commission or a Member State would
be able to set up a consultation procedure between the Commission and the Member
States for the mutual exchange of information in view of identifying common problems and
then proceed to seek a joint response from the Member States through Community
measures and guidelines for national legislation, particularly as regards international
instruments relating to migration.

4.3.1.5. Five Member Staies, Denmark, France, the FRG, the Nletherlands and the
UK (tu), fail ing to Eet the Councilto annulthe Commission's Decision, f i led complaints with
the European Court of Justice, arguing that the Commission's Decision was not within its
cornpetence, that the legal basis used, viz. Article 118, did not empower the Gomrnission
to adopt a binding decision, and that migration policies vis-ä-vis third countries were
outside the scope of social affairs as defined by the said Article.

4.3.1.6. The complaints by Denmark, the Netherlands and the UK were declared
inadmissible as they had passed the deadline, Allowing the complaints of the FHG and
France, ihe furopean Court's ruling on 9 July 1987 annulled a part of the Commissic'n's
Decisicn on the grounds that the latter was not competent to include the sultural
integration of third country migrants and their families among the aims of the consultation
procedure. ln addition, this procedure may not have the aim of ensurlng that measures
adopted by Member States in the above-nrentioned areas (of entry, residence and
employment of third country migrants, including illegal entry residence and ernployment,
etc) conform with Communig policies and actions (tt).

4.3.1.7. As for the claim by France and the FRG that the Cornmission's Decision had
violated an impoftant rule of procedure in that it had not consulted the Economic and
Social üommittee (ESC), as required under the said Article 1 18, the Court ruled that the
Commission had to consult the ESC only when it was proposing concrete measures.

4.3"1.8. The very positive aspect of the Court's ruling is that it rejected the argument
that migration policies vis-ä-vis non-mernber countries are outside the scope of the said
Article 118 and it underlines that the employment situation, and more generally the
improvement of living and working conditions in the Community, is affected by Mernber
States' policies towards third country nationals.

4.3,1.9. Taking into account the Court's ruling, the Commission's decision was
amended on 8 June 1988 (18), and it was stated that cooperation between Member Staies
in the social field was also to be applied to migration policies in relation to non-nrernber
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countries 'in that the power to arrange consultation granted to the Commission (...)
authorizes it to adopt rules of a binding nature'.

4.3.1.10. Since the publication of this decision, some Member States have adopted
certain controversial migration policies vis-ä-vis third countries. The Commission has, on
at least two occasions, requested more information from the Member States concerned,
but no consultation procedure has yet taken place.

4.3.1 .1 1 . Requested by the European Coüncil of Hanover in June 1988, the Commis-
sion's reporl on the 'Social lntegration of Third Country Migrants residing on a Permanent
and Lavyful Basis in the Member States'{1e) was presented to the European Council of
Strasbourg on 4-5 December 1989. A proposal, elaborated at the start of the study, aimed
at granting non-EC immigrants the same rights as EC nationals after a period of residence
of five years for refugees, and 10 years for others, was not included in the final report.

4.3.2. Information Handbook 
r

4.3.2.1. ln response to criticisms of the absence of an adequate information policy on
migrants' rights, and having regard to the recommendation on information of the Evrigenis
report (para. 385), the Commission issued information sheets contained in a ring flle,
providing systematic information on the right of migrant workers with respect to freedom of
movement (20).

4.3.2.2. Although this Handbook constitutes a most valuable collection of information
on migrants' rights, equal treatment for men and women, social security for migrant
workers, etc., it falls quite short of what was intended in the recommendation concerned.
There is no list of names, addresses and telephone nurnbers of counsellinE and legal
advice service for migrants, immigrants, refugees and persons seeking a reception centre.
Moreover, it deals essentially with the rights of Community nationals and nothing is
mentioned on third country nationals.

4.3.2.3. This recommendation of the Evrigenis report proposed that copies of such a
directory be made available at all points of entry into the Community. lts implementation is
all the more necessary in view of more stringent controls at the external Communi$
frontiers to compensate for the lifting of internal Community frontiers.

4.3.3" A comparative law study

4.3.3.1. Soon after the adoption of the Evrigenis report, the Commission requested a
UK foundation, the Runnymede Trust, to carry out a comparative law study on the
10 Member States (Fortugal and Spain were not yet rnembers).

4.3.3,2. The report, entitled 'Altei'native Approaches to the Problem of Protection
against Racism and Xenophobia in Mernber States of the European Communities'(21),
pointed in particular to 'institutionalized discrimination brought about by existinE discrim-
inatory national legislation and procedures, iegally depriving non-natlonal residents of
equal rights wiih nationals. This in turn erihanced racism and discriminatory behaviour
even towards naturalized ethnic minorit ies.

1 0 1
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4.3.3.3. The report notes that 'racism and xenophobia in Member States can be
overcome only if a clear lead in practical action is taken by the Community institutions and
by the state authorities'. lt recommends not only new legislation, but also'a detailed and
determined work-out of enforcement and administrative procedures appropriate to each
state's administrative system'and the'alternative approaches' it recommends'will involve
rejecting some aspects of contemporary nationalism and redefining the character of the
community within a state's jurisdiction' (22).

4.3.3.4. As almost all of these recommendations appeared to be within the exclusive
competence of the Member States and the Commission was unwilling to enter into conflict
with the Member States, no follow-up was given to the report. Instead, the Commission's
attention has been focused on more modest initiatives.

4.3.4. Migrant women and employment

4.3.4.1. The Commission organized a seminar on 'migrant women and employment'on
17-18 September 1987 during which the numerous and various forms of discrimination
experienced by migrant women were revealed (23). Included in the recommendations was
the request that the Commission should encourage positive actions in all Member States
to combat discrimination.

4.3.4.2. Within the Commission, the problems raised were seen by some as those
which should be tackled with the programme of equal opportunities and by others as
matters related to racism and xenophobia. The second line of reasoning was swept under
the carpet and in relation to the first, the Commission adopted in 1988 a Communication to
the Councilon the socialsituation and employment of migrant women aimed at promoting
a better socialand professional insertion of migrant women (,0). In addition, the final repoil
of the seminar (2s) resulted in the realization of a few minor studies with some small grants
from the Commission,

4.3.5. Youth against racism

4.3.5.1. The Commission funded and took part in the conference on'Youth against
Racism', organized by the Youth Forum of the European Community on 18-20 April 1986.

4.3.5.2. Denouncing the empty verbal promises of measures against racism, the Youth
Forum said that 'it is time for action' and issued a Newsletter in August 1986 'to serve as a
permanent link between young people who are concerned by the problems of racism and
xenophobia'. This publication never went beyond issue No 1.

4.3.5.3, In that same year, on g-10 January 1986, a colloquy with the same theme,'Youth against Racism' was organized by the Federation of the Green-Alternative
European Link (GRAEL) of the European Parliament. ln its note of address, the Youth
Forum gave notice of other projects, namely a series of information brochures and
dossiers aimed a promoting a new line of thinking based on the principle of respect for the
particulari$ of each member of society. This material would be intended for schools and
youth organizations ("). Likewise, none of them ever saw the light of day.
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4.3.6. Funds set aside for conducting information campaigns

4.3.6.1. As of 1987, the budget l ine for activit ies of non-governmental organizations
pursuing humanitarian aims and promoting human rights (Arlicle 303) included an amount
set aside for conducting information campaigns on the dangers of racism and fascism in
accordance with the 1986 Joint Declaration. This budget line has to cover a wide range of
projects in the human rights field, including support for rehabilitation centres for torture
victims and joint research programmes. For this reason, only a small part (ECU 50 000) is
allocated for such information campaigns.

4.4. Recommendations whose implementation is still in progress

4.4.1. The ' lntercommunity Forum' or 'Migrants' Forum'

4.4.1.1. The one recommendation on which associations of ethnic minorit ies and of
those working in favour of ethnic minorities have been placing great hopes is the
'lntercommunity Forum', the idea and the desired composition of which have changed or
evolved in the last four years. This recommendation (para. 39) proposed that'lnstitutions
and associations opposed to racism, and immigrants' organizations, trade unions,
professional organizations and other bodies concerned' be called upon to set up an
Intercommunity Forum 'under the aegis of the European Communities on the model of the
Youth Forum. This body's main tasks should be to provide an exchange of information and
improve the coordination and allocation of duties in action and research. The Forum would
be financed by the Communities' budget'.

4.4.1.2. The proposal was not new. In the Commission's communication to the Council
on'Guidel ines for  a Community Pol icy on Migrat ion'on 1 March 1985, among the
init iatives which the Commission proposed was to'promote the regrouping, at Community
level, of migrant associations, in order to facilitate the dialogue between migrant circles
and the Community institutions' (2t).

4.4.1.3. This was reaffirmed by the Council in its resolution of 16 July 1985 when it
recognized 'the desirability of a dialogue at the Community level with associations of
migrant workers'(28).

4.4.1.4. At a debate on immigration policy in the European Parliament's plenary
session on 8 October 1986, the then Commissioner for Social Affairs and Employment,
Mr M. Marin, underlined the problems ol bringing together migrant workers' associations
on a joint project, which he called a 'federal forum'. Nevertheless, he told Parliament that
the Commission 'wil l succeed in setting up a federal model (.,.)for this type of association
which should be able to begin its work in the coming year'(2e),

4.4.1 .5. Earlier that year in 1986, the Commission requested a European agency (to) to
carry out a study drawing up a listing of all associations of migrantsiethnic minorities in the
12 Member States. The addresses of about 1 800 were obtained by this agency and a
questionnaire was sent to them, asking, i.a., about their interest in getting involved in a
Community forum. Of the 210 replies received, 141 considered the coordination of their
actions at the Community level as desirable. The Commission was not satisfied with the
results.
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4.4.1.6. The agency continued its research, improving its data on migrants' associa-
tions. As for the Commission, nothing more was said or done. Exactly one year later during
a debate on discrimination against immigrant women ('t), Mr Marin made absolutely no
mention of it. Although the matter was not forgotten, no fudher initiatives were taken. The
dossier was considered to be too complicated and complex as it involved a very large
number of immigrant associations of various nationalities, political tendencies and aims.

4.4.1.7. At a European Parliament plenary debate on racism, the successor to
Mr Marin, Ms Papandreou, referred to the forum, saying that, i.a., the 'sheer number of
organizations of this type which exist and the varying degrees of representativeness which
they have' could bring about 'real difficulties'(32).

4.4.1.8. The delays bred frustrations among immigrants' associations and within the
European Parliament. Informed of the strong desire of some associations of migrants or
working in favour of migrants to have a forum set up as soon as possible, but lacking the
means to do so, namely the'Migreurope initiative', the European Parliament decided to
give some momentum to the issue and, to mark the second anniversary of the Joint
Declaration, voted for the allocation of a sum of ECU 500 000 to be set aside in the 1989
Community budget for the setting up of a 'European Forum for Migrants'(*).

4.4.1.9. In a resolution adopted by the European Parliament in February 1989, the latter
'welcomes the establishment of the Migreurope organization which will provide a direct
interface for immigrants with the Community institutions' (il), Although it could not claim to
represent all migrant associations in the 12 Member States at its constituent assembly, it
was set up as a structure, but has not been able to go further because of lack of funding.

4.4.1.10. At the meeting of the Committee of Inquiry on20-21 December 1989, the
Commission stated that all of the allocated sum had been spent, but there was still no
'Migrants Forum'.

4.4.1.11. One month earlier, the Spanish MEP, Ms T. Domingo Segarra raised a
question as to when the torum of migrant workers' associations would be set up since
funds had been set aside for this purpose in the 1989 Community budget (35),

4.4.1.12. She was informed that the Commission had requested a study on existing
associations of migrants in order to make a selection based on their quantitative and
qualitative representativeness and the results would be made known before the end of
1989.... Based on these results, the Commission would organize a large consultative
meeting with these selected organizations in order to determine the beneficial and
practical conditions of setting up the Forum. This study was financed by the funds set
aside in the 1989 budget for the setting up of the Forum (36).

4.4.1.13. Although the Commission was aware of the fact that the agency which carried
out the first study had updated and improved its information on migrants'associations, it
preferred to contact another agency to carry out the study, the results of which again failed
to meet the Commission's approval. The 'large consultative meeting', scheduled lor the
beginning of 1990 did not therefore take place.

4.4.1.14. The kind of forum envisaged by the Commission is much more l imited than
what is recommended in the Evrigenis repod. Not only would it exclude institutions and
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associations opposed to racism, trade unions, professional organizations and 'other

bodies concerned', but also its composition would mainly consist of migrants from third
countries, although Community migrants would not be excluded.

4.4.1.15. The Commission requested yet another study and the results are believed to
be more acceptable this time. The idea of the Commission now is to have a much smaller
meeting, bringing together a maximum number of five delegates per Member State from
representative associations of third country migrants whose task will be to agree on the
setting up of the forum which will receive an initial budget of ECU 300 000 for its operation
and activities.

4.4.1.16. The Commission's interpretation of the kind of forum to be set up clearly
deviates from what is recommended in the Evrigenis report. In the light of the major
institutional ruling of the European Court of Justice handed down on 22 May 1990-(37),
Parliament may öhoose to submit this matter to the European Court for annulment of the
Commission's act.

4.4.2. Commission's proposal to combat racism and xenophobia

4.4.2.1. On 22 June 1988, the Commission approved a draft Council resolution on
combating racism and xenophobia which was submitted to the latter on 29 June 1988 (38).

4.4.2.2. Preceding the text of the draft Council resolution is a communication from the
Commission to the Council on the fight against racism and xenophobia, containing a
series of proposals in three areas: legal or institutional, information, and education and
professional training.

4.4.2.3. ln the first area, the Commission proposes the encouragement and ameliora-
tion of existing national legislation on equal rights for all and fundamental rights as wellas
facilitating the possibility öf groups/anti-racist associations to act as plaintiffs in cases of
discriminätion. ln addition, it proposes a more restrictive definition of the concept of
'legitimate grounds' which often serves as a pretext to refuse to provide goods and
services and employment, and proposes the setting up of mediation structures to dealwith
problems of employment and housing.

4.4,2.4. Measures in the field ol information, education and training include initiatives
on research, opinion surveys, inter-community and inter-cultural relations, sensibilization
of national citizens, special training for teachers and those in state bodies who work with or
are in regular contact with migrants, and the development of teaching of mother tongues
and cultures.

4.4.2.5. None of these proposals is new. They are all part of the recommendations
contained in the Evrigenis report. Moreover, they constitute 'merely a programme -

almost just a prospectus outlining what the Councilcould do on this question (of combating
racism and xenophobia)'(se). The reason for this, as explained by Mrs V. Papandreou
before the Parliamentary plenary on 13 February 1989 (40), was'serious and well-founded
doubts (...) regarding the Commission's competence to institute binding action in this field'.

4.4.2.6. This is a clear reference to the European Court's ruling of 9 July 1987 which, as
earlier stated, confirmedthe Commission's competence to adopt rules of a binding nature
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by virtue of the second paragraph of Article 1 18, with the exception of measures to
promote cultural integration (see above).

4.4.2.7. By letter of 12 July 1988, the President of the Council consulted the President
of the European Parliament on the proposed Council resolution which was then
fonryarded, on 12 October 1988, to the Committee on LegatAffairs and Citizens' Rights as
the committee responsible, and to the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport, as well as to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment for
their opinion,

4.4.2.8. On 21 September 1988, the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights
appointed the Spanish MEP, Mr M. Medina Ortega (S) ai the rapporteur and his report
was unanimously adopted at the committee's meeting on 21-22 November 1988.

4.4.2.9. Although the Council's consultation of Parliament on this draft resolution
created a precedent and was a positive step, the rapporteur described the move as 'more
surprising as to the form than to the substance' (ar). Referring to the substance of the draft
Council resolution, he said that it 'does not introduce äny significant new element
compared with the recommendations in the report of the Parliament's Committee of
Inquiry and limits itself to repeating most of these. Since Parliament has not changed its
opinion on this subject since it adopted the report in question, it seems rather pointiess to
ask it again for an opinion which it has already stated'.

4.4.2.10. When this report was presented to the plenary in February 1989, the
ovenruhelming majority of the 265 MEPs present voted in favour of the draft resolution
contained in the reply. Only some members of the European Democratic Alliance (RDE)
and all but one member of the European Right.(DR) voted against.

4.4.2.11. lt must be noted that in the opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs and
Citizens' Rights, a legislative text was missing from the draft Council resolütion. The only
legal base mentioned is the European Single Act and Mr Medina Ortega adviseö
specifying other legal provisions, namely Article 220 of the Treaty of Rome on Cooperation
between Member States on the protection of rights of persons and Article 235 of the same
which provides for the extension of the Community jurisdiction and includes an obligation
to consult the European Parliament.

4.4.2.12. By letter of 11 July 1988, the Council consulted the Economic and Social
Committee as well. The latter fonruarded the draft Council resolution to the Section for
Social, Family, Education and Cultural Affairs which appointed Lady Flather as the
rapporteur to draft an opinion.

4.4.2.13. This section adopted the opinion on 10 November 1988 and at its meeting on
23 November 1988, the Economic and Social Committee adopted the opinion Oy tOS
votes in favour and three abstentions (02).

4.4.2.14. The opinion expresses 'deep disappointment that only a proposal for a
Council resolution is presented rather than an effective policy displäying-a ieal political
commitment to combat racism'and 'insists that all EC nationals, including those who are
from ethnic minorities, are assured a share of and a future in a 'Peopleb Europe'.
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4.4.2.15. Moreover, the opinion calls for effective monitoring of racial discrimination,
harassment and disadvantage throughout the Community, to be followed up by effective
counter measures supervised by a 'Commissioner against Racism'.

4.4.2.16. Almost four years after the Commission submitted this proposal for a
resolution, the Social Affairs Council finally adopted it at its meeting on 29 May 1990.
Despite the fact that this resolution does not have a binding character, and therefore falls
quite short of what Parliament would have preferred, the final text that was adopted has
been so much watered down that it no longer resembles the one which the Commission
submitted on 29 June 1988. The Council had earlier insisted that the resolution be adopted
by both the Commission and itself. The Commission refused to associate itself with it and
withdrew.

4.4.2.17. In order to overcome the opposition of the UK delegation, the 11 other
Member States agreed to delete from the text reference to non-EC nationals (43). Even the
phrase calling for the 'urgent introduction of a preventative education and information
policy to promote intercultural understanding and a clear and objective appreciation of the
situation of migrant workers' was suppressed.

4.4.2.18. Deleting the reference to third country nationals was, in fact, the last straw as
the Commission had earlier given in to several other compromises which had greatly
weakened the text. The mentioning of racism and xenophobia as constituting an obstacle
to the free movement of persons within the Community was deleted, as so was the
Commission's undertaking 1o promote the organization of migrants' associations at
Community level so as to facilitate the dialogue between the migrant community and the
Community institutions'.

4.4.2.19. Member States are no longer to be 'invited' to collaborate with the
Commission to 'produce a report every three years assessing the position as regards the
integration of migrant communities', and the'Commission's intention to submit a repod on
the application of this resolution within a period of three years from the date of its adoption,
having assembled the necessary inlormation from the Member States'(4) also had to be
abandoned.

4.4.2.20. Moreover, a declaration is annexed to the resolution which specifies that the
implementation of the latter may not lead to an enlargement of the competences of the
European institutions as defined by the Treaties.

4.4.2.21. The Council described the final text adopted as an important step forward
aimed at eliminating racism and xenophobia among citizens of the various Member
States. The European Parliament's view is, that in apparently refusing to include non-EC
residents within the scope of the resolution, the resolution adopted signifies a step
backward since it clearly goes against not only the spirit but also the contents of the June
1986 Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia.
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4.5. Measures implemented by the Gouncil/l/lember States

4.5.1. European dimension in education

4.5,1.1. On 24May 1988, the Council and the Ministers of Education of the 12 Member
States meeting within the Council adopted a resolution on the European dimension on
education (45). During the period 1988 to 1992, the 12 Member States would launch a
series of concerted measures to, i.a., 'strengthen in young people a sense of European
identi$ and make clear to them the value of European civilization and of the foundations
on which the European peoples intend to base their development today, that is in
particular the safeguarding of the principles of democracy, socialjustice and respect for
human rights'.

4.5.1.2. The resolution undertakes 'to encourage contacts and meetings across
borders between pupils and teachers from different Member States at all levels in order to
give them direct experience of European integration and the realities of life in other
European countries'.

4.5.1.3. A 'European civic education textbook' as recommended in paragraph 392 of
the Evrigenis report has not been prepared. Similarly, nothing has come out of the
recommendation in paragraph 395 concerning the 'preparation of a European textbook of
contemporary history on the basis of work already done by the Council of Europe and by
UNESCO'. This is particularly desirable owing to the pressing need to insert into the
school curriculum lessons on the crimes committed by the European fascist and
totalitarian regimes, particularly their acts of genocide. Otherwise, the horrors of World
War ll will soon be forgotten with the disappearance of the generations who witnessed and
experienced these crimes.

4.5.1.4. Moreover, in the promotion of such cultural exchanges for pupils and teachers,
as well as for youths as in the Youth for Europe (YES) action programme (see below),
certain Member States make no exceptions to the rules on entry visa requirements and
this results in exclusion and discrimination against pupils and youths of third country
nationality (46).

4.5.2. Youth exchange programmes

4.5.2.1. On 16 June 1988, the Council issued a decision outl ining an action programme
on 'Youth for Europe' (YES) (ot) in order to promote international youth exchanges in the
Community, as recommended in paragraph 396 of the Evrigenis report, from 1 July 1988
to 31 December 1991 .

4.5.2.2. Although the programme is designed'in particular, to encourage the participa-
tion of young people who experience the most difficulties in being included in existing
programmes of exchanges between the Member States', and aims at extending
participation, 'in particular, to young people from all kinds of social, economic and cultural
backgrounds', youths who are Community residents, but not Community nationals, are
often excluded. Besides, as most of such youths require entry visas to travel from the
Member State in which they are residing to another one, 'the various financial, legal and
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administrative obstacles which rnay inhibii participation in, or the organization of, youth

exchanges', as rnentioned in the Councii decision, will remain for them'

4.8.9. 1g77 directive on the education of the children of rnigrant workers

4.S.g,1 . On 2 August 1977,the President of the Council addressed the dlrective on the
education of the cliildren of migrant workers (77l466lEEC of 25.V.77\ to the Member
States (€). Accorcting to Article +-ot tnis directive, Mernber States were given until 2 August
1gB1 to comply wltfr it. The directive itself covered only children from Community
countries, but'a declaration was added to the minutes of the Council meeting when liwas
adopted stating that the provisions rnade under the directive should also cover children
from third countries.

4.5.3.2. According to the reporl presented on 3 January 1989 on the implementation of
this directive by the Member States (as the reference year for this second Commission
report is 1g84-äS, it does not cover Spain and Portugal) (otl, the results are on the whole
quite unsatisfactory as only the Federal Republic of Germany and especially the
Netherlands have made adequate provisions for the teaching of the languages and
cultures of origin of the children of migrant workers, In other Mernber States, this directive
was either ignöred or given very little ättention, though it is certainly the ga|e,for example,
that in the Ünited Kin$dom mahy local authorities are implementing policies encouraging
mother tongue teaching.

4.5.0.3. The Commission's report cites lhe situation of lreland, which has passed no
legislative or administrative measures at all, and Greece where, despite a presidential
deiree providing for reception classes and tuition in the Greek languqge for immigrants,
no impl'ementin-g measuie has been reported to the Commission'(uo). In addition, 'it

appears that ceitain Member States have taken no formal measures to provide for the
iniiiat anO further training of teachers who are to be responsible for reception education.
These states are lreland, ltaly and Greec€'(sr;.

4.6. Measures implernented by the European Parliament

4.6.1. A number of the measures taken by the European Parliament have already been
mentioned. On various occasions, its members representing all political groups (except
the European Right) have expressed their concern over the absence of initiatives by the
Commuriity to cürb'the upsurge of racism and xenophobla in the Member States wlth
questions io the Commission, ihe Counciland the European politicalcooperation group of
Foreign Ministers. ln most cases, the replies were unsatisfactory and/or evasive'

4.6.2. Written Declaration on the fight against xenophobia and racism

4.6.2.1. On 15 June 1988, about 270 MEPs representing the various polit ical groups
(except the European Right) submitted a written declaration to remind the Community
institutions and the tvtem[ei States of the 1986 Joint Declaration against Racism and
Xenophobia (ut). The declaration called on its President to organize a public symposium
on raöism in Europe and to write to the governments of all Member States, asking them.to
give details of steps taken to implehent the 1986 Joint Declaration, and on the
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Commission to earmark an appropriate amount in the 1989 budget to enable the setting up
of a'European Migrants' Forum'. Moreover, it gave notice of a future debate on the flght
against racism in plenary session.

4.6.3. Plenary debate on the fight against racism

4.6.3.1. This debate was called for in the June 1988 Written Declaration (see above), in
line with a recommendation of the Evrigenis report (para. 404) that after two years there be
a 'review of developments in the matters considered by the inquiry', and oi the extent to
which the recommendations had been carried out.

4.6.3.2. Scheduled to be held at the end of 1988, the debate finally took place in
February 1989 on the occasion of the joint debate on Mr M. Medina Ortega's report (see
above) and on the report of Mr B. van der Lek (ARC - NL) on behalf of the potiticalAffairs
Committee, on the Joint Declaration against racism and xenophobia and an aclion
programme by the Council of Ministers (s3).

4.6.3.3, The Political Affairs Committee decided to draw up this report on 29 October
1986, but it was not until 4 November 1987 that Mr van der Lek was appointed as its
llPPorteur. The report was adopted at this committee's meeting on 2 November 1988 by
23 votes in favour, one against and 11 abstentions.

4.6.3,4. The resolution contained in the report by Mr van der Lek was approved, but not
overwhelmingly (150 in favour, 90 against and 8 abstentions) because a majority felt that
voting rights for both EC and non-EC migrants could not be excluded from measures to
combat racism and xenophobia, and passed such an amendment accordingly.

4.6.3,5. In fact, no mention is made of granting non-nationals the right to vote among
the recommendations of the Evrigenis report. Nevertheless, on 22June 1988, thö
Commission adopted a draft directive granting EC nationals residing in a Member State
other than their own the right to vote and to be elected in local eleclions (s4). The green
light was, in fact, given 14 years earlier in December 1974 at the Paris Summiiof Heäds of
Member States or Governments. However, under the permanent pretext that'this is really
not the right moment'to put it on the agenda, the draft directive has been shelved at thä
Council since 1988.

4'6.3.6. The resolution contained in Mr van der Lek's report reintroduced the main
recommendations contained in the Evrigenis repofi and called for both preventive
measures - th.rough education, information and promotion of inter-cultural understanding
- and repressive ones through legislation. Once again Parliament called for a 'Forum foi
all ethnic communities', as defined in paragraph 3ös of the Evrigenis report.

4.6.4. Public symposium on racism in Europe

4.6'4.1. Responding to the June 1988 Written Declaration, Lord Plumb, the then
President of the European Parliament, invited all Heads of State and of Governments of
the 12 member countries, as well as the presidents of all political groups of the European
Parliament to a symposium on 'Europe against Racism', held in Slrasbourg on 13 March
1989 (s5).
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4.6.4.2. Although the governments of Belgium, Greece and the Netherlands were not
represented, the ötatements made by representatives of the other governments and of
Parliament's political groups showed öonsensus on the need for action to be taken in the
fact of the upsurge ofJacism and discrimination, including their new forms of expression.

4.6.4.3. Mr O. Due, in his capacity as President of the European Court of Justice,
confirmed that Community legisiation protected also third country nationals and their
families.

4.6.4.4. Mr Solbes, representing the Spanish presidency of the Council, affirmed the
latter's total support to the Commission's proposals to intensify efforts in education,
information and sensitization against the negative and intolerant attitudes of racism and
xenophobia. Moreover, he guäranteed the total support of the Spanish presidency in
combating racism and xenophobia using all means and with all its force.

4,6.4.5. By September 1989, Parliament was still not satisfied with the action taken by
the Commis-sion, the Council and the Member States to implement the 1986 Joint
Declaration, and there were signs that racism, xenophobia and antisemitism were not only
growing in some Member States, but also appearing and reaching dangerous levels in
ötners, tnis led to the setting up of a new European Parliament Committee of Inquiry into
Racism and Xenophobia whose composition was approved on 27 October 1989.

4.7 Recommendations not given sufficient attention by Community
institutions

4.7 .1 . Despite the European Court's ruling on 9 July 1987 (see above under paragraph
4.3.1.8) and the positive siatement made by Mr O. Due in his capacity as President of the
European Court of Justice at the public symposium on racism in Europe in March 1989
(see above under paragraph 4.6.4.3.), theie is still much controversy over the definition of
ihe Community's powers and on how far the institutions are allowed to go to implement
policies against racism and xenophobia. Moreover, in reply to a written question by
Mr O. d'Ormesson (DR - F) (uu), Mr J. Delors, President of the European Commission,
confirmed that initiatives and projects against racism were 'in line with the traditions and
principles of human rights'and the grantlng of a subsidy to an anti-racism association like
SOS nacisme'was also in line withlhe undertakings by the Community institutions' in the
1986 Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia. Bearing in mind what has been
said, we only mention here the recommendations of the Evrigenis report which could have
been given Some or more attention by the Community institutions.

4.7.2. Creation of a European legal area to combat international terrorism and
extremism

4.7.2.1. As this repoft has already shown, extreme right-wing groups advocating
physical violence and murder of ethnic minorities are not only expanding, but are linking up
änä setting up branches elsewhere. ln the last four years, for example, 'skinhead grouPs'
with their publications and their own 'music' which is repetitive with lyrics that incite
violence and murder have established themselves firmly in countries or regions which

1 1 1
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were previously free from such dangers - Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,
Scotland, and they now constitute a major menace in France.

4.7.2.2. The TREVI Group composed of the Ministers of Justice and/or the Interior of
the 12 Member States (ut) is supposedly dealing with measures to combat international
terrorism and extremism. As their activities and meetings are closely guarded secrets,
excluding even the participation of the European Commission, it is not known whether the
TREVI group is also dealing with international terrorism and extremism against ethnic
minorities.

4.7.9. 'Cooperation between the Council of Europe and the European Community

4.7.3.1. A number of activities related to the recommendations of the Evrigenis report
have been dealt with by the Committee of Experts on Community Relations of the
European Committee on Migration (CDMG) of the Council of Europe. The Gommission of
the EC has the status of observer with this committee of experts.

4.7.3.2. The Community Relations Project of the Council of Europe was launched by
the Committee of Ministers in 1986 for the period 1987 to 1991 at the proposal of the
Committee of Experts on Community Relations. This committee was set up in 1g8S as a
follow-up to a seminar held in 1984 on 'Making Multi-Ethnic Society work'.

4.7.3.3. This committee has already organized meetings on: the cultural and religious
practices of migrants and ethnic groups, the role of national legislation and international
instruments in combating discrimination on nationality, ethnic or racial grounds, the
response of the health and social services to the needs of an ethnically and culturally
diverse population, the impact of housing and town planning policies on community
relations, migrants, ethnic groups and the police, etc. (ss). lt has also had exchange of
views with experts from the USA, Canada and Australia on community relation prob6ms.

!7 3.!. lt organized conferences on the 'Media and Cultural Diversity' in 1988 (see
below), on 'Human Rights without Frontiers' in 1989 and a Standing Conference of
Regionaland Local Authorities of Europe on local and regionalauthoritiei and community
relations is planned.

4.7.3.5. This committee will soon issue reports on the contribution of migrants/ethnic
groups to the economic viability of urban areas through the setting up of small and
medium-sized businesses, on legislation against discrimination and onlacialviolence and
harassment.

4.7.4. European Year to promote inter-community harmony

4.7.4.1. The European Community has not implemented this recommendation as
described in paragraph 379 of the Evrigenis report. On the other hand, certain countries
already hold special events for ethnic minorities. In the Federal Republic of Germany,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands, there is an annual event of several days organized
specially for ethnic minorities.

4.7.4.2. ln the FRG, the Woche der ausländisehen Mitbürgen {Week of the Foreign
Fellow-Citizen) (5e) first started in 1975 as an initiative of the churches lasting only one day.
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In the beginning of the 1980s, it gradually expanded to a one-week event with the
participation of the trade unions and government ministries. Each day of this one-week
event is dedicated to a particular question or theme related to immigration. For example,
on the first day, Monday, racism is the main topic, and since 1986, Friday is the day of
refugees during this event.

4.7.4.3. In Luxembourg, the Festival d'lmmigration is organized by migrants' associa-
tions with state funding. lt is a trade union initiative in the Netherlands, and in France,
concerts and other campaigns are organized at irregular intervals by the two main
movements: SOS Racisme and France Plus, ln Spain, for the first time, an 'lmmigrants'

Day' was held in November 1989, organized by church and human rights groups.

4.7.4.4. The Council of Europe organized on 25-27 November 1987 three 'European

Days' to promote inter-community harmony. The event was entitled 'Enjoying our
Diversity'.

4.7.5. Guide for ethnic minorities on Community funding

4.7.5.1. Such a guide, as mentioned in paragraph 382 ol the Evrigenis report, does not
exist and, at present, the Commission has not made known any intention of issuing such a
publication.

4.7.6. A comparative-law study

4.7.6.1. This was taken up by the Commission in 1986, but stopped short when the
study's recommendations were considered to be beyond the Commission's competence.
A more extensive study on discrimination on nationalig, ethnic or racial grounds in the field
of employment was carried out by the Council of Europe in 1987 and 1988.

4.7.7. Case studies of certain Community urban centres experiencing high levels
of racism

4.7.7.1. Either the European Parliament or the Commission could have taken initiatives
in this direction (see para. 387 of the Evrigenis report) by way of seminar or a study visit
involving all political groups. The example has once again been set by the Council of
Europe's Committee of Experts which already carried out such study visits in Birmingham
(1986), Berlin (1988), Lyons (1988) and Barcelona (1989).

4.7.8. Mass media's role in eliminating racial prejudice and promoting har'
monious relations among communities resident in Europe

4.7.8.1. The role of the mass media, the question of professional ethics in the
information industry and the representativeness of ethnic minorities within this industry are
mentioned in paragraphs 388 and 389 of the Evrigenis report (see also chapter 6 of this
present report). They were dealt with in a Council of Europe colloquy on 'Migrants, Medial
and Cultural Diversity', held on 29 November - 1 December 1988 (60).

4.7.8.2. A large number of journalists representing ethnic minorities and journalists
specializing in information on ethnic minorities were present during the two and a half day

1 1 3
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event, as well as other people working with the media and with migrants and government
officials from many Member States of the Council of Europe.

4.7.8.3. Despite its importance and its unprecedented character, none of the European
Community institutions was represented.

4.7.9. Dialogue with social forces

4.7.9.1. In the last four years, neither the Commission nor the Parliament has paid
sufficient attention to the need for European dialogue with social forces as outlined in
paragraphs 400, 401 and 402 ol the recommendations.

4.7.9.2. This is particularly important as evidence indicates that, as mentioned in the
Evrigenis report, there is considerable distrust, dislike and antipathy between the police
and ethnic minorities.

4.7.9.3. The importance of lslam in Europe and the exaggerated reactions of
intolerance and misunderstanding that we have witnessed in some Member States,
particularly in the Rushdie affair and the lslamic headscarf aftair, point to the urgent need
for a better and fuller understanding by European governments, public authorities and the
native population in general of lslam.

4.7.9.4. Open dialogues, via discussions and debates, with these two social forces in
pafticular, the police and the lslamic community, are therefore still important measures to
implement in the fight against racism and xenophobia.

4.7.9.5. Once again, the European institutions have been shown the way by the
Councilof Europe which has already looked into the relationship between migrants, ethnic
groups and the police (61) and the cultural and religious practices of migrants and ethnic
groups (62).
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Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-343/109, 8.10.86.

The cautious and hesitant attitude of the Commission in such matters was confirmed by
Mr Marin, European Commissioner, when he pointed out that initiating legislation in the field of
migration was 'a very delicate issue' and 'that it would be preferable to arrive al an agreement
with the various Member States so that we put forward a document which will enable progress
rather than one which is rejected from the outset'. 'l therefore prefer', he added, 'the pragmatic
approach'. Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-4341109, 9.10.86.

OJ No C 176, 14.7.86.

Eurobarometer, Special lssue, 'Racism and Xenophobia', November 1989, Direclorate-General
Information, Communicalion, Culture, Surveys, Research, Analyses.
'A People's Europe', Information Handbook, issued in 1987 by the Directorate-General
lnformation, Communication and Culture of the Commission of the EC.

Speaking on behalf of the European People's Party, Mr F.L. von Stauffenberg (PPE - D)
criticized the wording of the Joint Declaration: 'We would like to have seen such a Joint
Declaration from the institutions of the Community couched in more inspiring, colourful and
forceful language than the simple insipid document in front of us'. Debates of the European
Parliament, No 2-340/108, 11 .6.86.

Mrs Adam-Schwaetzer was replying to a question raised by the Socialist MEP, Ms R. Dury (S -

B) requesting the Councilthat as one way to commemorate the second anniversary of the Joint
Declaration, it could 'send a note to the Member States to find out exactly what they have done
towards this (anti-racism/xenophobia) campaign'. According to Mrs Adam-Schwaetzer, the aim
of the Joint Declaration 'cannot (,..) be (..,) to set individual actions by the Council in this respect
in train but to bring about a change of attitude so that people in our Member States really accept
this declaration of principle.' Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-366/66, 14.6.88.

Written Question No 2381/86, of 10.3.87, (87lC 117/89). Reply given on 23.3.87.

Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-366/66, 14.6.88"

lntervention of Mr J. Ramirez Heredia (S - E) in Debates of the European Parliament, idem.

ln reply to a written question (No 599/87 ot 22.6.87 - 88/C 23fiB) by Mr D. Baudis (PPE - F),
Mr Ripa di Meana, on behalf of the Commission, said on 19.8.87 that the necessary funds to
carry out the Eurobarometer survey on racism and xenophobia were not available in the 1987
budget and the operation had to be postponed. The amount of ECU 200 000 was allocated to the
1988 'information' budget to enable the survey to be carried out.

Eurobarometer, Special lssue, op. cit., see note 5.

ldem.

Commission Decision of 8.7.85 setting up a prior communication and consultation procedure on
migration policies in relation to non-member countries (OJ No L127,19.8.85), Bulletin of the
European Communities, Supplement 9/85, pp. 19-20.

Speech by Commissioner M. Marin, Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-356/72,
13.10.87.

FRG (Case 281/85); France (Case 283/85); the Netherlands (Case 28485); Denmark (Case
285/85); the United Kingdom (Case 287185).
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(tt) The following phrase was thus deleted from the Commission Decision: 'To ensure that the
agreements and measures referred to in Article 1, including those relating to development aid,
are in conformity with, and do not compromise the results of, Community policies and actions in
these fields, in particular as regards Community labour market policy'.

(tt) Commission Decision ol8.6.88 setting up a prior communication and consultation procedure on
migration policies in relation to non-member countries (88/384/EEC) (OJ No L 183/35, 14.7.88).

('t) Commission Report: 'The social integration of third-country migrants residing on a permanent
and lawful basis in the Member States', SEC (89) 924 final, 22.6.89.

(to) 'A People's Europe', op. cit., see note 6.
(t') New Approaches: A Summary of Alternative Approaches to the Problem of Protection against

Racism in Member States of the European Communities', prepared by the Runnymede Trust,
1986, Vi387187 = EN,

("'l ldem, p.20.

f1 
'Migrant Women and Ernployment', V1928187 = FR.

('o) COM(88) 743 final.
(tt) 'Migrant Women and Employment', Community Seminar, Brussels, 17-18 September 1987,

Final Report, V/902/88 = FR.
('u) 'Youth against Flacism', ARC/GRAEL-87-, p.30.
g't 'Guidelines tor a Community Policy on Migration', Bulletin of the Commission of the European

Gommunities, Supplement 9/85, p.1 5.
(t t)  ldem, p.19.

fl Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-343/110, 8.10.86.

fo) European Centre for Work and Society whose main otfice is in Maastricht, the Netherlands.
(tt) Debate on 'Discrimination against immigrant women'. Subject of debate: Report (Doc 1-133/87)

by Mrs Heinrich, drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Women's Rights, on discrimination
against immigrant women in Community legislation and regulations.

(tt) Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-374120, 13.2.89.

ft) Chapter 30 of the Cornmunity budget on 'subsidies for Balancing Budgets', Article 303 for'Subsidies for certain activities of non-governmental organizations pursuing humanitarian aims
and promoting human rights'. Under 'Remarks', it is stated: 'Part of the additional appropriations
requested would be used to set up the European Forum for Migrants (numbering some 13
million), as recommended at point 3 in the Joint Declaration of 11 June 1986'.

(*) Resolution on the Joint Declaration against racism and xenophobia and an action programme by
the Council of Ministers (PE 126.109/fin.) (150 in favour,90 against and I abstentions).

(tt) Oralquestion no 82 by Mrs Domingo Segarra (S - E) (H-378/89)with reply by the Commission
published in the'Verbatim report of proceedings', 'Question Time', 22.11.89.

(*) Working Document of the Commission of the EC, submitted to the Committee of Inquiry (PE
139.485).

(tt) The ruling of the European Court of Justice on 22.5.90 constitutes a major recognition of the
powers of the European Parliarnent which, according to Article 173 of the Treaty of Rome and
Article 146 of the Euratonn Treaty, is not included among the institutions that can take
proceedings to annul acts of other institutions. The two aforementioned articles explicitly grant
this power only to a Member State, the Council or the Commission. However, in the case
submitted by the European Parliament requesting the annulment of a Council regulation of
22.12.87, which determines, atter the Chernobyl nuclear accident, the admissible levels of
radioactive contamination in foodstuffs after a nuclear accident, the European Court ruled that it
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had to guarantee respect for the 'institutional equilibrium' prescribed by the EC Treaties. The
Parliament, ruled the Court, 'like the other institutions, (..,) cannot have its prerogatives ignored
without being able to take legal recourse (.,.) that can be exercised surely and etfectively.' From
now on, the European Parliarnent will have the power to submit a request to the European Court
for annulment of a Council or Commission act 'on the condition that these proceedings only
involve safeguarding its prerogatives.'

Proposal for a Council resolution on the fight against racism and xenophobia (COM(88) 318
final) in OJ 88/C 214112 of 16.8.88.

Reaction by Mr M. Medina Ortega in the debates of the European Parliament, No 2-374/18 of
13.2.89.

Debates of the European Parliament, No 2-374/20, 13.2.89.

Explanatory statement of the report (Doc A2-265188) drawn up by Mr M. Medina Ortega on
behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the proposal by the Commission
to the Councilfor a Council resolution on the fight against racism and xenophobia (COM(88)318
- c2-1048q.

Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on the proposal for a Council resolution on the
fight against racism and xenophobia (COM(88) 318 final), SOC/164 Racism and Xenophobia,
CES 1232188 AH/co/hm,23 November 1988.

The suppressed phrase was: 'Whereas any measure taken in this connection must protect all
persons on Community territory, whether they are nationals of Member States or of non-member
countries, foreigners in a Member State or nationals who are perceived or who perceive
themselves as belonging to a foreign minority.'

OJ No C 214136,16.8.88.

OJ No C 177,6.7.88, p.5.

One related incident which managed to get a lot of media attention, probably because of the
reaction of the Mayor of Orl6ans in France, concerned a group of seven children who were
refused permission to transit through Belgium to the Netherlands in May 1988. Five were
Moroccans with a 'group passport' issued by the Moroccan consulate and the two others, a
Tairian and a Laotian, whose parents had refugee status in France, were in possession of a
safe-conduct pass. They were part of a group of 55 children from a school in Orl6ans, travelling
by coach to the Netherlands on a two-week cultural trip after one and a half months of
preparations. Another child, of Caribbean origin, was allowed to enter Belgium only after etforts
were made by the accompanying teachers to explain that citizens from French overseas
territories had the same rights as French nationals. The seven children, shocked by the
discriminatory treatment and separation from their classmates, had to return to Orldans by train,
When he learnt of the incident, the Mayor or Orl6ans addressed a strongly worded telegram of
protest to the Belgian Ambassador in Paris (see Liberation and Le Monde, 23.5.88).

OJ No L 158, 25.6.88, p.42.

OJ No L 199/32. 6.8.77.

Report on the implementation in the Member States of Directive 77l486lEEQ on the education of
the children of migrant workers, Brussels, 3 January 1989, COM(88) 787 final.

ldem, p.125.

ldem, p.126.

OJ No C 1871117, 18.7.88.

COM(88) 318 final (OJ 881C214112).

OJ No C 246,20,9.88 (COM(BB) 371 final.
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(uu) 'Europe against Racism', European Parliament, Strasbourg, 14.3.89. Verbatim report of
Symposium.

Written question No 323/87 by Mr O. d'Ormesson (DR - F)to the Commission of the European
Communities on 'Subsidies for SOS Racism' dated 6 May 1987, Reply given by Mr Delors on
behalf of the Commission on I October 1987. (ON No C 42/17 of 15.2.88).
Antönio Cruz (1990):'An Insight into Schengen, Trevi and other European Intergovernmental
Bodies' Briefing Papers No 1 of the Churches' Committee for Migrants in Europe (CCME),
Brussels. Available also in French and German.
Community relations and solidarity in European society, Interim report on the community
relations project prepared by the Committee of Experts on Community Relations (MG-CR),
Strasbourg 1989, Doc MG-CR (89) 3 rev.
Details from: Ökumenischer Vorbereitungsausschuss zur Woche der ausländischen Mitbürger,
Neue Schlesingergasse 22-24, D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 1. Tel: 49 (69) 29 31 60.
Documents of the Colloquy on Migrants, Media and Cultural Diversity (MG-CR/coll 1 (8S)
3,4,5,9,10,11, 12 and MG-CR/col l  1 (89) 1), Counci l  of Europe.
Conclusions of the meeting of experts on migrants, ethnic groups and the police, Strasbourg,
15 December 1988, Addendum to MG-CR (88) 25, Council of Europe.
Conclusions of the meeting of experts of cultural and religious practices of migrants and ethnic
groups, Strasbourg, 26-28 June 1989, Addendum to MG-CR (89) 4, Council of Europe.
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Chapter 5:
General trends in policies and intergovernmental structures

5.1. The foreign population in the Gommunity

5.1.1. There are about 13 mill ion migrants residing in the 12 Member States of the
European Community out of a total population of 320 million. Of those migrants about eight
miffion (2,5o/") are nationals of non-Member States (so-called third-country nationals),
Among them are almost two million who come from developed and industrialized
countries. There are about five million migrants from Member States (1,5%) living in the
Community.

5.1.2. The large majority of third-country nationals (86,9%) resides in the Federal
Republic of Germany (more than three million), France (more than two million) and the
United Kingdom (almost two million).

5.1.3, Of the traditional receiving countries only Belgium and Luxembourg have fewer
third-country migrants than migrants from other Member States. In the traditional sending
countries, Greece, ltaly, Portugal and Spain, there is also a significant number of migrants
lrom third-countries (1 ).

Table 1:
Total and foreign population in the Member States

1987 Total

(in thousands and o/o ol total population)

EC-migrants Non-EC rnigrants

Belgium
Denmark
FRG
Greece
France (1982)
lreland
I ta ly  (1981)
Luxembourg (1989)
Netherlands (1988)
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom

I864,8
5 1 0 2 , 0

61 170,5
I739,6

54 273,2
3 543,0

56 556,9
384,2

14714,2
10 270,0
38 832,3
56 075,0

532,7 (5,4o/o',)
27,0 (0,5'/")

1377,4 (2,3o/" ')
55,3 (0,6 %)

1 577,9 (2,9 %\
61,7 (1,7 o/")

91 ,1  (0 ,2V . )
101,6 (26,4 %)
159 ,9  (1 ,1  %)
23,9 (0,2%)

193,3 (0,5 %)
810,0 (1 ,6 o/o)

315,2 (3,2o/ol
102,0 (2,0 o/o\

3195 ,5  (5 ,2Y" )
31,3 (0 ,3  %)

2102,6 (3,9 %)
17,8 (0 ,5  %)

112,1 (0,2o/"')
1Q,3 (2,7 o/o\

434,9 (2,9 o/o\

65,6 (0,6 %)
141,6 (0,4 a/")

1 651 ,0 (2,9 Yo)

TOTAL 320 525,7 5 014,2 (1,6 %) 8 179,0 (2,6 %)

(Source: European Commission)
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5.1.4. Not included in the category of migrants are those who have the nationality of
host countries (for example, those coming from some former colonies of France, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom), or have acquired the nationality of a host country,
the number of whom has increased substantially over the years. These people may have
no problems with respect to their legal status. They do, however, suffer just as much from
xenophobia and racism as other migrants. On the other hand, migrants from other
industrialized countries (such as the United States, Canada and Australia) are most
certainly given more friendly treatment.

5.1.5. Over the last five years the foreign ethnic minority population has risen despite
the restrictive policies of the 12 Member States. This is largely due to natural population
increase and family reunification.

5.1.6. The relatively higher natural growth rate for foreign ethnic minority population
than for nationals contributes to the growth of the foreign population. However, foreign
women's fertility is gradually coming into line with that of native women, including those
foreigners whose fertility rate was much higher than that of natives on their arrival in the
country (2).

5.1.7. Family reunification is and will be an important channel for migratory movements.
An aspect of it is that young people of foreign origin sometimes choose their spouse in the
country of origin of their parents. The over-representation of males amongst the migrants
in the southern Member States willprobably lead to more family reunification in the coming
years.

5.1 .8. Since 1983 about 800 000 persons have applied for asylum in Europe of which
one third come from the Middle East, 15% from the Indian subcontinent and 10% from
Africa. The Federal Republic of Germany and France rank high in the countries of
reception, besides Sweden and Switzerland (3).

5.1.9. A set of interlinked factors will force people to move. There is the persisting
imbalance between developed and underdeveloped countries. Because of crop-failures,
abuse of natural resources and ecological changes, an estimated 600 million people will
suffer from malnutrition and to survive many of them will have to find a better place to live.
Demographic factors play a role as well. At least 60 million young people enter the labour
markets of the least developed countries in the world each year.

5.1.10. Furthermore, the ongoing armed conflicts in the world and the many oppressive
regimes force people as well to leave their country to find a living elsewhere.

5.1.11. Notwithstanding the fact that the number of refugees and asylum-seekers who
come to Western Europe is on the increase, the large majority of them stay in a
neighbouring country (4).
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1 987 1 988
Total refugee

PoPulation
(as  per  31 ,12 .1988)

Belgium
Denmark
FRG
Greece
France
lreland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom

5 955
2700

(.) 57 400
( . )6  950

27 352
na

( . )  11 050
na

13 460
(- )450

( . )2  500
(.) 4 500

4784
4 668

1 03 076
7 992

34352
45
na
na

7 486
287

4 504
3 300

24 000
27 876

800 000
I 400

1 84 453
300

10 960
na

25 500
767

I 691
100 000

Table 2
Asylum applicants and total number of refugees

na: not available.
(') According to OECD.

(Sources: UNHCR (5) and OECD f))

5.2. Recent developments in Central and Eastern Europe

5.2.1. Despite the improvements in the sphere of human rights, changes in the political
system in Central and Eastern Europe combined with the economic crisis in these parts,
led to new movements of people towards mainly West Europe. The abolition of travel
restrictions in most Central and Eastern European countries made it possible for people to
come to Western Europe. The countries affected most by it are the Federal Republic of
Germany, Austria, and ltaly; Hungary and the GDR are also receiving a significant number
of people from other Eastern European countries.

5.2.2. ln the last few years the number of people from East Germany and to a lesser
extent from other Central and East European countries coming to the Federal Republic of
Germany has increased enormously. There was an estimated number of 230 000 in 1988
and 370 000 in 1989 of so-called 'transferees' (Uebersiedler, Germans from the GDR) and
'resettlers' (Aussiedler, ethnic Germans living in East European countries). They cannot
be considered as refugees falling under the 1951 Geneva Convention.

5.2.3. Citizens of the German Democratic Republic can easily obtain the citizenship of
the German Federal Republic, by virtue of which they are entitled to move freely within the
Community. Mainly for that reason the signing of the Schengen Supplementary
Agreement, due in December 1989, was postponed until more clarity could be given on
the unification of the two German republics. (lt was renegotiated and signed on 19 June
1e90).

5.2.4. In the GDR there are between 180 000 and 200 000 foreign residents out of a
population of 16 million. Between 40 000 and 50 000 of them have permanent rights of
residence. The others have come to work for four or five years and it has been decided
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that their contracts will not be renewed when they expire as most will do in the next few
years (?).

5.2.5. In Austria there has been a strong influx of Romanian refugees of Hungarian
origin. GDR Nationals went to Austria as well, but moved on to the Federal Republic.
There is also an increase of asylum-seekers from Bulgaria and of Soviet citizens of Jewish
origin who only pass through Austria.

5.2.6. ln Hungary the majority of the refugees comes from Romania. Since many of
them are ethnic Hungarians, it is uncertain whether they will return to Romania now that
the dictatorship has been oveilhrown.

5.2.7. ltaly saw an increase in the number of asylum-seekers from Poland and to a
lesser extent from the Soviet Union and other East European countries. Many of them
intend to leave this country as soon as they can and to go to the United States (8).

5.2.8. lt is claimed, particularly by the French Government, that countries other than
those mentioned are also affected by the movements of people in Central and Eastern
Europe, although in a more indirect manner. lt has been pointed out that, for example,
many Poles are taking over positions held by Turks in the Federal Republic and that the
latter in turn also move further West (many Turks have been reported to have gone to the
Alsace region).

5.2.9. Poles try to find work in West European countries, a practice which dates back to
long before the major political changes in Poland. They worked on a temporary basis with
a tourist-visa in many West European countries.

5.2"10. lt is, however, debatable whetherthe influx of people from Central and East
Europe will lead to the increasing movement of third-country migrants who are already
quite settled in Community Member States.

5,2.11. On the other hand, there is a fair chance that the different groups seeking
admission into the Community may be played off against each other to the detriment of
people from the Third World. This would be a new form of Eurocentrism which could also
lead to discrimination and racist behaviour towards non-Europeans already residing in the
Community.

5.2.12. Socio-economic developments wil l determine very much whether more people
will migrate to Member States of the Community. Therefore, economic aid and other
economic measures by the Community and the individual Member States wil lalso be seen
as a means of discouraging people from coming to Western Europe (s).

5.2.13. Tensions between traditional minority groups in Central and Eastern Europe
may resurface which could lead to an increase in the number of refugees falling under the
Geneva Convention.
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5.3. Labour market

5.3.1. For two reasons attention should be paid to the position of migrants and ethnic
groups in the labour market. In the first place, someone's social position is to a great extent
determined by having a paid job. Being employed eases full participation in society
considerably in more than one way. lt gives easier access to social and political power, to
better health and education facilities, etc.

5.3.2. Secondly, discrimination and racism are growing in this vital area of social life.
This increases the number of unemployed persons belonging to the category migrants
and members of ethnic groups, who are made more dependent on the social security
system, which among other things, will add to the negative ideas about 'loreigners' as
'profiteers' and will feed racist ideas.

5.3.3. According to the OECD ('0) the number of authorized foreign workers entering
the labour market is rising in almost every country under its review, including South
European countries. This is due to the influx of new foreign workers (as permanent,
seasonal or temporary workers) into countries like the Federal Republic, France and the
United Kingdom, to the admission to the labour market for the first time of reunified family
members and those born in the host country, and to the regularization of unauthorized
migrants in countries like ltaly and Spain.

5.3.4. Generally speaking, the unemployment of migrants is disproportionately high
compared with Community citizens and is still rising although not in every Member State
(for example, in the Federal Republic there is a decrease in a still depressingly high
number of unemployed migrants).

5.3.5. In declining industries (basic industries, motor vehicles, building and engineer-
ing), the employment of foreigners has fallen relatively more than that of indigenous
workers. This holds especially true for less skilled and older migrants,

5.3.6. Still according to the OECD, foreign workers have borne the full brunt of
redundancies in manufacturing industries prompted by reduction of activities and
relocation of production.

5.3.7. In the tertiary sector, there is a growth of foreign employment in domestic
services which makes extensive use of foreign female labour. Maintenance work and
caretaking (cleaning and the like) for industry, shops and government departments are
more and more subcontracted to seruice firms, which recruit foreign workers of both
SEXES.

5.3.8. There is an expansion in independent employment of migrants in France
(ltalians, Spaniards, Portuguese and North Africans in the building trade), in the Federal
Republic (Turks in retail food and electronic equipment) and in the United Kingdom
(Pakistanis as small shopkeepers). Moreover, flexibility, subcontracting and external-
ization give rise to the creation of small enterprises by foreigners,

5.3.9. Given the overall high rate of unemployment, competit ion in the labour market is
high. On various occasions migrants' associations and other organizations in various
Member States have drawn attention to the fact that foreign workers are discriminated
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against in finding jobs by official agencies and employers and that indigenous workers try
to monopolize the labour market. Moreover, it seems apparent that members of ethnic
minorities often face discrimination in promotion and career advancement.

5.3.10. A seminar organized in 1987 to examine the findings of the Evrigenis report
stated that '... there is a need for a concerted programme of action against all forms of
discrimination and exclusion against migrant workers and black minority groups in the field
of employment. This programme should promote greater equality of opportunity for
minority groups in the labour market.

5.3.11. Measures aimed at promoting greater equali$ would work best if governments
also took steps to promote full employment and economic regeneration. This is the case
because in the context of economic recession and unemployment it is easy for racist
groups to use minority groups as scapegoats, and blame them for the high levels of
unemployment (11),

5.3.12. The existence of an often complicated system of work and establishment
permits makes it ditficult for those falling under these rules, notably third-country nationals,
to find jobs or to set up an independent enterprise. For instance, there are many
restrictions as to the kind of jobs, the duration of contract, etc. Moreover, for employers it
gives them more trouble to engage foreign workers because they have to comply with
many formalit ies (12).

5.4. lnternational instruments

5.4.1. Flarmonization of policies is one of the key phrases in the process of finalizing the
internal Market. In the next section an overview will be given of the inter-governmental
bodies of the Member States dealing with, among other issues, the harmonization of
rnigration and refugee/asylum policies. Here an overview will be given of the present state
of affairs with regard to the most relevant international conventions related to the subject of
this report.

5.4.2. For at least three reasons international conventions are of importance, apart
from what they offer specifically as protection of the social, economic and legal rights of all
citizens and those who belong to minority groups. Firstly, these international instruments,
once ratified and incorporated in the respective national legislations, harmonize, at least
partly, the policies of the contracting parties. Secondly, by signing and ratifying
conventions, governrnents assume their responsibility for combating discrimination,
xenophobia and racism and, in doing so, give an example to the public(13). Thirdly, as
international norms these conventions can be referred to by non-governmental organiza-
tions in countries having not ratified them.

5.4.3. To date no UN Convention exists which deals exclusively with migrant workers
and their families. A draft Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers
and their Families will most probably be presented to the General Assernbly in Autumn
1 990.
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5.4.4. Unfortunately, national parliaments and non-governmental organizations seem
not to be giving much attention to the drafting of this first UN Gcnvention on migrant
workers.

5.4.5. Only 11 of the 12 Member States of the Communig have ratified the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. lreland has not. This
Convention is the most widely ratified - by 128 States - of all the human rights
agreements. The Convention provides for a Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination (CERD), which among other matters, discusses the country reports
regularly submitted by the contracting parties. These reports are a valuable instrument for
both governmental bodies and non-governmental organizations for the assessment of the
situation in the various countries (14).

5.4.6. Even more important is the recognition of the competence of the Committee to
receive and consider communications from individuals or groups of individuals within the
jurisdiction of the contracting States, claiming to be victims of a violation of the Convention.
Only four Community Member States have accepted this right of individual complaint:
Denmark, France, ltaly and the Netherlands. With regard to the last country, an individual
complaint put forward by a Turkish women was received which led to an opinion of the
Committee in her favour (see above).

5.4.7. Unfortunately, the Secretariat of the CERD is working with too tight a budget
which makes it difficult to lully implement the important tasks attributed to it.

5.4.8. Allthe Member States have ratified the 1951 Convention Relating to the $tatus of
Refugees and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees ('u).

5.4.9. ltaly dropped the so-called geographical restriction in December 1989, thus
allowing refugees from countries other than Europe to be recoEnized as such under the
Convention.

5.4.10. Governments are faced with the fact that an increasing number of people seek
asylum in West European countries who, strictly speaking, do not fall under the
Convention and the Protocol.

5.4"11. There exists an ad hoc 'Consultations on the Arrivals of Asylum Seekers and
Refugees in Europe' convened by the UNHCR in which senior gCIvernru'lent officials af
participating states work together (including rnany European states and Australia, tanada
and the USA). The consultations aim at closer dialogue and cooperation, ineiuding
exchange of inforrnation on asylum-seekers and refugees. A number of working group
meetings and workshops have been organized on long-term asyh"rm/refugee policy and
the migration flux from Eastern to Western Europe (16).

5.4.12. Two important ILO Conventions (tt) airn at erisuring non-discrimination or
equality of opportunity and treatment between migrant and national workers: Convention
No 97 (ratif ied by eight Community Member States: Beigium, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, ltaly, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the l.Jnited Klngdom)
and Convention No 143 (only ratified by two Member States, italy and Portugal)" The latter
provides also protection to so-called undocurnented or clandestine rnigrant workers.
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5.4.13. The ILO does not, at present, contemplate further standard setting in this field
because, among other reasons, the Organization will be involved in the supervisory
arrangements foreseen for the new UN Convention on All Migrant Workers and their
Families.

5.4.14. The legal status of migrant workers in the Member States of the Council of
Europe is covered by the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers.
This Convention has been ratified by only seven Council of Europe Member States,
among them four Community Member States: France, the Netherlands, Portugal and
Spain. At its fifth meeting in November 1989, the Consultative Committee on the European
Convention took note of the fact that quite a number of countries still have to ratify the
Convention. The Committee asked the Committee of Ministers to invite those States to
explain their technical difficulties in ratifying and offered assistance to overcome them.
Furthermore, the competent bodies of the Commission of the European Communities
would be contacted in order to ascertain the current EEC position with regard to the
Convention (tt).

5.4.'15. Apart from this Convention, there are a number of Conventions which also have
a bearing on the position of migrants and members of ethnic groups, such as the
European Convention on Hurnan Rights (ratified by all Member States of the Community),
the European Convention on Establishment (not ratified by three Member States of the
Community: France, Portugaland Spain)and the European SocialCharter (not ratif ied by
three Community Member States: Belgium, Luxembourg and Portugal).

5.4.16. The European Court of Human Rights and the European Human Rights
Commission aim to maintain the European Human Rights Convention. Complaints may be
put forward to these bodies by individuals as well.

5.4.17. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe proposed that an
international instrument be framed to grant permanent residence rights for long-stay
migrants and their families. However, it seems unlikely that the political will exists at
present.

5.4.18. The Steering Committee on Local and Regional Authorit ies of the Council of
Europe drafted a Convention on the Participation of Foreigners in Public Life at Local
Level. This draft convention would grant foreign residents the right to form local
associations, encourage the setting up of local consultative bodies for the representation
of foreign residents, and grant the right to vote and to stand for election in local elections.
The draft will be submitted to the Committee of Ministers.

5.4.19. The Council of Europe has a special committee which deals with refugee and
asylum policy matters. lt is known by its acronym CAHAR which stands for the ad hoc
Committee of Expefts on the Legal Aspects of Territorial Asylum and Refugees and
Stateless Persons. lt is the oldest of all European fora looking into asylum matters, having
undertaken to study the question of the first country of asylum as from 1978. In 1988
CAHAR finalized a'Draft Agreement on Responsibil i ty for Examining Asylum Requests'.
However, as some of the more important Member States of the Council were opposed to
signing this agreement, the text was shelved and it has in a sense been superseded by the
Convention on the determination of the Member State responsible for examining an
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asylum request presented in one Community State signed by 11 of the 12 EC Member
States in June 1990 (1s) (see below).

5.4.20. In its recommendations, the Evrigenis report calls upon the Member States of
the Community to ratify the Conventions related to the subject of the report. On various
occasions it has been pointed out that States should recognize the right of individual
complaint. Where this is already the case, it is necessary to educate in these matters
members of the legal profession, judges and non-governmental organizations, including
associations of migrants and ethnic minorities in order to make inlernational instruments
more effective (20).

5.5. lntergovernmental coordination

5.5.1. As already mentioned there are various bodies engaged in the preparation of
migration and refugee policies of the Member States. The most relevant will be described
here.

5.5,2. The Schengen Group is composed of the five States which signed the Schengen
Accord (1985), viz. Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg (Benelux), France and the
Federal Republic of Germany. The 1985 Accord is divided into two parts. The first part
deals mainly with the free movement of goods and services and the second with steps to
be taken to allow for the free movement of persons. For that purpose it was decided to
draw up a Supplementary Schengen Agreement.

5.5.3. Every six months meetings are held of State Secretaries and Ministers of Justice,
of the Interior and/or Foreign Affairs. In between such meetings others of a lower level are
held, such as those of the Editorial Committee which is responsible for the various drafts of
the Supplementary Agreement.

5.5.4, There have been attemps to enlarge the group of f ive. ltaly, Spain, Denmark and
even Austria have been possible candidates.

5.5.5. The Commission of the European Communities has observer status with the
Schengen Group and Mr Martin Bangemann is its representative.

5.5.6. Although all members of the Group are members of the Community, it is strictly
outside the competence of the Community institutions. This makes it possible for both the
Council of Ministers and the Commission to refuse to answer questions raised by
members of the European Parliament on the Schengen Group.

5.5.7. The Supplementary Agreement rests on four main categories of policy
measures: 1) measures to be taken to reinforce external borders, 2) a common visa policy,
3) a common policy on refugee and asylum and 4) the setting up of a data base system,
known as the Schengen lnformation System (SlS).

5.5.8. Although the proposed measures under points 3 and 4 got full public attention
once the draft Agreement was leaked out, this dealt with many other issues related to the
free circulation of goods and persons (rt).
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5.5.9. The scheduled signing (15 December 1989) was called off for more than one
reason, One was the uncertainty with respect to the future relation of the GDR with the
FRG and the Communig. However, the Dublin Summit (April 1990) clarified this question
somewhat. Other problems were ironed out during a meeting of senior officials in the
Hague (April 1990). At that meeting the FRG put forward new proposals on harmonized
visa policies and the protection of non-computer-stored data. The problems between the
Netherlands and Luxembourg on fiscal fraud were finally solved and the SSA was signed
in June 1990. This raises the question which Agreement will have precedence over the
other: the Supplementary Schengen Agreernent or the proposed convention on asylum of
the Ad Hoc lmmigration Group (see below).

5.5.10. The TREVI Group was set up in 1975 as an intergovernmental body under
international law (outside of Community legislation) with the initial aim of coordinating
efforts to combat terrorism. lt is composed of the Ministers of the Interior and/or Justice of
the Member States, but it is not a European Community structure. The Commission of the
Communities has been excluded from the meetings of the Group.

5.5.11. The THEVI Group gradually extended its work to include international crime
and drug trafficking and in 1988 the so-called TREVI 1992 Group was set up to examine
the problems raised by the lifting of internationalfrontiers in the field of operational matters
of police and security, and propose standarized solutions to the other working groups in
the TREVI framework.

5.5.12. The measures envisaged include reinforced checks on persons (irregular
migrants and refugees/asylum-seekers are included) at the external borders, information
exchange with the database system (similar to the Schengen proposals), training of police
officers for external border surveillance, harmonization of criteria of security and checks at
land, air and sea ports, harmonization of legislation providing for fining air, land and sea
carriers for transporting passengers without adequate and/or valid travel documents, lists
of deported persons and of personae non gratae, harmonization of policies on
immigration, visa and asylum, etc.

5.5.13. Here lies the source of the unacceptable amalgarn in the various TREVI groups
of dealing with criminals on the one hand and with migrants and refugees on the other (22),

5.5.14. The Ad Hoc Group on lmmigration was set up in 1986 and is composed of the
Ministers of the Interior. lt has a permanent secretariat at the Council of Ministers, but is,
again, not a Community structure. The Commission participates in its meetings with the
status of 'member'and not as a Community institution with the right of participation under
Community law.

5.5.15. The Group drafted a convention on the determination of the State responsible
for exarnining an asylum application presented in one of the Member States. This draft
was signed in June 1990.

5.5.16. Another convention is in the making on all aspects of checks on persons at the
external frontiers of the Community. This one should have been ready at the same time as
the convention on asylum, but there were problems with respect to proposals for a
common visa policy. However, it is due to be signed before the end of 1990.
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5,5.17, The European Council at Rhodes (1988) decided to have coordinated all the
ongoing activities of the various fora examining the lifting of the internal borders as per
1 January 1993. For that purpose the so-called Group of Coordinators was set up and is
composed of highranking government officials.

5.5.18. This Group is within the framework of the Community, which means that the
Council and the Commission are competent to reply to questions raised by the European
Parliament.

5.5.19. On one occasion the European Parliament raised the question of the l ist of the
59 countries whose nationals require an entry visa for any of the 12 Member States as of
the beginning of 1990. The list was decided by the Group of Co-ordinators. Furthermore,
the European Parliament wanted to know whether the Commission was aware that the
exclusion of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees from discussions within
the Group of Co-ordinators when refugee matters are being discussed is in violation of the
Treaty of Rome and the UN Convention and Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.
The question was not answered (23).

5.5.20. This Group drew up the so-called Palma Document which contained two lists of
measures to be taken to remove the obstacles for the lifting of the internal borders. The
first list comprises measures that are essential and the second those which are desirable
but not essential. The Document has been adopted and the Group has tried to ensure that
the necessary steps are taken in the Member States so as to meet the deadlines for the
remaining obstacles to a Europe without internal frontiers.

5.6. Human rights

5.6.1, All matters relating to migrants, asylum-seekers and refugees must be handled
in conformity with the established principles of international law as contained particularly in
United Nations, lLO, and European Conventions and solemn declarations. There is no
reason to argue that the 1992 operation is an exception to this rule. Member States could
contribute to the harmonization process of their migration and refugee policies by ratifying
all relevant conventions, All kinds of additional measures could be taken on the basis of
these conventions.

5.6.2. lt is obvious that the completion of the Internal Market requires many measures
to make possible the free circulation of goods, capital, seruices and people. As far as the
free movement of people is concerned a complicating factor is the existence of many
intergovernmental groups which very often operate behind closed doors and separately
from the European institutions and have their own procedures of policy-making. This not
only hampers democratic control, but also gives the idea that the various bodies are
working on a very delicate and huge problem, namely how to keep as many new migrants,
refugees and asylum-seekers as possible out of the Community.

5.6.3. The proposed measures and agreements, as far as they have become known,
are not only rather restrictive - migrants and-ethnic minorities often use the expression
'Fortress Europe' to characterize the proposed policy - but treat migration and refugee
matters very much as related to policing. And this has a very negative effect on public
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opinion. Associating migrants and refugees with police and national security could well
feed racist ideas and could be used to legitimize certain forms of racist behaviour (extra
identity control of those who are or look like 'foreigners').

5.6.4. Policies related to freedom of movement are not merely administrative arrange-
ments between the 12 Member States, but deal with fundamental human rights.
Therefore, the governments should, already at the negotiating stage, consult with the
competent political bodies such as the European and national parliaments.

5.6.5. Commissioner Bangemann, responsible for free movement after 1992, informed
the Committee of Inquiry on 7 l';lay 1990 that although a common immigration policy was
de.sirable, it was not essential before abolishing the internalfrontiers. He felt, however, that
visa and asylum policy did need to be harmonized quickly. His view was that the 13-14
mill ion 'non-Europeans' l iving in the EC would be able to circulate freely throughout the
Community, although they would not have the right of residence throughout the
Community. Commissioner Bangemann was unable, however, to state how a distinction
would be made between the 'right of free circulation' and the 'right of residence'. This
uncedainty lends credence to fears that non-European residents may be subjected to
increased random identity checks.
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Chapter 6:

Racism and anti-racism in the cultural field

6.1. Foreword

6.1.1. Culture as defined by some authors of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural
Studies in Birmingham is the field in which people 'make sense' of their l ives : 'We

understand the word 'culture'to refer to that level at which social groups develop distinct
patterns of life, and give expressive form to their social and material life-experience.
Culture is the way, the forms, in which groups 'handle'the raw material of their social and
material existence. ... The 'culture'of a group or class is the peculiar and distinctive'way of
life' of the group or class, the meanings, values and ideas embodied in institutions, in
social relations, in systems of beliefs, in mores and customs, in the uses of objects and
material l i fe, ... A culture includes the 'maps of meaning'which make things intell igible to
i ts members. ' ( t )

6.1.2. This definit ion does already hint at the importance of the 'cultural f ield' for the
emergence and the functioning of racism and xenophobia: it is here where the images are
shaped and re-shaped which can then form the basis where overt racist propaganda and
activities succeed or on the contrary, provide some resistance against such propaganda
and activities.

6.1.3. Following the definit ion of racism as a process of signification in which 'the Self is
defined by defining 'the Other' as a distinct, inferior 'race'(2), the importance of the
different sectors of the cultural field becomes evident,

6.1.4. A thorough analysis on the taken-for granted images of ethnic minorit ies, would
require an insight into the whole range of representation of minorities in the mass media, in
art (literature, theatre, etc.) and in the institutions and associations of the'civil society' of
everyday life (sports, youth groups, etc.). One focus of analysis would also have to be the
school as one of the most important institutions in forming images of the Self and of the
Other.

6.1.5. This chapter, however, wil l concentrate on the ' information industry', the media.
Its crucial role was already mentioned in the Evrigenis report: 'lnformation about minorities
is quite often biased, dwelling at length on the misdemeanours of some members of
minority groups, giving poor cöverage to the problems of such conimunities and ignoring
almost alltheir achievements. ... Lastly, by giving sensational coverage to acts of violence,
... the media could develop a culture of violence that could foster a sort of unhealthy
fascination. (3) Whilst acknowledging that the media can play a positive role in forming
knowledge about ethnic minority communities, it is undeniable that currently media
presentation overall perpetuates a negative image of these communities.
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6.1.6. Three aspects of the field of communications willbe dealt with: 1. Information and
images about ethnic minorities, 2. Information to ethnic minorities and 3. Information and
images by ethnic minorities.

6.1.7. In the first point we shall describe some of the images of ethnic minorities in the
mainstream media and ask whether and to what degree racist images are produced and
reproduced. This is not to say that these representations are directly reproduced by the
audience. This would be too mechanical a view and would not consider the fact that the
receiver of the message 'decodes'(a) it in relation to his/her own €xperience and
integrates it into her/his context of meaning. But nevertheless, given our definition of the
cultural process, these images form the 'raw material'with which the 'maps of meaning'
are designed. In this respect they do play a crucial role,

6.1.8. The second point deals with the other side of the coin: Information to minorities
provides the raw material for them to create an image of the socieg they live in as well as
of the position provided for them within that society. But information to minorities can also
be seen as a human right the receiving society has to provide. lt should serve as an
orientation in the receiving society as well as for keeping in touch with the society of origin,
thus bridging the past and present lives of the migrants.

6.1.9. The third point refers to another human right formulated in the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination declared by the United
Nations in 1965: '5 a) viiiThe right to freedom of opinion and expression.'This includes the
possibility to organize, plan and distribute one's own information and to produce one's own
images, thus being able to re-formulate and negotiate one's own position in the new
society.

6.1 .10. The terms 'migrants' and 'ethnic minorities' are both the subject of controversial
discussions: the first because it does not recognize that the majority of 'migrants'are now
born in the respective countries, that is have not themselves migrated, the second
because the term 'minority' seems to have a negative meaning. But the often-proposed
term 'ethnic group' assumes that the majority is not a special ethnic group. The terms'ethnic minority' and 'migrant'will therefore be used.

6.2. lnformation about ethnic minorities

A. The press

6.2.1. This chapter will focus mainly on material from West Germany and Great Britain,
as it is interesting to compare two countries which show fundamental differences in the
way in which migrants are seen and racism is dealt with. West Germany denies being a
country of immigration and the existence of widespread racism, while in Britain there is a
large 'race relations industry'and an awareness of racism.

6.2.2. In the Federal Republic of Germany we find a number of content analyses of the
way in whiÖh migrants are portrayed f). ln Britain research concentrates more directly on
racism (6).
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Station
Transmitter

1975
Minutes ",6

1979
Minutes

o/o 1 987
Minutes

o/o

Change
from 1975 to 1987

ln minutes ln o/o

RTBF
BRT
DR
ARD
HR
Radio
France
RTL
SR
SSR
NOS
BBC

1 200
280

0
5 600

880

1 440
600

2  160
1 320

600
120

8,5
2,0
0,0

39,4
6,2

1 0 , 1
4,2

15,2
9,3
4,2
0,9

1 200
365
226

5 600
880

2 440
720

1 855
1 200

740
120

7,8
2,4
1 , 5

36,5
5,7

1 5 , 9
4,7

12,1
7,8
4,8
0,8

1 600
400

1 400
s 600

400

2 080
680

6 900
1  160
3 640

120

6,7
1 , 7
5,8

23,3
1 , 7

8,7
2,8

28,8
4,8

15,2
0,5

+ 400
+ 120
+ 1 4 0 0

0
480

+ 640
+ 8 0
+ 4740

160
+ 3 0 4 0

0

+ 3 3
+ 4 3

0
55

+ 4 4
+ 1 3
+ 219

1 2
+ 507

0

TOTAL 14 200 100,0 15 345 100,0 23 980 100,0 + 9 7 8 0 + 6 9

Table 1
Minutes per month of special radio programmes

tor migrant workers in 1975, 1979 and 1987

Table 2
Minutes per month of special TV programmes
for migrant workers in 1975, 1979 and 1987

Source: Taisto Hujanen: Final Conference of the Joint Study: The Role of lnformation in the Realization of the
Human Rights of Migranl Workers. Lausanne, 23-27 October 1988.

Station
Transmitter

1975
Minutes

o/^ 1 979
Minutes

1987
Minutes

o/o

Change
from 1975 to 1987

ln minutes In oÄ

RTBF
ARD
ZDF
RTL
SR
SSR
NOS
BBC
Channel 4
FR3

240
300
360

0
720
170

0
120

180

1 1  , 5
14,4
17,2
0,0

34,5
8,1
0,0
5,7

8,6

240
240
540

0
1 040

244
160
120

360

8,2
8,2

18,4
0,0

35,3
8,2
5,4
4,1

12,2

320
240
540
240
934
270
720
720
480
360

6,6
5,0

11,2
5,0

19,4
5,6

14,9
14 ,9
10 ,0
7,4

+ 8 0
60

+ 180
+ 240
+ 214
+ 100
+ 72O
+ 600
+ 480
+  180

+ 3 3
20

+ 5 0

+ 3 0
+ 5 9

+ 500

*  fOO

TOTAL 2 090 100,0 2940 100,0 4824 100,0 + 2734 +  131
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(in minutes)

RTL

12,0

(-)
1. . )

( ' )
l2\

Table 3
Weekly radio programmes for migrant workers in 1987

Hindi  (BBC),  Urdu (DR).
The programmes in Arabic and Portuguese use in part French; the programme in the category 'Other' is
directed to Africans and is transmitted only in French.

Weekly programme time is 4 x 87,5 minutes = 350 minutes.
Berber (35), Chinese (30), Malaysian (35), Papiamento (35), Dutch for Surinamese (70), Dutch Multicultural
(140) = 345 minutes.

Countries: (1) Belgium, (2) Denmark, (3) Federal Republic of Germany (4)France, (5) Luxembourg, (6) Sweden,
(7) Switzerland, (8) The Nethertands, (9) United Kinqdom.
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Language

Polish Portuguese
Setbo-

Croatian
Spanish Turkish Vietnamese

Other
t2\ Total "k

30 50 30 60 60 400
7,7

50 100

87 87 (,) 3s0 5,4

280 280 280 1 400

30,4

30 30 30 150

20
150

20 20
1 5 0

100
300
20

( . )  180 45 45 40 1 0 (..) 20 540 8,3

35 2Q 20 170 2 ,6

30 330 155 240 1 725 26,6

30 30 25 290 4,5

30 30 95 165 345 9 1 0 14 ,0

30 0,5

60 295 1 052 735 1 147 1 0 345 6 485 100,0

0,9 4,5 16 ,2 1 1 , 3 17,7 0,2 5,6 100,0
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Table 4
Weekly TV programmes for migrant workers in 1987

(in minutes) (1)

(') NOS: Berber (15), Dutch Multiculturat (45) = 60 minutes.
BBC: English (120), Hindi (60).
lW: English (120).
FR3: French (90).

(') The programme services marked with 0 in this table indicate that these programmes are not transmitted every
week.

Countries: (1) Belgium, (2) Federal Republic of Germany, (3) France, (4) Luxembourg, (S) Sweden, (6)
Switzerland (7) The Nethertands, (B) Great Britain.

Transmitter

Language

Arabic Estonian Finnish Greek Italian Polish Portuguese

1 RTBF 0 0 0 0

2 ARD
ZDF

0
0

0
0

0
0

3 FR3

4 RTL 60

5 S R 0 165 20 0

6 SSR 60

7 NOS 1 5

8 BBC
Canal 14

N 1 5 0 165 20. 120 0

% 1 , 8 0,0 19 ,3 2,3 14,0 0,0 0,0
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Table 5
Television programmes for migrant workers in 1987

(minutes per month)

(.) NOS: Berber (60), Malaysian (30), Papiamento (30), Dutch for Surinamese (60), Dutch Multiculturat (180) =
360 minutes.
BBC: English (480), Hindi (2a0).
ITV: English (480).
FR3: French (360).

Countries: (1) Belgium, (2) Federal Republic of Germany, (3) France, (4) Luxembourg, (5) Sweden, (6)
Switzerland, (7) The Netherlands, (8) Great Britain.

Transmitter

Language

Arabic Estonian Finnish Greek Italian Polish Portuguese

1 RTBF 40 80 40 40

2 ARD
ZDF

40
90

40
90

40
90

3 FR3

4 RTL 240

5 S R 1 7 660 80 1 7

6 SSR 240

7 NOS 60 60 30

8 BBC
Canal 14

N 100 1 7 660 210 750 57 200

o/ 2,0 0,4 13,7 4,4 15 ,5 1 , 2 4,1
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6.2.3. The studies in the Federal Republic show that information about ethnic minorities
centres around the image of the 'foreigner as a criminal': Delgado (?) who analyzed 3 069
reports from 84 different newspapers in North Rhine-Westphalia between 1966 and 1969
found that while 32,2"/" of the articles dealt with information about the situation in the
employment market, 31"/" ol the reports dealt with stories in which 'foreigners' were
accused of committing crimes. Only 10,8/o of the reports were classified by the author as'goodwill-articles', wanting to legitimize the presence of the so-called guest workers,
Classifying the characteristics by which guest workers were described Delgado found that
31% were negative, 13% positive and 27% ambiguous. But if we look closer at those
characteristics he calls positive we find the phrase used most frequently: 'We need the
migrants' (32%) and on the second place: 'We should take care of them' (21,1o/o). The first
expression can be seen as reproducing the idea that ethnic minorities are to be viewed in a
merely instrumental way, their existence being only legitimized by their contribution to the
wealth of the ethnic majority. The second statement reveals a paternalistic attitude. In both
cases ethnic minorities are seen as dependent on the goodwill of the majority groups.

6.2.4. Galanis (8), analyzing the two biggest mainstream journals (STERN and QUICK)
between 1960 and 1982, concentrates on the ways in which the media report on crimes
committed by members of ethnic minorities. He finds out that in times of economic
depression there are many more articles dealing with crimes in general, whereas in
prosperous times the articles deal more with individual criminals but leave out the
economic and social situation they live in. The latter produce an individualization of crimes,
whilst the former show migrants as being a general threat to Germans and to German
society: not only do they threaten their economic security by taking away jobs in times of
economic depression, they also threaten the personal security of the German population.
Both studies found that the majority of the articles dealt with Turks. They were
overrepresented in relation to their presence in the German society.

6.2.5. Similar images of foreigners as criminals are produced in the Spanish press (e)
about people from the Third World l iving in Spain. In the Netherlands 'minority members
are singled out for undue attention and sometimes stigmatized as causes of social
problems or as being a social problem by their very presence.'(10)

6.2.6, In Denmark Ole Hammer undefiook a study of 'The lmmigrant lssue in the Daily
Press in Denmark'. 'The result shows that 3/4 of the material concerns crime and racism.
... The immigrants are almost never mentioned in themes like family, personalia, free time,
housing and econonny, childi 'en and youth - and only infrequently in entertainments' (r1).

6.2.7. For France, Yaya Togora from the Institut Frangais de Presse, writes that Le
Pen's 'quadrology' : ' imrnigration-insecurity-delinquency-unemployment 

of the French' is
so often voiced by main political leaders that it has become a dominant ideology. 'Polls are
regularly conducted on thernes such as: Should migrants be expelled and wil l their
expulsion level down unemployment of the French?' Moreover migrants/rninorities appear
generally in social and political disorder news stories. Although they are actually the
victims of violence, they appear mostly as the actors. 'Apart from crime stories, migrants
are frequently presented as a community unable to adapt to the French values.'This is for
instance obvious in headlines such as'Fundamentalism against integration' (Les Cahiers
de L'Express': Dossier immigration, No 3, April 1990 or' lmmigrants: Which threshold of
Tolerance?' (Le Point, No 917, April 1gg0).
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6.2.8. Professor Clara Gallini leading research on 'The image of the Arab in mass
communications' in ltaly sums up her first findings: 'There is, however, the hard 'nucleus'

of a stereotype which is also conceived as being real, and not a dream: it is that of the
Arab who is always a Muslim, fundamentally a religious follower of an lslam which is
presented as the source of sexual peruersions (homosexuality, polygamy), of oppression
and servitude (both in the family and in society at large), and of an irrationalism
('fanaticism') which realizes itself in combat (the holy war)'(12).

6.2,9, Partly thanks to several independent agencies and pressure groups like the
Runnymede Trust and The Campaign against Racism in the Media (CARM) which is part
of the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom (CPBF), partly because of the
sociological tradition of investigating 'Race Relations' and racism, there is a widespread
literature analysing racism in the media in Great Britain.

6.2,10. As far as the press is concerned migrants are treated as a'problem', as a threat
to the society because of their numbers and as posing a law and order problem. They are
portrayed as cheating the British state authorities to enter the country and then
'scrounging' various forms of welfare benefit (13).

6.2.11, But there are also some differences between the representations in the Brit ish
and in the West German press. Firstly, the form of the presentation differs. Even the worst
papers in West Germany would not dare to print headlines like: 'Arab pig sneaks back in'
(The Sun, 23 January 1986) or 'Get out you Syrian swine' (The Sun, 25 October 1986) or
to call a member of an ethnic minority a'scum product'(The Sun, 27 February 1989),
Secondly, there are more violent images: 'Black youth' is characterized as 'rioters'/'black

mob', who 'think of rioting as a form of fun and a source of profit' (Daily Express, 30
September 1985). Cartoons present black people in Britain as primitive cannibals in 'tr ibal'

or' jungle' settings. Thirdly, there is a major battle taking place in some of the Brit ish press
against anti-racism. Anti-racists are labelled as 'race spies'controll ing people's thoughts,
imposing censorship, being ' loony leftists', etc (14),

6.2.12. Obviously overt racism is much more common in the Brit ish press than it is in
the West German one. This must be seen in the wider context of racism being a taboo in
West Germany because of its recent history. Although it exists it is generally denied. This
might be a reason why overt forms of racism are not articulated" lnstead, covert racism is
the dominant feature in the West German society: 'Racism is reproduced here as a set of
unquestioned assumptions which are largely invisible to those who formulate the world in
these terms'(15). The unexpressed assumption is that of the superiority of the German
culture and civilization and of conflicts between different cultures being the 'natural result'
of an innate preference of human beings for their 'own kind'(16).

B. Television

6.2.13. ln her study about the representation of ethnic minorit ies in TV programmes in
1986, Kühne-Scholand found that more than half of the programmes dealt with the issue of
asylum and there mostly with the number of asylum seekers and methods of preventing
them entering the country, There is l i tt le on the l ife of ethnic minorit ies in the country itself
and where there is the main subject is integration but hardly ever racism or xenophobia.
95o/o of those who make the programmes and init iate discussions are German nationals.
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As far as migrants appear they are only the objects of representation and they are pictured
mainly as groups, not as individuals: e.g. 'too many of them' trying to register as asylum
seekers or queuing for accommodation.

6.2.14. In Britain covert racism is common in television, Crucial to this sometimes
unconscious racism is the power to determine the terms of discussion, to pose the
questions which have to be answered. In the programmes analysed in: 'lt ain't half racist,
mum!' by Stuart Hall and others, it was shown that liberals and anti-racists, even if they
were given some space, had to argue within a logic in which migrants and their numbers
were the problem, for instance saying that they were not too many yet which meant to
reproduce the view that there could be too many one day.

6.2.15. Angela Barry demonstrates the three 'myths' about people of Afro-Caribbean
origin in British TV, which were constantly reproduced in different contexts throughout the
years: the enteilainer, the trouble-maker, the dependent. ln the late fifties the dominant
image was the one of the happy slave who knew his place, an image imported from the
United States. Along with the 'race riots' in Nottingham and Notting Hill as a rebellion
against racism, discriminatioh and violent racist attacks, emerged the picture of the'trouble-maker': 'The blandly smiling face of the new immigrant gained definit ion, acquired
real features which clearly spelled out menace. The reassuring penumbra of 'Common-
wealth' evaporated, leaving the stark 'otherness' of the black intruder. The potent myth of
the black as trouble-maker was born' (1?). With the Biafran war and the images of starving
children, the third great myth, 'that of black dependency - was thus fixed into the
consciousness of the nation' 1ta). At the end of the seventies, the 'three myths had
realigned themselves and flourished - the trouble-maker was now a mugger, the
entertainer was the black person whose very presence triggered off hilarity; the
dependency myth crossed the African continent and settled itself in Amin's Uganda'(te).

6.2.16. In the eighties, people of West-lndian origin started emerging in the regular
programmes, reading the news, etc. Channel Four broadcast programmes aimed at
minority interests. But there are also debates on the extent to which these new images are
not just new, but now 'positive' stereotypes. Besides, discussions go on as to whether new
programmes like Eastenders, Albion Market, and Ebony produce laughter about racist
stereotypes are not making them more acceptable instead of criticizing them (20). But
Channel Four has at least been able to give more members of the ethnic minorities access
to the media also by training programmes.

6.2.17. Apaft from this way of tackling racist stereotypes the above-mentioned
initiatives engage in different activities against racism in the media. The CPBF for instance
is leading a campaign for the 'r ight to reply'. l ts 'Group against racism in the media' is
writing a book on the historical and present images of different ethnic minorities in Britain:
lrish, Afro-Caribbeans, Asians, Jews. The group has different subgroups composed of
respective members of minorities examining their representations. Such organizations are
non-existent in West Germany.
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6.3. Information to ethnic minorities in radio and television

6.3.1, The function of information to ethnic minorit ies should be to enable them not only
to keep ties with their countries of origin if they wish to, but also to sustain and develop
their mother tongue and by doing so provide the means for a self-confidence and ability to
act that could be the starting point for developing new 'maps of meaning' in the receiving
society.

6.3.2. Very detailed information about the quantity of such broadcasting is available,
but there is practically no deeper analysis of the contents of these programmes,

6.3.3, The Centro Studi Investimenti Sociali Censis in Rome reports that Radio
Popolare in l/ilan and Radio Proletaria in Rome provide information for migrants in
different languages, above all in Arabic.

6.3.4. The tables show that Sweden and West Germany are the countries with the most
extensive radio broadcasting service for ethnic minorities followed by the lrletherlands,
whereas in Britain an exceptionally small amount of programming is available (30 minutes
per week in Hindi). BBC and Channel Four do offer the widest TV programmes, although
programming offered in the mothertongue is very small and even decreased in 1987 when
the BBC's 'Asian Magazine' in Hindi was replaced by the English language programme
'Network East'. ln Luxembourg there are weekly radio broadcasts in Portuguese and
Italian and in 1990 daily broadcasts in Portuguese began.

6.3.5. ln Britain as well as in France the decrease of prograrnmes in the mother tongue
is explained by saying that the respective languages of the majority meet better the needs
of the so-called second generation. This argument must be seen in the light of a lacking
bilingual education, where children do not have the chance to develop their mother
tongue, Perhaps it is not by chance that this policy is mainly supported by the two
countries who were most successful in imposing their language on the peoples of their
former colonies.

6.3.6. On the other hand the policy of mother tongue information in West Germany,
Sweden and the Netherlands reflects rather different migration policies: while in West
Germany the transmission of programmes in the vernacular languages was part of a
policy of rotation, in Sweden and the Netherlands those programmes are an element of a
minorities policy adopted by the government. Both countries recognized ethnic minorities
as a new element of their society and claimed to be a'multicultural society'. The diversity
of languages is highest in the Netherlands which broadcasts 910 minutes a week in 12
languages.

6.3.7. The contents of the programmes in the mother tongues and in the respective.
language of the receiving country include: current affairs from the countries of origin and
those of residence, sports, cultural events, music and special information about legal
points in the receiving countries. Only a detailed content analysis could give some insight
as to how useful these programmes are for the life of ethnic minorities, the self-perception
and their perceptions of the society they live in. Such investigation remains to be done.

6.3.8. lt seems, however, that information or discussions about racism and discrimina-
tion and strategies against it are very rare. In West Germany there is a fairly regular
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ref€rence to this only in the radio station of the Land Hesse: there are two magazines
weekly, one of two hours, the other ol half an hour, in which transmissions on racism and
xenophobia occurred. This might be due to the fact that the new local authorities in
Frankfurt, formed by a coalition ol the Social Democrat and the Green parties, have
established a committee for multiculturalism and have since then carried out some
activities against racism (the only ones carried out by authorities of the FRG). These
events have been partfy reported on by the Hessischer Rundfunk (HR). Naturally,
infonnation to ethnic minorities should not dealwith racism all the time, but still it is striking
that it takes up so littfe space.

6.3.9. The deoentralization and deregulatisn of national broadcasting in European
countries opened up possibilities for local radio stations which are either community
stations, that is are run by a particular ethnic minority, or local radio stations providing
services for difforent minorities.

6.4. Information by ethnic mlnorltles

A. Radio stations

6.4.1. Speciat programmes for ethnic minorities are not necessarily made by members
of the minorities but this is the case for the means of communication described below. The
aim of the so-called ethnic media is to provide information about the country of origin as
well as about the respective communities in Britain and in allother parts of the world. They
also organize discussions within the community and with other communities including the
majority one (21). The following is a short overview of existing community radio stations.

6.4,2. In Belgium there.is an ethnic community radio called 'Fr6quence Arabe',
transmitting all day in French and Arabic. In Britain four community radio stations have
now been licensed, several others exist illegally. In Denmark one out of 306 registered
local radio stations serves only migrant communities using predominantly Arabic, Urdu
and Turkish. In the Federal Republic, in Berlin and Dortmund there are cable networks
used for transmission of radio programmes in migrant languages, mainly Turkish. In
France there are many community radio stations transmitting programmes for ethnic
minorities either in their mother tongue in French or bilingual. Many are illegal and operate
under the threat ol being closed down. Some of them were given licences rpcently and
also some support from the French Government.

6.4.3. The Netherlands seems to have the highest number of illegal community radio
stations in Europe. Here again the state has started to legalize some of them and to
provide financial support for experimenting with local radio stations for migrant commun-
ities. In Spain there are two radio stations run by members of ethnic minorities which can
broadcast all day without having licence problems: the US air base station and the British
Forces Broadcasting Services transmitting to their audiences in their mother tongue. ln
Sweden 23 local stations have hired 50 journalists on a permanent basis for the
production of migrant programmes. Within small-circulation networks 90 clubs and
organizations transmit programmes to their specific communities (tt).
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B. Ethnic Press

6.4.4. In some European countries newspapers and/or bulletins for certain commun-
ities are published in the respective mother tongues as well as in the majority languages,
ln Britain there are papers for the Asian, the Afro-Caribbean, the lrish and the Jewish
Communities. The Asian weekly 'New Life' (published in English) and the Gujarati weekly
have, according to their publisher Mr Patel, 200 000 readers. The biggest black
newspaper in Britain is 'The Voice' dealing with the l ife of Blacks in Britain and all over the
world, with special pages for'Caribbean News'. One problem for the 'ethnic press' is that
they are supposed to cover all the interest groups of the community in one or perhaps two
publications. Of course this is a virtually impossible task and so this need to represent a
group characterized by diversit ies of age, gender, class, polit ical beliefs, etc, as one
homogeneous group puts heavy demands on these media.

6.4.5.  A number of  newspapers publ ished by minor i t ies appear also in the Nether lands
and ln France and there are some bul let ins in l ta ly produced for example on the
Phi l ippines League, and by some Lat in Americans. In West Germany one Turkish-
German journal has just appeared. Besides there are smaller community newspapers
which are available through special distribution channels (community organizations,
counsell ing organizations l ike the church, etc.) Some of them are in German like 'Kontakt'

for  Spaniards,  some bi l ingual  l ike the Greek one, and some are in the mother tongue l ike
the Serbocroat one.

6 .5 .  Conc lus ion

6.5.1 .  This br ief  analysis of  the presence of  ethnic minor i t ies in the European media has
shown that on the one hand racist images and stereotypes are common but on the other
hand informat ion to the minor i t ies,  especial ly in their  mother tongues is not very
widespread (see tables). The largest service in West Germany means that migrants have
a programme of 40 minutes dai ly in their  mother tongue. As compared to th is,  Br i t ish,
French and US-American soldiers in West Germany have their own prograrnmes in their
mother tongues 24 hours a day. Media run by members of the ethnic minorit ies are
generally not distributed through the normal channels and therefore not available for a
broader audience. This does not apply to papers f rom the countries of origin, which at least
in bigger cit ies are easily available, but are not especially designed for the situation of
migrants.

6.5.2,  Given this s i tuat ion the possibi l i t ies of  chal lenging racist  images on the one hand
and of  developing a diverse, v ibrant community cul ture on the other are c lose to zero.

6.5.3.  One way of  tackl ing the problem has been to t ry to stop the product ion and
reproduct ion of  racist  images through legis lat ion.  To the proposal  {or  a Counci l  resolut ion
on the f ight  against  racism and xenophobia (23) for  instance, the Commit tee on Social
Af la i rs and Employment proposed the fol lowing amendment:  No 10:

set up agencies in each Member State to provide information on the legal instruments
that exist  to protect  persons against  d iscr iminat ion,  racism and acts of  inci tement to
hatred and racial  v io lence; . . .  .
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6.5.4. Although such measures are very important and should be implemented, they
can only be used against severe and overt forms of racism, and even then there is always
a wide range of interpretations as to what is to be defined as racist and whether freedom of
opinion and expression is not l imited if measures are taken against cultural productions.

6.5.5. In the Evrigenis Report the following was recommended: '328 (e) The profes-
sional ethics of the information industry with respect to manifestations of violence, and
especially of racial violence, should be carefully considered. The European Parliament
could take the init iative in organizing a symposium on this subject. 329 (f) lt should be
brought home to those concerned at all levels of the information industry that the mass
media have an important role to play in eliminating racial prejudice and promoting
harmonious relations among communities resident in Europe. The minority communities
must be fairly represented in the information media'(20).

6.5.6. But how can this be achieved? The fundamental problem when it comes to the
cultural situation of migrants is that they lack the freedom of expression that should be
guaranteed to everyone because they have hardly any access to the production and
distribution of information and of cultural production. A basic precondition to counter
racism, therefore, would be. equal access to the media and measures to facil i tate
independent cultural production. This was also a concern of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment in its Amendment No 11 to the proposal mentioned above:
'- ensure that the minority communities are properly represented on the public
information bodies.'

6.5.7. Members of ethnic minorit ies should be involved in the communication process
at all levels, in the elucidation of what information is needed, through planning how
information is to be collected, presented, packaged and distributed, through active
parlicipation in those decision-making processes involved in the production and distribu-
tion of information (and cultural productions). In other words there needs to be a move
from migrant workers being seen as passive recipients of information (and cultural
productions) to being involved as active padicipants in the cultural processes'(25).

6.5.8. As members from the Brit ish Film Institute mentioned, there is no point in having
only a section apart for ethnic minorit ies to create their culture if these productions never
enter the mainstream and become a part of every day l ife of the members of the majorit ies.
At the same time ethnic minorit ies must have the right and the means to develop their own
values, identit ies and self-images independently.

6.5.9.  This need is under l ined in the ' lnternat ional  Convent ion on the El iminat ion of  Al l
Forms of Racial Discrimination' agreed by the United Nations on its twentieth session 21
September-22 December 1965 and now signed by all countries of the EC, where in Article
2.2 it says: 'States Pafties shall, when the circumstances so warrant, take in the social,
economic, cultural and other fields, special and concrete measures to ensure the
adequate development and protection of certain racial groups or individuals belonging to
them, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the full and equal enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms.' ... '5(a) vii i  The right to freedom of opinion and expression'
and '5(e) vi The right to equal participation in cultural activit ies,'
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6.5.10. In interuiews with experts the following proposals were put forward about what
the European Community could do to ensure the right to access and equity of migrants in
the process of cultural production:

provide funding for a European network of members of ethnic minorities working in
the field of media and art production. For instance organizing smaller meetings on
different fields of activities: production, distribution, technologies, etc;
set up a central data bank including information about organizations and individuals in
the field as well as press, films, videos, books, to exchange information within Europe;
put pressure upon Member States to provide the means for equal access of members
of ethnic minorities to media and culture by special training programmes, and by
setting of quotas;

support independent media and artistic productions by funding distribution and
translations.

6.5.11. This could help to ensure that the presence of ethnic minorit ies becomes a
normal feature of the European Community, thus challenging ideologies and policies
which see them and their presence as a problem.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusions and Recommendations

The recommendations (in italics) were formally voted upon and adopted by the Committee
of Inquiry.

7.1. The European Parliament

It is vital that there should be adequate follow-up to this report. Given that the Committee of
Inquiry can exist only for nine months, this follow-up will have to take place under the
auspices of another committee. As the Committee on LegalAffairs and Citizens' Rights is
now responsible for 'human rights problems in the Community (including the legal
implications of Community acts intended to safeguard the protection of human rights)', it
would be logical to give it responsibility by adding 'and allquestions relating to combating
racism, antisemitism and xenophobia'; in view of that Committee's likely workload in this
area, it should consider setting up a sub-committee to deal exclusively with the subject.

Recommendation 1: That the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights have
added to its terms of reference responsibility for questions pertaining to racism,
antisemitism and xenophobia within the European Community and all matters relating to
third country nationals residing within the European Community, and that that committee
should consider the possibility of proposing the setting up of a standing subcommittee
under Rule 114 of the European Parliament's Rules of Procedure.

The follow-up should be done if possible on a continuous basis, with a commitment to at
least one major debate during each parliamentary session.

The present report has been drawn up with considerable assistance lrom two organiz-
ations - the Churches Committee for Migrants in Europe (and their publication, Migration
Newssheet), which has particular strengths in reporting on the incidence of racism and
xenophobia and action taken to combat it, and Searchlight, whose particular strengths lie
in providing information about fascist and other extreme-right groups and organizations. lt
would seem that they would be extremely well-placed to undertake jointly the monitoring of
developments in the field and in particular of the recommendations in this report. lt would
be useful for a system of social and economic indicators to be developed for this field.

Recommendation 2: That, besides its normal debates, at least once a year, one day of an
EP part.sessrron be devoted to a generaldebate on the situation with regard to xenophobia
and racism in the Communi$, in the presence of the Commission and the Council.

Recommendation 3: That a system for monitoring developments in the field of racism,
antisemitism and xenophobia (including extreme-right and fascist groups) and in
particular, the implementation of the recommendations contained in the present report be
established.
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A large number of complaints to local and national authorities in the Member States are
made by individuals. The possibility should exist for individual cases to be raised at
Community level. An independent source of adjudication should be set up.

Recommendation 4: That the attention of all Community citizens be drawn to the right to
petition the European Parliament where they feel they have been victims of racist or
xenophobic behaviour; that the necessary steps be taken to extend this right to all
residents in the European Community; that its Committee on Petitions make a proposalto
amend Rule 128 of the Rules of Procedure to this end; that the measures to be taken to
endow the Committee on Petitions with the means required for its task be studied; and that
the teasibility of appointing a Community Ombudsman/woman to help resolve cases of
racist, antisemitic and xenophobic discrimination be examined.

Currently the same budget line covers both actions against racism and xenophobia and
actions in the field of human rights, and there seems to have beef, a tendency for nearly all
expenditure to be devoted to the latter ratherthan the former. A separate budget line would
remove the danger but it is vital that it should contain adequate resources to promote
effective action in this field.

Recommendation 5: That a budget line be established in the 1991 budget in order to
promote and financially support pilot projects with the aim of improving the conditions for
co-existence between European Community national and legal residents from third
countries.

Recommendation 6: That a budget tine be established in the 1991 Budget and thereafter
to cover positive actions against racism, antisemitism and xenophobia, with resources
commensurate with the gravity of the problem, specifically including education and the
development of teaching methods that will improve people's understanding of cultural
diversity.

The European Parliament might be seen to be on weak ground in criticizing discriminatory
employment practices in certain Member States when its own do not explicitly permit or
encourage the employment of European residents who are not Community nationals as
established off icials.

Recommendation 7= That consideration be given, in negotiations with the trade union
organizations concerned, to amendment of the Staff Regulations for officials of the
European Communities to open the way for those from third countries with permanent
resident sfatus in one of the Community countries to permit employment as established
Communig officials.

Recommendation 8: That the Parliamentary groups emptoy in their secretariats
non-Community citizens who have the right of residence in the Community.

The Commission and Councilshould be separate signatories to allconventions in the area
of the fight against racism, antisemitism and xenophobia.

Recommendation 9: That the Commission be supported in its declared intentions of
encouraging the Community's accession to the European Convention on Human Rights.
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The Social Affairs Council and the representatives of the Governments of the Member
States adopted a resolution on racism and xenophobia on 29 May 1990. The draft
resolution, presented by the Commission and on which the European Parliament gave its
opinion in the report by Mr Medina Ortega (adopted on 14 February), was criticized for
confining itself to recognizing that certain legal measures at both institutional and
administrative level could help to prevent acts inspired by racism or xenophobia.

The resolution in the form adopted by the Council and the representatives of the
Governments of the Member States appears to fail to acknowledge the need for
Community action to combat racism and xenophobia where the victims are European
residents who are not Community nationals. This is a clear breach of the undertaking
made in the Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia, which specifically mentions
'workers who have their origins in other Member States or in third countries' and 'the

Member State in which they legally reside'.

Recommendation 1O: That, in view of the fact that the recent resolution on Racism and
Xenophobia adopted by the Social Affairs Council and the representatives of the
Governments of the Member Sfates on 29 May 1990 and the European Council's
declaration on antisemitism, racism and xenophobia of 26 June 1990 totally failto respect
major elements of the Joint Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia (l1 June 1986),
and in the light of the ruling of the Court of Justice of 22 May 1990, extending to the
European Parliament the power to institute legal proceedings against the Council, it call
upon its Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights and the Legal Seruice of the
European Parliament to examine the possibility of instituting proceedings under Article
173 of the EEC Treaty and Article 146 of the Euratom Treaty to enforce respect for its
prerogatives, in accordance with its resolution of 14 June 1990.

The Group of Coordinators (the Rhodes Group) is an official Community organization and
despite undertakings by the Councilto keep the European Parliament, and specifically its
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, informed about the work of this
organization, no information has as yet been given. lt is vitalthat such information should
include not only a report of the organization's activities, but also all its working documents.
The same should apply to all other such organizations and ad hoc bodies.

Recommendation 11: That its Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights assert lls
prerogatives to be kept regularly informed of the activities of the Group of Coordinators
(the Rhodes Group) and supplied with all its working documents; that in addition the
Commission and Councilbe asked to keep the Committee fully and regularly informed of
any discussions in which they have a presence, relating to the free movement and civil
rights of residents within the Community and moves towards a common Community
position on immigration rules, right of asylum and visa policy.

The social partners have an imporlant role to play in fostering harmonious race relations,
notably through good employment practices. Coordination of Community policies should
include full consultation with the employers' organizations and trade unions. The Flather
Report demonstrated Ecosoc's interest and involvement in this subject. The Council of
Europe has also been particularly active in the fight against racism, antisemitism and
xenophobia.
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Recommendation 12: That fullest cooperation be maintained with the Economic and
Social Committee and with the Council of Europe to ensure that problems relating to
racism, antisemitism and xenophobia are effectively tackled in a coordinated manner.

The widest possible publicity should be given to Parliament's activities in the field of
fighting racism, antisemitism and xenophobia, pafticularly amongst young people.

Recommendation 13: That any information packs produced by Parliament's information
offices in the Member Stafes and particularly those for schools include a section on racism
and xenophobia setting out Parliament's views.

7.2. The Commission of the European Communities

No single Commissioner at the moment has specific responsibility for matters relating to
racism and xenophobia -they are partly covered both by Mr Bangemann, responsible for
the Single Market, and by Mrs Papandreou, responsible for social policy. The designation
of the President of the Commission in a coordinatory role, with the necessary staff, with
this specific responsibility would both greatly increase the efficiency of the Community's
activities in this field, and be a clear measure of the Community's resolve.

Recommendation 142 That the President of the Commission be entrusted with ensuring
coordination of the Commission activities pertaining to racism, antisemitism and xenopho-
bia and all mafters relating to nationals of third countries within the European Community,
and that to this end a taskforce be set up spanning both the relevant directorates-general.

Recommendation 152 That a Community officer for immigration be appointed to monitor
the preparation of the Commission report, forward regular reports to Parliament on
migration policy and serue as a contact point for immigrants.

Apart from the European Parliament's resolve to follow up this report, it would be usefulfor
the Commission also to be involved, and this might best be done by its producing a
periodic report (probably drawing on external resources). This should cover extreme-right
and fascist groups as defined in the Evrigenis report.

Recommendation 16: That a periodic report, preferably every 18-24 months, be
commissioned on the current situation with respect to racism, antisemitism and
xenophobia (including extreme right and fascist groups) with particular reference to areas
with a high proportion of minority communities or those which may have exhibited a high
level of tension within the Community, and that this report be presented to the European
Parliament.

All Commission legislative proposals should, in future, include a 'minority impact
statement'.

Recommendation 172 That the proposals for legislation submitted by the Commission
should also indicate the effects of such proposals in combating racism and xenophobia.

Racism, antisemitism and xenophobia should be subject areas regularly included in the
Commission's sampling of public opinion around the Community, and the results widely
disseminated.
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Recommendation 18; That regular surueys be conducted by Eurobarometer on the

situation with regard to xenophobia and racism in the Community and on the relations

between the various communities living there.

The public at large is currently not sufficiently aware of Community action to combat
racism and xenop'hobia, or of th-eir rights to have their complaints heard. There is a need to

foster greater awareness in the Community about the dangels t9 e.1ye.ryone living in the

Comminity presented by racism and xenofhobia, particularly in thelight of the rising tide

of racist attacks and crimes (v. European Parliament resolution of 15 March 1990) and of

such incidents as the desecrätion of Jewish graves at Carpentras (v. European Parliament
resolution of 17 May 1990).

Recommendatlon 192 That an information campaign be carried out to publicize measures

designed to combat racism and xenophobia poin it Community and nationa!level) and all

the bodies that members of the public may contact when they consider that they have

been the victims of xenophobic or racist conduct.

Recommendation 20: That 1995 shoutd be designated European Year of Racial

Harmony and form part of an ongoing campaign to alert residents of the Community to the

dangeri to them a,tt from the gTowth in racism, antisemitism and xenophobia, and that

adelquate financial resources be made available in both 1993 and 1994 for preparation.

Particularly important for the future will be ensuring that young peoplg from both maiority
and minority iommunities have the fullest possible awareness both of the dangers of

racism anO ät the benefits of a multicultural society. In fact the role of education is vital and
the Commission should fully exploit what competence it has in this field. lt should maintain
and extend its activities to support projects in the field of the education of children from
immigrant and ethnic minority Üact<groünds, with a view particularly to further supporting
and developing the teaching to these children ol their mother tongue.

Recommendation 212 That alt its educational, training and youth exchange programmes

as well as teacher training programmes promote a European and non'discriminatory
dimension;that it set up spöciattraining programmesto encourage the learn.ing of minority
languages and an appreöiation of minöiity öuttures as well as exchanges of young people

fum Aisadvantaged regions and minority communities, with special action programmes
for gypsies and other itinerant communities.

Recommendation 22: That youth exchange programmes be promoted in.the Community
to create a critical awareness among young peopte of past and present forms of racism,
antisemitism and fascism.

Recommendation 23: That the development of teaching materials for schools and
instructional programmes for those working with chitdren and young pegple be promoted

to provide instriction on racism, xenophobia and antisemitism in the Community.

Recommendation 24: Thatthe Commr'ssion use all its powers, especially those provided

by Article 169 of the Treaty, to enforce futt implementation of Council Directive 77/486/EEC
on the education of the children of migrant workers, in allthose Member Stafes which have
so far failed to futfit the obtigation imposed on them by this directive; that the Commission
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initiate a revision of this directive, with a view particutarly to ensuring that the rights
provided by it are extended so as to include the chitdren of immigrants fro-m third count-ries.

Becommendation 25: That the Commission significantty step up its efforls to ensure full
implementation of the resolution of the Council änd Miniiters'of Education, meeting within
the Council, of May 1989, on the education of gypsy and traveller children, witia view
Plriicularly to stimulating initiatives proposed 6y that resolution and strentgthening the
deuelopment, coordination and evaluation, at Community level, of cooperativö netwoiks of
initiatives at local, regional and Member State level.

Recommendation 26:. That the Commission, by 3l March lggl, submit a recommenda-
tion to the Council on the role of education in combating and preventing racism and
xenophobia.

Recommendation 27: That scientific research be promoted into the causes and forms of
racigm and xenophobia in the Community with the aim of indicating ways of overcoming
racism and xenophobia.

Attitudes to minorities are largely shaped by their portrayal in the press and other mass
media; currently there is grave concern about the steräotyping of religious and ethnic
minorities.

Recommendation 28: That a campaign be conducted to raise the awareness of media
professionals of the importance of their role in eliminating racial and xenophobic
prejudices, particularly through appropriate treatment of the näws.

The European Community Institutions might be seen to be on weak ground in criticizing
discriminatory employment practices in Certain Member States whei their own do no-t
explicitly permit or encourage the employment of European residents who are not
Community nationals as established officiais.

Recommendation 29: That consideration be given, in negotiations with the trade union
Wanizations concerned, to amendment of ine Statt Rbgutations for officials of the
European Communities to open the way for those from third countries with permanent
resident status in one of the Community countries to permit employment as estabtished
Community officials.

Recommendatioo 3O: That the Commission carry out a detaited study of MemberStafes'
leglslltion governing the employment of non-Community citizens in t'he civilseruices and
submit a communication thereon.

Clearly, some Member States'legislation provides better protection for residents against
racism and xenophobia than others'. lt would be appropriate to coordinate legisiation
Community-wide to extend the same measure or prdtäctibn to all Community reiidents.
Oneprovision of such a directive could be the establishment of a watchdog boäy similar to
the Commission for Racial Equality in the United Kingdom.

Recommendation ?]= That, in tle tight of the ruting of the Court of Justice of g Juty t9g7
y.nlerlining the tact that the employment situation, änd more generatty the improvement of
living and. working conditions in the Community, is affecteö Oy Me'ntber Siates' policies
towards third country nationals resident in the iommunity, a aÄn directive be prepared by
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Sl March lggl to provide a Community framework of tegislation against any discrimina-
tion connected with betonging or not betonging to an ethnic group, nation, region, race or

religion, covering all Community residents.

Extreme right-wing and fascist groups abuse the postal service by disseminating
unsolicited frraterial. They also promote racial hatred by distributing leaflets, newspapers

and pamphlets outside schools and youth clubs and in other public places.

Recommendation 322 That a draft directive be prepared by 31 March 1991 to harmonize
regutations throughout the Community to proh'ibit'the dissemination of anti-semitic and

racist material.

There persists a widespread fear that the completion of the Single Market may. result in the

creation of second-cläss citizens - Community residents without the nationality of a

Member State, who may not benefit from the removalof internalfrontiers and freedom of

movement, and indeed bommunity residents with the nationality of a Member State who

because of their obvious membership of an ethnic minority group may be subject to more

frequent identity controls and other restrictions to their freedom of movement.

The aim of the European Residents Charter would be to ensure that all legal residents of

the Community (subiect to a minimum residence qualification) enjoy the same rights and

duties throughout the CommunitY.

Recommendation 33; That a European Residents Charter be drafted, extending.to
residents of a Member State the right'of residence and establishment in the other Member

Stafes of the Community, and givi-ng them the opportunity to obtain a European Besidents
Card, as part of the mäasurei to äbofisn internal frontiers and establish the single area
proridedior in the Treaties and the Single Act;this European Residents Card would allow'non-Community 

legat residents freedöm to circulate, to reside and to work within the

European Community. 
' -"--'-'-' " ' ' '' ':i: <q .n

lmportant lessons can be learned from the experience of local groups and organizations
around Europe, of great value to Community policies and campaigns.

Recommendation 34= That a European network to combat racism and xenophobia be
promoted with Community funding to allow the exchange o.f experience among the
'Member 

Sfafes and create points of contact for those affected.

The European Parliament dealt with the question of asylum in the lep..ort by frIl Vetter
(adopted january 1988), pointing out that the reasons forcing peop.le to.flee had changed
since the Geneva Conväntion oriRefugees was signed in 1951, and so the definition of the

concept of refugee had to be chanj"ed. Apart fiom the restrictive geographical limits

sometimes attac-hed to the Geneva Cönvention, it is vital to ensure that no one should be

returned to a country where they face persecution because of their political, religious or
pfrilosophical belief6, or sexuaf orientation, or would be liable to cruel and unusual

ilunisnment, or woulä face criminal prosecution for crimes not recognized as su-ch jn the

Communi$.

Recommendation 35: That a Convention be drafted on a common refugee and asylum
poticy buitding on the principles of the UN Convention on Refugees allowing all.those'threätened 

bi persecui,tion iecause of their political, religious or philosophical beliefs or
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convictions, or gender or sexual orientation, to benefit, including those tiable to criminal
prosecution for crimes that are not recognized as such in the Cömmunity, or to cruel and
unusual punishment, or to an attack on or constraint of their physical,'mental or social
integrity.

Recommendation 36: That arrangements be made in cooperation with the European
Parliament for the appointment of a European Community oiicer for questions of asytum.

It is important that immigrants taking or facing legal proceedings should have the
opportunity of being represented by an organization-repiesenting lhe interests of their
particular communities.

Recommendation 3.7: That a proposal for a directive be drafted on the participation of
recognized associations, including those of immigranfs, as a third party in'proce'edings in
which those they represent are the injured partäs.

Recommendation 38: That consideration be given to the results achieved by immigrants'
advisory councils and that they be encouraged on an individual basis, during a transitional
phase, according to the quality of their reöord as regards democratizatioi.

Over four years afterthe European Parliament endorsed the call in the Evrigenis report for
a Migrants Forum to be established, this has still not been done. The parliäment häs duly
voted the necessary funds in successive budgets, but the Commission has apparenfly
spent all these credits on conducting preparatory studies, which have now led to thä
selection of 87 migrant organizations. The Commitiee of Inquiry was not provided with the
information necessary to assess the representativity of thdse.

Recommendation 39: That the European Migrants Forum as recommended in the
Evrigenis Report be established by 31 DecemOe1 tggO;the recent Commission moves in
this direction are welcomed, including the convening of a conference of 87 migrant
organizations in the Community; the Partiament sioutd have representation at tnis
conference and be kept fully informed of alt developments.

Despite the Commission's assertion of Community competence on matters relating to the
achievement of the Single Market, covering particülarly ihe harmonization of asyluä rules
and allother maüers relating to the removalof internalirontiers and the establishment of a
Peoples' Europe, Member States proceeded to remove these issues from the Community
forum and therefore from accountable democratic control by creating semi-clandestinö
groups such as Trevi and the Ad Hoc Group on lmmigration. li is totally unacceptable that
this lack of accountablity should continue.

Recommendation 40: That the Commission look into the question of how an action can
be brought in the European Court of Justice against the deiisions of the Schengen states
and 'Ad hoc Group on lmmigration' of the Member States and then bring proöeedings.

Recommendation 41:. That the Commission ensure that the forthcoming lntergovern-
mentalConference asserfs the Community's competence as indicated in th,-e Whit6 paper
of 1985 on the lnternal Market and in Pariiament;s resolution on the right of asytum @oc.A-227/86) in matters dealing with the harmonization of asylum rules a-nd atlother matters
relating to the removal of internal frontiers and the establishment of a peoptes' Eurape,
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such as harmonization of entry rules and common European Communi$ visa policies, and

that these etforts shoutd be ätearly reflected in the Convention on the right of asylum'

Community funding through the European Social-.Fund or the European Regional

Developmänt Fund could 6e used, witir increased financial provision,. to help combat

racism änd xenophobia in those areas where there is a high level of social and economic

deprivation and a high immigrant or minority population

Recommendation 42: That the criteria enabling European Social Fund and European

Fund for Regional Devetopment funding tor sfeciflc positive actions be directed to a

greater exteit towards ,"giont and locaiities witn high immiqrant popula.tions, especially

where minorities are conierred, and be more widell applied, but without preiudice to the

claims of the disadvantaged areas of the Community.

The Commission and Councilshould be separate signatories to allconventions in the area

of the fight against racism, antisemitism and xenophobia'

Recommendation 43: That the Commission be supported in its declared intentions of

eicouraging the Community's accession to the European Convention of Human Rights'

7.9. The Council of the European Communities

In view of the increasing activities of the European Community as an actor on the

international stage, and io underline its commiiment to protecting human rights and

etiminating raciaidlscrimination, the Community itself should become a signatory to the

appropriaiä international conventions. lt should therefore revise its position of opposition

td ine'Community's accession to the European Convention on Human Rights (see answer

to written question by Mr Glinne - 1 June 1990).

Recommendation 44: That it reconsider its position as regards- the Community's

accession and take the necessary steps to ensure that the European Community bgcome

a signatory to the European Conveition on Human Rights as foreseen in the Working

Programme of the Commission for 1990.

Recommendation 45: That the necessary steps be taken to ensure that the European

Community become ä signatory to the UU CoÄvention on the Etimination of all Forms of

Raciat Diicrimination, aid to {he 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees'

The European Community Institutions might be seen.to be on weak ground in criticizing

discriminätory employment practices in cänain Member States when their own do not

r*pti.itty peimit or öncorräge the employment of European residents who are not

Community nationals as established officials.

Recommendation 462 That consideration be given, in negotiations with the trade union

organizations concerned, to amendment of 
-the 

Staff Rbgulations. .for officials of the

Eiropean Communities io open the way for those from third countries with perman.ent.

resident sfatus in one of the Community countries to permit employment as established

Community officials.
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Despite the Commission's assertion of Community competence on matters relating to the
achievement of the Single Market, covering particülarly ihe harmonization of asyluä rules
and all other matters relating to the remova-iof internalirontiers and the establishment of a
Peoples' Europe, Member States proceeded to remove these issues from the Community
forum and therefore from accountable democratic control by creating semi-clandestine
groups such as Treviand the Ad Hoc Group on lmmigration. li is totally-unacceptable that
this lack of accountablity should continue.

Recommendation. 47= .That, in tlte tight of the ruling of the Court of Justice of g Juty lggT
y\lerlining the fact that .the emptoyment situation, änd more generaily the improvement of
living a.nd working conditions in the Communig, are affecteä oy uemoer Siates' policies
towards third country nationals resident in the Community, alt äcilvities related to the free
movement of such third country nationals currently aeatt wnn in intergovernmental fora
such as the Ad H9c Group o1 lmylOration and the Trevi working gioüps 

"rd 
any othergrolP involving all or some of the Member States of the Commuiiti shäuld be wound up

and transferred to the appropriate Community bodies.

The Social Affairs Council and the representatives of the Governments of the Member
States adopted a resolution on racism and xenophobia on 2g fu"v rögo. me dratt
resolution, presented by the Commission and on which the European parliament gave its
opinion inthe report by Mr Medina Ortega (adopted on 14 February), wäi criticizedlor
co.nfining itself to recognizing that certäin' legal measures at both institutional and
administrative level could help to prevent acts iispired by racism oi irnolnoOia.

The resolution in..the-form ado_pted by the Council and the representatives of the
Governments of the Member States äppears to fail to acknowledge the need for
Com.munity action to combat racism anci xenophobia where the victiris are European
residents who are not Community_ nationals. thn ls a clear breach of the undertäking
made in the Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia, which specifically mentionö'workers who have their origins in other Member Siates or in third countries' and ,the
Member State in which they legally reside'.

Recommendation 48: That if necessary a supplementary dectaration be adoptedas soon
as possible to the Council Declaration against Racism and Xenophobia, expressly to
q.rot99t immigrants to !l.e Community trom tnird countries in the same *ay as citizeis ot
the Member Slates of the Community, against racism and xenophobia of'which they areparticular victims.

There are alarming racist and xenophobic tendencies apparent in certain European
countries which aq or. qre. likely shortly to become applibänts for membership of tne
European Community. lt is inconbeivabld that they strouici accede to membership without
fully subscribing to the community fight against iacism and xenophobia.

Recommendation 49: That a declaration be made that any country seeking to join the
European Community must be committed to the Europöan democratic traditions oftolerance, the elimination of all forms of discrimination connected with betonging or not
lelonging to an ethnic group, nation, race or religion, and be a signato,ry n th" appropriate
international and European conventions, and- take steps to bombät xenophobia and
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antisemitism with, if necessary, denazification measures, enabling that country to meet

öimmunity standards for the'prevention and repression of racism and xenophobia'

Council Directive 77t4g6lEEC on the education of the children of migrantworkers, despite

being in force for 13 years, has still not been fully implemented in all Member States'

Recommendation 50: That proper and fult implementation of Council Directive 77/

4il6/EEC on the education of chitdren of migrant workers be ensured in all Member States.

7.4. The Member States

lreland has recenily adopted legislation outlawing incitement to racial hatred and therefore

should now be in a posiiion to äign the UN Conüention on the Elimination of all Forms of

Racial Discrimination.

Recommendation 31: That the only Member State which has not already signed the UN

Convention on the Etimination of ätt Forms of Racial Discrimination, do so as soon as

possible.

It is impoilant that immigrants taking or facing legal proceeding.s should have the

opportunity of bein! repre"sented by a"n organizaltion-repiesenting the interests of their

particular communities.

Recommendation SZt That an anti-discrimination law be enacted condemning all racist

acts and enabling tigit persons such as associa tions to bring prosecutions for racist acts

or appear as ioint Plaintiffs.

The 1990 decision of the Court of Justice on the interpretation of Article 48.4 of the Treaty

of Rome (employment in the public service) underlines the need for unnecessary

restrictions on the employment of non-national's in the public services to be removed'

Recommendation 53: That Member Sfates review their legislation concerning access to

posts in the pubtic sector in order to consider the possibility of opening such access,
'according 

to specific arrangements, to nationals öt tnirA countries who have legally

resided in the MemberSfafe concerned for a sufficient period, with the-exception of posts

which participate in the exercise of pubtic authority in that Member State.

In some Member States, unacceptably long administrative delays in regularization of

immigrants' status occur.

Recommendation 54: That Member Sfafes take the necessary measures to ensure that

the immigrant poputation has access within a reasonable period to legal sfatus as

residents and workers.

Despite the Commission's assertion of Community competence on matters relating to the

achievement of the Single Market, covering particularly ihe harmonization of asylum rules

and allother matters reiating to the remova] öf internatirontiers and the establishment of a
peoples' Europe, Member States proceeded to remove these issues from the Community

forum and therefore from accountable democratic control by creating semi-clandestine
groupr such as Trevi and the Ad Hoc Group on lmmigration. lt is totally unacceptable that
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this lack of accountablity should continue. Access to information by the individual
concerned and respect for his/her priv.acy are important principles, anä the Schengän
lnformation System, for example, has been criticized for not respeciing them.
Recommendation 55: That Member Sfales abide by the undertakings they gave in thepreamble to the Single European Act and pursue their activities relatäd b the removal of
internal frontiers within the framework of ihe community institutions.

Th.e forthcgmin^g Intergovernmental Conference provides an ideal opportunity for clarifi-
cation of the Community's competence in matiers relating to third'country nationals
resident within the Community.

Recommendation 56: That Member Stafes ensure that the forthcoming lnter-Govern-
mental Conference decide to introduce explicitty into the Treaties cteär competence
relati!9 to third country nationals resident in-the öommunity, as confirmed in the'ruting of
the Court of Justice of g July 1997.

Particularly in urban areas, one of the major elements of disadvantage for immigrants is
the quality of their accommodation, often lacking access to basic amönities and öuffering
from severe overcrowding.

Recommendation 57: That Member Sfates work against the ghettoization of their ethnic
minorities and adapt their housing policies to provide inexpenEive and adequate housing
to encourage integration.

Recommendation 58: That Member States encourage rehabititation programmes to
improve public housing and tiving conditions in the citieiwith large immigrant poputations.

Women are far more likely to be discriminated against on the basis of their dependent
status than are men, Moreover, migrant womän are often the victims of double
discrimination based on both their sexänd their migrant status.

Recommendation 59: That Member Sfates consider tackling the probtems of immigrants'
partners and family members who lose their residenf sfatus'fnrougn divorce or sepäration
by granling them independent resident sfafus after a period of tivo years-in the'country,
and in the case of bere.ave.ment, by granting them sucit status irrespäcfive of the perioa oi,f
residence, and in particular that thb righ{of residence of immigiant women should no
longer be dependent on that granted tö tne husband.

In some Member States, existing provisions exclude those granted asylum from gainful
employment for a period of up to two years, thus ensuring that-they rer"in in a situation of
extreme poverty.

Recommendation 60: That Member States review and then abotish the provisions
forbidding refugees from taking up work and thus creating or fostering groundi for ittegat
employment.

The.use and exploitali9n of a poolof clandestine labour undermines the social protection,
health and safety andJhe sec^urity of employment of all workers and is therefore contrary to
the provisions of the Social Charter. Moreöver it is very often the case that sanctions are
applied against clandestine workers rather than those who illegally employ them.
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Recommendation 61: That Member States consider adopting legislative measures
providing for severe legal sanctions againsf those who employ and exploit immigrants
without legal resident status; the aim of such sanctions should be the punishment of those
found guilty of exploitation and not the victims of it.

Many Member States perhaps unwittingly place many barriers in the way of non-
Community residents wishing to acquire nationality in the form of unduly complicated or
expensive administrative procedures.

It is important that dual nationality be permitted (possibly with a distinction being made
between 'active' and 'passive' citizenship). Failure to do so can discourage people from
seeking to acquire a Community nationality because the break with their country of origin
implies a break with their traditions and family ties, perhaps removal of the possiblity of an
eventual return to that country, and legal and other difficulties in some cases.

Recommendation 62: That Member Sfafes adopt measures to permit the application for
nationality by immigrants who have legally resided in the Community for a continuous
period of five years, keeping the costs and administrative procedures to a minimum and
permitting applicants for citizenship to maintain passive citizenship in their country of origin
where {oss of citizenship would entail problems in relation to ownership of property,
inheritance, etc.; and to give those born in a Member Stafe the nationalig of that state at
birth.

lf immigrants are to play a full part in the life of their communities, the ability to speak and
write the language of their host community as swiftly as possible is essential.

Recommendation 63: That Member Sfafes create conditions enabling any immigrant
with legalsfatus to learn a language of the Member Sfafe of residence.

Giving resident non-nationals the right to vote is a controversial matter. However,
experience in several Member States and notably the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands seems to indicate that accordinE this right does not lead to any substantial
change in political structures and has distinct benefits in helping to make these residents
feel part of the community. lt would therefore be desirable for Member States to examine
the possibilities of according this right at least at local level, alongside implementing the
draft directive granting voting rights in local elections to Community nationals.

The Dutch experience has shown that public opinion swings in favour of voting rights for
foreigners after seeing these rights in operation.

Recommendation 64: That Member Sfafes consider granting the right to vote and stand,
at least in local elections, first to all Community citizens and then to all legal immigrants
with five years' continuous residence in the country.

Currently there are complaints of a lack of coordination in preparing, implementing and
operating many legislative proposals having a direct or indirect influence on immigrant and
minority populations.

Recommendation 65: That Member Sfates set up appropriate mechanisms responsible
for monitoring the strict application of conventions, resolutions and directives and of
legislation concerning acts of racism, antisemitism or xenophobia.
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Given the extent of the problems faced by gypsies and other travelling communities, and
considerable discrimination against them both in the Community and now particularly in
adjoining states, it is important provision should be made for them which respects their
traditional patterns of migration.

Recommendation 66: Ihal Member Sfafes respectthe traditionalway of life of gypsy and
other travelling communities, encouraging the provision of the necessary facilities to make
this possible, at external frontiers as well as within the Community.

It is often in the workplace that the problems of racialdiscrimination are at their most acute,
and collective rather than individual action has often been proved to be the most effective.
Full participation in collective bargaining would also help improve the general situation of
all workers on low pay and with poor working conditions.

Recommendation 67: That Member Sfales encourage full and active participation by
immigrant workers in trade unions.

Considering the political aspect of racist crimes and the fact that they are in a sense the
negation of the civic rights of their victims, it seems incongruous that the exercise of full
civic rights by perpetrators of racist crimes sutficiently serious for their to have warranted
the imposition of a custodial sentence should be permitted while they are serving such a
sentence.

Recommendation 682 That Member Stafes tighten up their law to repress racism and
antisemitism, and in particular take measures to ensure that those who are sentenced and
imprisoned for such offences are deprived of their civic rights for the period of detention.

There is a common often misguided belief that persons of authoritarian and racist
inclinations are attracted to employment in the police and customs authorities. Numerous
complaints are received throughout the European Community about racist behaviour in
these services,

Recommendation 69: That Member Sfafes renew the instructions given to the various
seruices responsible for carrying out checks to avoid any discriminatory harassment likely
to suggest to the persons being checked that external characteristics pertaining to a
particular race or category may have predisposed them to the checks concerned.

A central aspect of tackling problems of racism, antisemitism and xenophobia lies largely
within the competence of the Member States - education. lt is vital that children should
not absorb racist attitudes at school but that, on the contrary, they should learn about the
benefits to be derived from living in a multicultural society.

Recommendation 70: That all Member Sfafes undertake to fully and effectively
implement the terms of Directive 77/486/EEC on the education of the children of migrant
wokers and to apply the Directive equally to the children of both Community and
non-Community citizens resident in the Community.

Recommendation 71: That Member Sfates introduce teaching against racism into the
curriculum of their primary schools as a compulsory subject.
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Recommendation 72= That Member Sfates adopt policies enabling children from the
majority population and from ethnic minarities ta be educated together.

Recommendation 73: That Member Sfafes step up the support that education systems
can provide for the campaign against racism, antisemitism and xenophobia through the
teaching of human rights and history at school, through teacher training and through
university research.

Lack of information about immigrants' rights and about the bodies responsible for
administering, monitoring and implementing legislation can often prove to be a barrier to
alleviating discrimination.

Recommendation 74: That Member Sfates ensure thatthe persons concerned are better
informed of the means available to them to oppose any discrimination to which they may
be subject.

7.5. The Foreign Ministers meeting in European Political Cooperation

There has been considerable groMh both in racist, antisemitic and xenophobic incidents
and in the strength and number of extreme right-wing organizations in the countries of
Eastern Europe. In considering its foreign policy links with these countries and ever-closer
cooperation with them, the Community must seek to help them to resolve these problems.

Recommendation 75: That the growth of racism, antisemitism and xenophobia in many
countries of Eastern Europe be drbcussed in the light of the Community's relations with
them.

The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly adopted a resolution on 29 March 1990 assessing the need
for the ACP states to be associated with the fight against racism and xenophobia in the
Community, in particular as this involved citizens of ACP states. The foreign policy aspects
of this must be carefully considered both in respect to the ACP states and the
Community's attitude towards other states.

Recommendation 762 That problems faced by non-Community nationals of ACP states
and other states resident in the Community be examined in the light of the Community's
relations with the ACP states (paying particular attention to the procedure for dialogue
provided for in Lomö lV) and other sfafes.

There are alarming racist and xenophobic tendencies apparent in certain European
countries which are or are likely shortly to become applicants for membership of the
European Community. lt is inconceivable that they should accede to membership without
fully subscribing to the Community fight against racism and xenophobia. The foreign policy
aspects of this must be carefully considered.

Recommendation 77= That the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation fully
discuss the implications of the above recommendation that the Council make a declaration
that any country seeking to join the European Community must be committed to the
European democratic traditions of tolerance, the elimination of allforms of discrimination
connected with belonging or not belonging to an ethnic group, nation, race or religion, and
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be a signatory to the appropriate international and European conventions, and take sfeps
to combat xenophobia and antisemitism with, if necessary, denazification measures,
enabling that country to meet to Community standards for the prevention and repression of
racism and xenophobia.
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Written evidence to the Committee of Inquiry

By lndividual
BOVENKERK, Prof. Frank. Willem Pompe Instituut voor Strafrechtswetenschappen,
Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht
CHOMBART DE LAUWE, Marie-Jos6
ELSS, Werner
ESSED, Dr. Philomena
FISCH, Jean-Albert
JAGER, Prof. Dr. Siegfried
JENSEN, Er ik & SEJERSEN, Jens
PEARSALL, Phyll is

By Organization
AVRUPA MILLI CÖNÜS TESKILATLARI, KöIN
AGENCE NATIONALE POUR L'INSERTION ET LA PROMOTION DES TRAVAILLEURS
D'OUTRE-MER
ASSOCTA9AO CUITEENSE DE SOLTDARTEDADE SOC|AL, Lisboa
BRITISH ROMMANI UNION
COMMISSION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY, London
THE DANISH CENTER OF HUMAN R]GHTS
FOLKEBEVEGELSEN MOD NAZISME
IRISH IN BRITAIN REPRESENTATION GROUP
INSTITUTO DE ESTUDIOS ISLAMICOS, Lima, Peru
JOINT COUNCIL FOR THE WELFARE OF IMMIGRANTS. London
MOUVEMENT CONTRE LE RACISME, L'ANTISEMITISME ET LA XENOPHOBIE,
CENTRE D'ACCUEIL POUR IMMIGRES
NOTTINGHAM & DISTRICT COMMUNITY RELATIONS COUNCIL
THE ORGANISATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RELATIONS. Brussels
THE BOARD OF DEPUTIES OF BRITISH JEWS
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Documentation received

Belgium

Belgian parliamentary documents (House of Representatives)
(submitted by Mr Glinne)

Chambre des Repr6sentants
R6union publique de la Commission de l'lnt6rieur des Affaires g6n6rales, de
I'Education et de la Fonction publique - compte rendu analytique 17 janvier 1990
'L'intögration : une politique de longue haleine'
Vol, | : repöres et premiöres propositions
Vol. ll: philosophies, politiques et opinions
Vol.l l l : donn6es argumentaires
Commissariat Royal ä la politique des immigr6s, novembre 1989

Denmark
'A Guide to the Danish Refugee Council'
December 1989
'En asylsogers vej igennem systemet' - An Asylum Seeker's Way Through The
System
Edited by Dansk Flygtningehjalp
'The Role of Airline Companies in the Asylum Procedure'- Group of Experts under
the Auspices of European Consultation on Refugees and Exiles (ECRE
Edited by Dansk Flygtningehjalp)
'Victims of Neutrality, Race Discrimination in Denmark',
Meredith Wilkie, Nordic Journal of International Law, Acta scandinavica gentium,
page 4-87
'Kan det ske igen?', Povl. E. Noragen, Udgivet af Folkebeegelsen mod Nazisme i
samarbejde met Forlaget Tommeliden

Federal Republic of Germany
'Schulische Bildung der Kinder von Wanderarbeitnehmern'
Modellversuchsprogramm der Europäischen Gemeinschaften, Landau 1 989

lnformation from Aigali Dshunussow, National Executive member responsible for
foreigners, SPD in der DDR, East Berlin, 6 February 1990
'Zwischen Toleranz und Besorgtheit'- Einstellungen der deutschen Bevölkerung zu
aktuellen Problemen der Ausländerpolitik - VERTRAULICH - Institut für Demosko-
pie Allensbach
'Public Beliefs about Anti-Jewish Attitudes in West Germany : A Case of 'Pluralistic

lgnorance' by Werner Bergmann, Patterns of Prejudice, Vol. 22 No 3, 1988
'Pr6sentation de la politique et de la l6gislation concernant les 6trangers en
R6publique F6d6rale d'Allemagne' Le Ministre F6d6ral de I'lnt6rieur, situation: juillet
1 989
'Arbeitsplatz Deutschland'
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lnformationszeitschrift für ausländische Arbeitnehmer in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
'Ausländer - Daten
Herausgegeben vom Bundesminister für Arbeit und Sozialordnung, Dezember 1989
'Situation der ausländischen Arbeitnehmer und ihrer Familienangehörigen in der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland - Repräsentativuntersuchung'85
Der Bundesminister für Arbeit und Sozialordnung
'Faschismus, Rechtsextremismus, Sprache', von Siegfried Jäger, Duisburger Institut
für Sprach- und Sozialforschung
'Rassismus. Zur Klärung eines Begriffs', Siegfried Jäger; Thesen zum Rechts-
extremismus - Colloquium des DISS an 16 - 18.3.1990 in Radevormwald

France

French report to Rocard on Racism and Xenophobia: Recommendations -
Conclusions

Texte d'une proposition pour lutter contre le racisme et I'antis6mitisme, et moderniser
la d6mocratie
France Plus

Dossier de la section Marseille-Nord Sud
Ligue des droits de I'homme

Dossiers relatifs ä des attentats racistes et au front national
M.R.A.P.

Dossiers relatifs ä I'int6gration des 6migr6s et aux agressions racistes ä l'6gard de la
communautd alg6rienne et Bulletin de I'association Amicale des Algdriens en Europe
'Bilans', bulletin de I'association F6d6ration APAC

Dossier 6labor6 ä I'occasion de la visite de la commission d'enquöte par le Collectif
Marseille Fraternit6 et les Verts

Brochure du CLAF
'Le Möridional', dossier remis par Radio Galöre

Dossier relatif au sc6nario d'un film sur le racisme et I'int6gration ä Marseille,
Mme Caroline Chomienne

Dossier remis ä I'hötel de r6gion lors de la visite de la commission d'enqüete ä
Marseille
Conseil r6gional

Dossiers remis par la municipalit6 lors de la visite des quartiers de Marseille:
dossier de presse de la ville de Marseille
dossier sur I'activit6 de I'office public d'HLM
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ötude sur'le sentiment et les r6alit6s de I'insdcurit6 ä Frais-Vallon'
publication de M. Parisis: 'Paroles de locataires 1919-1989'
Mairie des 11öme et 12me arrondissements: 'projets, escalades, metiers,
espaces verts, parapentes. Donn6es sur population, logement et emploi'
Mission jeunes: dossier d'activit6s
Maison de l'6tranger: dossier d'activit6s

Dossier remis par Radio Gazelle
'lmmigration, lslam, Le problöme des repr6sentations', Universit6 Paris 7, Ligue de
I'Enseignement, et Centre de Documentation, lnstitut du Monde Arabe

Greece

Human Rights and Balkan Minority Treaties
George B. Zotiades, Thessalonika, 1968

lreland
'Racial Discrimination in lreland - Realities & Remedies'
A HARMONY Report, March 1990

Italy

Italian parliamentary documents

Luxembourg

Aspects demographiques de I'immigration
Bulletin du Statec, 1989
'Devenez propri6taire! L'Etat vous aide!'
Brochure 6dit6e par le Service de l'lmmigration en collaboration avec le Service des
Aides au Logement (Construction-Acquisition), 1988
'Les prestations familiales au Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg'
Brochure 6dit6e par la Caisse Nationale des Prestations Familiales du Grand Duch6
de Luxembourg, 1988

Projekt OECD/CERI und SIRP : 'Bildung und Migration in Luxemburg - Statische
Bihnz : 2. Teil
Courrier de I'Education Nationale,
Ministöre de l'Education nationale et de la Jeunesse, octobre 1986
'A propos de 'l'Ann6e des Droits de I'Homme' : textes et commentaires
Courrier de I'Education Nationale,
Ministöre de I'Education Nationale, octobre 1978

Netherlands

Minderhedennota
Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, Nederland, Zitt ing 1982-1983 - Nr. 16102

Overzicht onderzoek minderheden
Adviescommissie Onderzoek Minderheden (ACOM), Ministerie van Binnenlandse
Taken Nederland, juli 1985
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Onderzoek minderheden in opdracht van de Rijksoverheid, Ministerie van Binnen-
landse Zaken Nederland, mei 1984 en november 1986

Onderzoek etnische minderheden
Bibliografie samengesteld door de Adviescommissie Onderzoek Minderheden
(ACOM), Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken Nederland, juli 1989

Allochtonenbeleid
Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid, Rapport aan de Regering Nr 36,
1989, Nederland

Een beter beleid ?
Commentaar op het rapport 'Allochtonenbeleid'van de WRR, september 1989

Minderheid - Minder recht ?
Ministerie van Justit ie, Nederland, 1983

Een eerlijke kans
F. Bovenkerk, Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en
Werkgelegenheid, februari 1986

Overheid, Godsdienst en Levensovertuiging
Eindrapport van de Commissie van adviez inz. de criteria voor steunverlening aan
kerkgenootschappen en andere genootschappen op geestelijke grondslag, Neder-
land. maart 1988

Petitie en Memorandum : Een sociaal Europa voor iedereen
Adviesraad Buitenlanders, Gemeente Den Haag, Nederland, oktober 1989

Minderheden in Nederland, Statistisch vademecum 1989
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek en lnstituut voor sociologisch-economisch
onderzoek, Nederland

Actieprogramma minderhedenbeleid 1 990
Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, vergaderjaar 1989 - 1990
'Naar omstandigheden redeliik'
Rapport van de Evaluatiecommissie van de Landelijke Advies- en Overlegstructuur
Minderhedenbeleid (LAO), Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, Nederland, April
1988

Portugal

O projecto'Nö djunta mön', projecto integrado de educagäo de base nas äreas de
alfabetizagäo, saude, planeamento familiar
Associagäo Caboverdeana, Lisboa

Associagäo Guieense de Solidariedade Social, Lisboa

Assembleia Da Republica, Lisboa

Spain
'Normativa espafrola vigente sobre protecciön del principio de igualdad frente a
discriminaciones de caräcter racista o xenöfobo'
Ministerio del lnterior. Secretaria General Tdcnica
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United Kingdom
'Unequal migrants : the European Communities on equal treatment of migrants and
refugees',
Report from the Joint Council for the Welfare of lmmigrants, ed. Don Flynn
'New Right New Racism',
Paul Gordon and Francesca Klug
'The other lace of terror, lnside Europe's Neo-Nazi Network,' by Ray Hill, with Andrew
Bell
'Linked by a common thread'
Video presented to the Committee of Inquiry on the Growth of Racism and Fascism,
Migrants Film and Video Collective
lnstitute of Race Relations :

Catalogue
Butetin No 58 (Media Research projet)
Bulletin No 59
Code of Practice (for the elimination of racial discrimination and the promotion of
equality of opportunity in employment)
Code of Practice (for the elimination of racial discrimination in education)

lndian Workers' Association, London'The Regeneration of Racism'
lrish in Britain Representation Group about a policy on anti-lrish racism, ed. Patrick
Reynolds PEO OBRG

Searchlight
'From Ballots to Bombs - the inside story of the National Front's political
soldiers'

The Southall Day Centre, Hounslow

Annual report 1988 / 19Bg

Ealing Family Housing Association Racial Harassment Casework Report (Casework
to December 1989)
Ealing Family Housing Association - annual report lggg - lggg
Sunrise Radio - Hounslow

Letter d Waltham Forest NALGO 'Black Workers Group to all black workers'
referred to by Ms Goldsmith (assistant to Mr Tebbitt, ex-minister - Cons.)
Copies of 'Asian Times' and 'Caribbean Times' collected at Selby Centre
'Patterns of Prejudice'- Vol. 23 No 3

Anthony M. Messina : 'Anti-lmmigrant l l l iberalism and the'New'Ethnic Minorit ies
in Western Europe'

Institute of Jewish Affairs
Research Report Nos 2 and 3, 1990, No 1 , 1990, No 7, 19gg

Report of Activities - July 1988 - December 19g9
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Home Office (Minister John Patten)
lmmigration and Nationality Department - Policy Statement of race relations
Circuiar lnstruction 32/1986 - To all Prison Department Establishments (Race
Relations)
Home Office Circular No 75188 - Probation Service policies on race
Home Office Notice 2311989 - Working procedures - Equal Opportunity
Proofing
Home Öttice News Release -'Muslims in Britain Today' by John Patten
Home Office News Release -'On being British' by John Patten
Home Office Circular No 84/1989 - Magistrates' Courts service policies on race
Home Office circular No 87/1989 - Equal opportunities policies in the police
service
Home Office circular No 33/1990 - Ethnic minority recruitment into the police
service
Home Office circular No 4211990 - Government reply to the Home Affairs
Committee report on racial attacks and harassment
Section 11 of the Local Government Act 1966 -

Grant Administration : proposals (+ annex C)
Report of the Inter-Departmental Racial Attacks Group:
'The response to racial attacks and harassment : guidance for the statutory
agencies'

Office of Population Censuses and Surveys OPCS

Press notice : Government decides on ethnic group questions for 1991 census

House of Commons Home Affairs Committee
'Racial Attacks and Harassment'

House of Lords Select Committee on the European Communities
'1992: Border Control of People'

KMMYABI
'1992 & the Black Community'

Eastern Europe
'Accordez des droits ä la plus grande minorit6 d'Europe'
SOS Transylvanie - Comit6 de Genöve et Hungarian Human Rights Foundation
Committee for Human Rights in Rumania
Genöve, New York, December 1989

European Gommission
'Libre circulation des personnes dans la communaut6'
par Jean-Claude Seche (Commission Europ6enne)

Gouncil of Europe
'Need to combat resurgent fascist propaganda and its racist aspects', Report by
Robert Krieps
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United Nations
Reports on the International Convention for the Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination (CERD)

General Documentation
Internationaal Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis / Stichting Historische Racisme
Studies

'Racism and the Labour Market', D. Van Arkel & R.C. Kloosterman
Beate Ritter

'Racism and Xenophobia against Migrants in Europe'
Lillian Mumbua Kitusa

'Race Relations in the European Community' (transmitted by lan White, MEP)
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